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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report was developed as the result of an effort conducted by Advanced

Technology, Incorporated to perform a world-wide survey of new technological

concepts which might offer the potential for improving the operational and hydro-

dynamic capabilities of advanced amphibian vehicles. The survey, particularly the

foreign sources part, was conducted principally through the use of the mail service.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The Marine Corps pioneered the development of a doctrine during the 1930s

which is the foundation of the United States' capability for the projection of combat

power ashore through amphibious assault. During the 1940s, with World War I serv-

ing as a catalyst, the basic elements of amphibious warfare were refined. In addition

to a significant doctrinal evolution, one major equipment improvement occurred: the

amphibious LVT was introduced for ship-to-shore movement of assault troops, their

equipment, and supplies. The LVT also provided assault forces with a capability to

move inland from the initial landing sites.

Following World War HI, a new, more efficient vehicle was developed by the

Bureau of Ships, using the LVT3 as the design basis. This vehicle, designated as

LVT3C, was equipped with an armor cover over the cargo compartment which was

opened easily, but which did not interfere with cargo handling. In addition, a small

turret equipped with a machine gun was fitted to the vehicle. These early LVTs

suffered from marginal waterborne performance because of poor hydrodynamic effi-

ciency.

In the latter part of 1950, the Bureau of Ships initiated a program to develop a

new family of standardized advanced design LVTs. This new vehicle, the LVTP5, was

a much larger and heavier vehicle than any of its predecessors of World War H, with

greater cargo and personnel carrying capacity. Overall land and waterborne

performance was superior to that of previous LVTs, although only marginal gain in

water speed was achieved.

The LVTP7 was born out of a Marine Corps requirement initiated in 1964, (for

which Concept Formulation/Contract Definition contracts were awarded to two
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firms) for an improved Assault Amphibian Vehicle to replace the aging LVTP5A1

family of vehicles. The contract to design, develop, and fabricate prototypes incorpo

rating the latest technology and refinements in all vehicle system areas was awarded

in early 1966. The vehicle, constructed primarily of aluminum, was lighter and

smaller than the LVTP5. The specifications also called for greater land and water

performance, better maneuverability, reduced fuel consumption, greater reliability,

among other requirements, and all at reduced production and operating costs.

Compared to its predecessor, the LVTP7 has one-half the horsepower, and yet, is

approximately 20% faster in the water. Increased water speed was achieved by a

narrower and somewhat more streamlined hull form and by the use of water jet

propulsion which also improved maneuverability and control.

Amphibious vehicles throughout their history have been developed on an evolu-

tionary basis, incorporating relatively minor improvements in vehicle capability, by

using technology and components that were fully developed at the time. Amphibians

and other combat vehicles currently undergoing concept development or being

proposed for future development appear to offer only marginal improvements in

capabilities, performance, and mission effectiveness. If significant improvements in

vehicle performance and combat effectiveness are to become a reality, innovative

concepts, in addition to substantial product improvements in materials, components,

and subsystems, must be developed and applied to military vehicles. Unique system

concepts, designs, and approaches and spinoff or technology transfer from industry,

military, and other Government agencies (e.g., NASA), which could be used toward

achieving the desired amphibian performance goals, must be identified and developed

to assure success prior to vehicle concept development.

1.2 DATA SEARCH

Application was made to the Defense Documentation Center for appropriate

bibliographies. The bibliographies were received and a large number of the docu-

ments listed in Appendix A were reviewed for technology leads. Another part of the

research effort was conducted as a mailing campaign to private industry and was

followed up by telephone calls, when required. Of the 93 letters posted, 13 responses

were received. The responses are included in Appendix B. As a result of a visit to

the U.S. Patent Office, copies of numerous patents relating to amphibian vehicle and

marginal terrain vehicle technology were obtained and are included in Appendix C. In
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some cases, only telephone contacts were made and a list of those contacts is in

Appendix D.

1.3 FINDINGS

The major finding is that there is nothing of a revolutionary nature that could P

be applied, at this time, to an advanced amphibian to improve its performance

significantly. However, major improvments in vehicle performance are likely to be

achieved through the use of new lightweight materials and new designs of suspension

system components such as the hydropneumatic suspension unit.

Of the nearly 100 amphibian vehicle related patents examined at the U.S.

Patent Office (most of which are described in Appendix C), only the following three

offered even a slight hope that they might be useful to amphibian developments: the

Amphibious Air Track, page A-39; the Ground Traction Device, page A-46; and the

Shock Absorber Wheel Hub, page A-52. The remaining patents in Appendix A are

included as evidence of the paucity of assualt amphibian technology ideas of an

innovative and useful nature.

A potential mechanism for improving power conversion efficiency is a new

traction device concept, being developed by NASA, which promises to reduce noise,

weight, and unit complexity. It is called the NASVYTIS Traction Drive and is de-

scribed in Appendix B. NASA has tested the devices in sizes from 30 horsepower to

500 horsepower and 3.25-to-1 to 48-to-i reduction ratios. Although the device is only

a speed reducer at present, it potentially could replace gears in transmissions for

tracked vehicles.

A common characteristic throughout the industrial vehicle technology com-

munity was the apparent lack of interest or even moderate effort being applied to the

solving of hydrodynamic or mechanical problems already known to exist with existing

amphibian vehicles, as well as developmental problems likely to be associated with

future amphibians.

Within the past year, the University of Michigan College of Engineering has

established the Office for the Study of Automotive Transportation (OSAT). The

objectives of OSAT are to provide a focus for the automotive industry's major prob-
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lems, both technical and non-technical, and to enhance interaction between industry

and Government groups.

1.4 CONCLUSIONS

The trend of amphibian vehicle developments has been evolutionary since the

vehicle's inception, and the projected trend continues to be of an evolutionary nature.

One of the major causes of such an evolutionary process is the lack of a strong pro-

ponent, in industry, for the development of advanced technologies which are focused

on amphibian vehicle mission requirements. As a result of efforts to uncover new

technology that could be applied to an amphibian, this investigation has concluded

that the main reason for a lack of industry interest is the lack of Government incen-

tives for industry to be more agressive and innovative in the advancement of tech-

nology for use in the development of advanced amphibian vehicles. The production

runs for the unique Marine Corps amphibian are not very large nor do they run for

extended periods, as is the case with some other large military vehicles.

In view of the high operational payoffs offered by vehicle weight reduction

efforts, a major project should be undertaken to examine not only lightweight ma-

terials and systems but also a combination of lightweight materials and improved

armor. Armor systems other than monocoque construction with 5083 aluminum may

offer significant reductions in hull weight and improvements in ballistic protection.

Use of Kevlar as a blanket liner for suppression of spall and fragmentation is seen as

one of the most significant improvements that should be considered. Use of harder

materials, such as 4340 steel/5083 aluminum composite plate, to defeat the AP

threat on the sides of the vehicle would reduce the weight of these hull plates.

Within the hull and frame subsystems, two areas appear to offer the greatest

payoff: the hull form; and the type of armor material. Further development in these

areas may offer improvements in the performance of the vehicle which outweigh the

costs incurred to incorporate the new concepts. Emphasis should be placed on

developing a hull shape which will cause the vehicle to maintain a positive dynamic

trim while underway and prevent water from covering bow and obscuring the driver's

vision.

Very few areas for payoff exist as a result of development of the marine drive
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subsystem. The possibility exists for development of a new waterjet which would be

more applicable to an advanced amphibian. The design goal should be aimed toward

development of a waterjet with low weight, small size, high efficiency, and a high

degree of control.

1.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following actions should be taken to advance, appropriately, the technology

base needed to support the development of a cost-effective amphibian for the 1995-

2000 time period:

1. A major program, such as the Marine Corps Surface Mobility Exploratory

Development Program, should be tasked to initiate actions which would provide

incentives for industry to push technologies that offer high payoffs for an amphibian

vehicle of the future.

2. A major and coordinated effort should be devoted to the development of

lightweight materials, including armor, which can be applied to amphibians in order

to enhance, significantly, their mobility effectiveness and survivability.

3. Hull shape design efforts should provide for a positive dynamic trim while

underway.

4. An advanced waterjet should be developed which has a low weight, small

size, high efficiency, and a high degree of control.

5. University research centers, such as Michigan's Office for the Study of

Automotive Transportation, should be investigated as potential high-risk/high-payoff

contributors to the objectives of Marine Corps amphibian vehicle programs.
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AD Number Sub Heading Report Title and Author

AD 689 057 High Speed Wheeled Amphibians, A Con-
cept Study: Clifford J. NuttaU, Jr.

AD 857 588 Preliminary Studies of a Wheel Pump for
the Propulsion of Floating Vehicles:
Robert I. Ehrlich, C.J. NuttaU, Jr.

AD 754 831 An All-Terrain Amphibious Vehicle: LS.
Blalock

AD 769 743 System Description Amphibious Vehicles: A.P. Stepanov

AD 779 550 Feasibility and Prelimi- Mathematical Model of Wheeled Vehicles
nary Design Study Exiting from the Riverine Environment:

Peter M. Jurkat

AD 886 165 Support of Riverine An Analytical Model for Predicting Cross-
Operations Country Vehicle Performance.

Appendix D. Performance of Amphibious
Vehicles in the Water-Land Interface:
Claude A. Blackmon, Beryle G. Stinson
Jack K. Stoll

AD 881 357 Engineering Design Handbook; Wheeled
Amphbians: No author listed

AD 890 381 Trafficability Test A Review of the Status of Air Cushion
Technology including Suggestions for a
Canadian Research and Development
Program: P.A. Sullivan, R. Placek, Peter
M. Jurkat

AD A047 784 Design Construction The BMP Equipped Motorized Rifle Bat-
and Testing talion in the Offense: Richard S.

Kosevich

AD 857 588 1/4 Ton Floater/ A Critical Review of Vehicle Tests in
Swimmer Thailand and Their Relevance to Austria-

lian Military Ground Vehicle
Requirements: N.J. Munro

AD 858 222 The Problems of Off- The Shock Resistance of Various Light
The-Road Mobility Construction Intended for Increasing the

Shock Strength of M-113 Vehicles: R. U.
Jongenburger

AD 859 719 Development of Improved Limited Trafficability Tests with Major/
Transfer Line-Barge Minor Wheel Vehicle Equipped with

20xl4x10 Tires: Robert P. Smith
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AD 512 558 Development of Tanks Mobility and Vehicle System Require-
ments for Future Amphibious Forces:
George M. Brinton; Victor J. Croizat

AD 697 160 Studies of Off-Road Vehicles in the Rive-
rine Environment. Volume 11. Analytical
Method for Egress Evaluation: D. Sloss,
I.R. Ehrlich, G. Worden

AD 706 234 Test Vehicle Studies of Off-Road Vehicles in the
Riverine Environment. Volume Il. Asso-
ciated Environmental Factors: I.R. Ehr-
lich, R. G. Kolb, D.A. Sloss,
L.M. Corridon

AD 691 724 USAMERDC-1949 Study of an Electrically Propelled, High
Speed Air-Cushion Amphibian: Dietrick J.
Roesler

AD 695 671 Production and Coin- Wheeled and Tracked Off-The-Road High-
parison Tests Mobility Vehicles I.I. Selivanov

AD 473 279 Production Assault Amphibian Personnel Carrier
LVPTX12. Vol II. Program Plan and Man-
agement: No author listed

AD 872 657 MTP-2-3-035 Landing Vehicles, Wheeled and Tracked:
No auther listed

AD 990 505 Material Testing .. MTP T&E of Military ground and amphi-
bious vehicles...

AD B003 601 Endurance Test Planning Ski Conversion to Stand-off
armor

AD 473 144 Design Development of Plenum Air tread Amphi-
bian (PATA)

AD 637 843 Design Design of Wheeled Vehicles

AD 667 251 Design A Parametric Study of High Speed Sup-
port Amphibian

AD 801 964 Design A Review of Current & Future Amphibian
Surface Vehicles Vol. 1 Vehicle Review

AD 476 158 Drag Devices for reducing the Hydrodynamic
Resistence of Amphibian Vehicles

AD 641 119 Drag Drag Studies of Coupled Amphibians

AD 664 693 Hydrodynamics Hydrodynamic Research on Box Type
Amphibians

AD 423 539 Menueverability Project Wheeltrack I Vol II

AD 423 540 Meneuverability Project Wheeltrack I, Vol III
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AD Number Sub Heading Report Title and Personal Author

AD 906 452L Reviews Air Cushion Vehicle; Selection from VDI
Nachrichten: John Bentley

AD 911 552L Composite Material An Amphibious Cross-Country
Vehicle: Fred Klevenow

AD 916 COOL Surface Effect Vehicles Arctic Surface Effects Vehicle Program,
Arctic Region Volume 11. Summary: H.K. Hite

AD 914 033L Engineering Test/ Arctic Surface Effect Vehicle Program,
Arctic Phase Volume 6, Task 2.1.5 Powering Systems:

Hurden, Dennis, Jofre, J. Ricardo, John L.
Allison, Thornton, C. Wilford, H.K. Hite

AD 883 831L Inspection Comparison A Brief Summary of Foreign Vehicles
Tested by USATACOM; Edward H.
Czajkowski, Jr.

AD 502 776L Cost Effectiveness Cost/Effectiveness Study for the Mech-
anized Fighting Vehicle: Mary Kay
Valsoano, Warren W. Wells

AD 885 604L USSR From the "Russo-Balt" to the 60 PB
(11): K. Miede

AD 914 295L Amphibious Vehicles A Fully Amphibious Swedish Light Tank:
Klwvenow

AD B028 676L Operations Independent Evaluation Report of
Swedish BV202 and BV206 Small Unit
Support Vehicle (SUSV) Carrier, Cargo,
Amphibious, Articulated, Tracked 1-1/4
Ton: Gerald J. Schueler

AD 502 972L Design Intensified Confirmatory Test of the
General Sheridan M551 AR/AAV: WH.
Warren

AD 921 789L Evaluation The Marine Corps Wheeled Vehicle Inven-
tory (1975-1984): John Toben, Richard E.
Manuel, Richard D. Myers

AD 501 033L Vehicle Development Mechanized-Infantry Combat VEhicle
(MICV70), XM723: Mich Warren

AD 877 159L Study of Amphibious Military Potential and Mobility of the
Logistics Amphibious Infantry Support Vehicle

(AISV): Jack A. Simmons, L. J. Tremblay

AD 852 213L Environmental Test Military Potential Test of Boat, Shallow
Draft, Air-Propelled: Donavon F. Woos-
ter
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AD 922 115L Preliminary Studies NATO Methods for Surmounting Water
Obstacles: Hasso, Erb

AD 904 438L Evaluation Performance and Durability Tests
XM701 (MICV065) Prototype Vehicle
E. J. Rupnick

AD 856 457L Environmental Test Product Improvement Test of Carrier,
Command and Reconaissance, Armored,
M114A1 Under Desert Conditions: Mich.
Warren

AD 910 335L Mobility Environment Proposed Method for Determining Mobil-
Research ity of Vehicle and Motorized Units on the

Road and Cross-Country: S. Areshoug

AD 870 227L Study of Amphibian Simulation of Electric Drive Vehicles:
Logistics Robert M. McKechie

AD 913 007L Mobility Engineering Solo,750 - The First German Amphibian
Research Vehicle: Hasso, Erb

AD 859 292L The Soviet 4 x 4 (8x8) Armored Truck
BTR-40P. The Next Generation of Armor-
ed Vehicles: Trans. of Soldat and Technik

AD 876 604L Trafficability The Soviet 8x8 Armored Personel Carrier
BTR-60P: Safir

AD B011 992L Transport Cargo Special Analysis of High Mobility Vehicles
Vehicles Author not listed.

AD 902 131L Sandwich Construction Synthetic Amphibious Cross-Country
Vehicles: A Material Study by Messers-

schmidt-Beolkow Blohm: Hasse, Erb

AD 520 594L Coordinated Engineering Vehicle Classification: S. F. Torok, V.A.
Service Formica

AD 520 593L Coordinated Engineering Vehicle Classification Manual: S. F.
Service Torok, W. A. Formica

AD 911 551L Reinforced Plastics A Vehicle Made of Plastic: Trans for
Soldat and Technik

AD 923 407L Military Vehicles Wheeled Vehicle Follow-on Generation
Ernst Ferber

AD 502 969L Mobility Study A Mobility Study of Four Vehicles: John
N. Andrews, Jr.

AD 505 525L Strategic Warfare Application of the Surface Effect Vehicle
to the Strategic Strike Force Mission:
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Westwood Research, Inc. and Rosenblatt
(M) and Son.

AD 688 965 Problems of Off-The- Studies of Off-Road Vehicles in the
Road Mobility River ine Environment. Volume I, Perfor-

mance Afloat I. R. Ehrlich, 1.0. Kamm, G.
Worden

AD 867 755L PTS-M Soviet Amphibious Truck: Peter
0. Safir

AD 868 240L Marine Surface Pro- Waterjet Propulsion Kit for M113-A1
pulsion Armored Personnel Vehicle: P. N. Baxter

AD 881 147L Modern Amphibians The French "Gillois" Stream Crossing
Vehicles. Modern Family of Amphibious
Engineer Vehicles: PeterSafir

AD 894 957L Plastic Amphibious Vehicles Made of Plastic:
Fest

AD 900 362L Shrouded Propellers Sprocket-Driven, Nozzle-Propeller
Propulsion Systems Performance Tests on
Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle:
F.C. Whaley

AD 900 363L Shrouded Propellers Waterborne Performance Test of Mechan-

ized Infantry Combat Vehicle, SM701E1
with Nozzle-Propeller Propulsion. Devel-
opment of Bow-Wave Suppression De-

vices: W. Flannery, F. Whaiey

AD 905 175L The Infantry Cannon Vehicle 91: 14ans
Ulfhielm

AD 909 924L Arctic SEV Program: Author not listed

AD 914 386L Coordination Water Performance Tests of the BTR-50
pu Armored Personnel Carrier: David A.
Sloss

AD 915 801L Surface Effect Vehicles Arctic Surface Effect Vehicle Program.
Volume 9. Task 2.2.10(A) Surface Traction

System: Douglas D. Joyce, Jr.

AD B006 271L Armored Reconnaisance Vehicle (Model)
2.: Hasso

AD B013 724L The "Transportapanzer I" A New German
Six-Wheel Multi-Purpose Armored Ve-
hicle: Hasso, Erb

AD B014 708L Operations Product Improvement Test of Landing
Vehicle, Tracked, Assault, Amphibian,
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Personnel Carrier, LVTP7 (Modified) E. F.
Northon

AD B020 788L Military Requirements Military Off-Road Vehicles: Arnost, Farka

AD 872 657L Test Methods Landing Vehicles, Wheeled and Tracked:
No author listed

AD 473 347L Amphibious Vehicle Potential Test of Amphibious Sled: No
Sleds author listed

AD B019 863L Amphibious Cargo New Armored Transport Vehicle
Carrier

AD 818 615L Infantry Military Potential & Moiblity of

Amphibious Infantry Support Vehicles.

AD 423 538L Meneuverability Project Wheeltrack I, Vol I

AD B002 767L Landing Vehicle Assault Landing Vehicle Assault Technology

AD B021 147L Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle
(MICV), XM723 Systems, Operational Test
II, Vol. III

AD B011 992L Special Analysis of High Mobility Vehicles
(HMO)

AD B008 651L U.S. Army Trans-Hydro Craft Study 1975-
1985 Executive Summary

AD B008 652L U.S. Army Trans-Hydro Craft Study 1975-
1985 Main Report
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LIST OF TELEPHONE CONTACTS

Firm Contact Telephone Number

ALCOA Aluminum B.F. Holcombe (804) 788-7541

AM General R. Johnson (313) 493-3000

Bell Aerospace J. Cannon (716) 297-1000

Caterpillar Tractor J. Dennis (309) 578-6071

FMC R. Naulk (408) 289-3086

Grumman Aerospace W. Aubin (516) 575-2233

Lockheed Aerospace Dr. Tietz (415) 494-5678

National Waterlift W. White (615) 345-8641

Rockwell International R. Margolis (313) 435-1983

Troy Continental Motors E. Blackborne (616) 724-2812
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National Aeronautics and

Space Administration
Lewis Research Center

Cleveland. Ohio
44135

epyrn of2612 October 5, 1979

Mr Costa Brown
ADTECH
7923 Jones Branch Drive
Suite 500
McLean, VA 22102

Dear Mr. Brown:

Thank you for your inquiry of October 1, 1979. With regard to our research on
the NASVYTRAC multiroller traction drive, I have enclosed the first
NASA technical report on its evaluation and some additional illustrations.

The photograph illustrates the range of sizes of units that have been
built and tested. The smaller of the tw drives in the photograph is
a 30 HP turbopump test drive having a 3.25 to 1 ratio and an input speed
of 95,000 rpm. It weighs nine pounds. This unit was designed for the
liquid hydrogen boost pump on a roc-ket engine. The larger test drive
transmits 500 HP, has a ratio of 48 to I and an input speed of 53,000 rpm.
It weighs 210 pounds.

A derivative of the test unit reported in the enclosed NASA TP was
retrofitted to a Chrysler automotive turbine engine in place of a helical
gear set. A schematic of the installation is enclosed. The drive
performed well in this application. We are now in the process of putting
together another report on this test program. I have also enclosed a
cross-section and closeup of the NASVYTRAC assembly showing the key
elements.

With regard to your 600 HP engine application, it is difficult to furnish
the data you request without knowing more of the specific requirements,
such as input/output speeds, peak torque loading, service life requirements,
expected duty cycle, installation envelope, the type of engine, etc.
However, let me point out that we have studied the possibility of using
NASVYTRAC drives on systems ranging from a 25,000 hp destroyer propulsion
drive down to a 100 watt high speed vacuum pump unit. In most of these
cases, we have felt that the NASVYTRAC offered certain performance advantages
over conventional gearing.

Enclosure (4)
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In summary, the NASVYTRAC drive seems tu rave promise from a noise,
spced ratio and weight to power ratio standpoint. The drive functions
as a large roller bearing, so that a high speed shaft can be supported
with only one additional bearing with good stability.

We at NASA believe that this transmission has a significant role to play

in future industrial and aerospace drive train applications. If you have
any additional technical questions or comments, we would be most happy
to address them. For information concerning a possible future

application, we would suggest that you contact Mr. Richard C. Klein,
NASTEC, Inc., 1700 Ohio Savings Plaza, 1801 East Ninth St., Cleveland, Ohio,

44114, telephone (216) 695-5157.

Sincerely,

Stuart H. Loewenthal
Proj ect Manager

5 Enclosures
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NASA AVRADCOM
Technical Paper 1378 Technical Report 78-36

Performance of a Nasvytis
Multiroller Traction Drive

Stuart H. Loewenthal
Leu'is Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio

Neil E. Anderson
Propulsion Laboratory, A VRADCOM Research and Technology Laboratories
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio

Algirdas L. Nasvytis
Transmission Research, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

RNSA
National Aeronautics
and Space Administration

Scientific and Technical
Information Office
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SUMMARY

Parametric tests were conducted on a high-speed, 14.7-to-i fixed-ratio Nasvytis

Multiroller Traction Drive. The test drive was arranged In a single-stage, planetary

configuration with hvo rows of stepped planet rollers contained between the concentric

sun and ring rollers. The drive was equipped with an automatic roller-loading mech-

anism that maintained a constant design traction coefficient. Two drives were tested

concurrently in a back-to-back arrangement - one functioning as a speed increaser,

the other as a speed reducer. A synthetic, cycloaliphatic traction fluid was the test

lubricant. Test parameters included nominal sun-roller speeds to 73 000 rpm and in-

put power levels to 127 kW (170 hp). Three design traction coefficients - namely,

0.039, 0. 048, and 0. 057 - were tested by varying the geometry of the automatic roller-

loading mechanism.

Both the speed increaser and reducer operated smoothly and efficiently through

the full range of test conditions. A nominal peak efficiency of 95 percent was measured.

Transmission efficiency increased with the applied torque but varied relatively little

with changes in operating speed. Varying the design traction coefficl-nt had a relatively

small effect on efficiency, creep rate, or operating temperatures. However, with a

traction coefficient of 0. 057, both drives showed signs of impending slip at high torque

and sun-roller speeds greater than 57 500 rpm. Both test drives exhibited good speed

regulation, with speed efficiencies greater than 98.4 percent.

INTRODUCTION

The development of practical, cost-competitive traction drives for a variety of

commercial applications, from machine tools to automotive transmissions, is a rapidly

expanding field. Although presently about a dozen companies in the United States mar-

ket traction drives (ref. 1), their widest acceptance has been in Europe, where thou-

sands are in commercial service. Interest is also remarkably high in Japan and the

Soviet Union. The majority of these commercial drives are limited to light-duty ap-

plications, less than 11 kW (15 hp) (ref. 1).
Because of the high contact stresses associated with high power transfer, many

of these traction drives must be unattractively large in order to meet reasonable in-

dustrial service life requirements. Progress is being made in developing more com-

pact drives by using cleaner vacuum-processed bearing steels with greater fatigue re-

sistance and traction lubricants with improved tractive properties (ref. 2).
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Traction drives combine the potential of smooth, quiet, highly efficient (> 90 per-
cent) power transfer and reliable operation at extremely high speel& (>110 m/sec
(20 000 ft/min), ref. 3). Unlike power transmission with gear teeth- which, even
when perfectly machined, will generate significant torsional oscillations as the load

transfers between teeth - power transmission through traction is inherently smooth
and quiet. The tangential compliance of the thin elastohydrodynamlc lubricant film be-
tween contacting rollers, together with the elastic compliance of the rollers themselves,

provides an effective damping action to further reduce vibrational disturbances. Be-
cause of their smooth power-transfer characteristics, traction drives often prove to be
a cheaper and quieter alternative to high-speed, high-precision planetary gear sets.

An example of this is given in reference 4, which reports the design and construction
of a simple planetary traction speed reducer. It was designed to replace a precision
planetary gear set for a 50 000-rpm pneumatic head on a vertical grinder. The traction
drive was not only quieter and smoother running, but also less expensive to manufac-

ture.
Although the concept of power transfer by traction appears, in principle, to be

straightforward, the physical mechanisms involved and the proper design criteria to be
followed are not well established. The interaction of the lubricant with the nonideal

(rough) roller surfaces under the combination of high contact pressures and high lubri-
cant shear rates is extremely difficult to model analytically. For the most part, prac-
tical design information for traction contact has been empirically obtained on a partic-
ular contact geometry for a specific range of test conditions.

Some of the earliest investigations into traction contact phenomena as they relate

to traction drives were conducted by Lubomyr Hewko (refs. 5 to 7). Hewko obtained2
traction and efficiency performance data for roller contacts of several geometries over
a wide range of operating conditions for several lubricants (ref. 5). He varied such

parameters as rolling velocity, normal load, temperature, and speed ratio (ref. 5).
Hewko later extended much of these data to roller contacts that operate at very high

surface speeds (to 127 m/sec (25 000 ft/min)) (ref. 6). Much of this test information
served as a data base for the construction of several fixed-ratio, simple planetary
traction drives. One of these planetary traction drives, of 3. 5-to-I ratio, was tested
against a planetary geared drive of similar size, ratio, and power capacity (ref. 7).
The planetary traction drive had significantly higher part-load efficiency and a lower
noise signature than the comparable planetary geared drive.

Generally, a single-stage, simple planetary traction drive has a practical speed-
ratio limit of about 7. Above this speed ratio the size of the sun roller relative to the
r g roller becomes so small as to unfavorably overload the sun- roller contact for ap-
preciable power transfer. A remedy to the speed-ratio limit of single-stage planetary
traction drives was devised by A. L. Nasvytis (ref. 3). His drive system uses the



sun and ring rollers of the simple planetary traction drive; but, instead of a single row
of constant-diameter planet rollers, Nasvytis substituted two or more rows of "stepped"

(or dual diameter) planet rollers. With this new "multiroller" arrangement, practical

speed ratios as high as 150 could be obtained in a single stage with three rows of planet

rollers. In addition to the immediate size, weight, and simplicity benefits of a high-

ratio, single-stage drive, the Nasvytis Multirofer Traction Drive also minimizes the
need for bearings by restricting their use to only the last row of planet rollers and

either the ring or sun roller.

In reference 3, Nasvytis reports the test results for several versions of his multi-
roller drive. The first drive tested was a 373-kW (500-hp) torpedo drive of three-

planet- row construction with a reduction ratio of 48.2 and an input speed of 53 000 rpm.
The outside diameter of the drive itself was 43 cm (17 in.), and it weighed just 930 N

(210 lb) with a lightweight magnesium housing. It demonstrated a mechanical efficiency

above 95 percent with sun-roller surface speeds greater than 86.4 m/sec (17 000 ft/min,

ref. 3). To investigate ultra-high-speed operation, Nasvytis tested a 3.7-kW (5-hp),
three-row, 120-to- 1 ratio speed increaser (ref. 3). The drive was preloaded &. d op.-

erated without torque at 480 000 rpm for 15 minutes and ran for 43 consecutive houi3

at 360 000 rpm without lubrication but with air cooling. Two back-to-back drives were

operated for 180 hours at speeds varying from 1000 to 120 000 rpm and back to

1000 rpm. They transmitted between 1.5 and 2.2 kW (2 and 3 hp, ref. 3). Another
3.7-kW (5-hp), three-row speed increaser, with a speed ratio of 50, was tested for

more than 5 hours at the full rated speed of 150 000 rpm with oil mist lubrication and
air cooling. It successfully transmitted 3. 7 kW (5 hp) at 86 percent efficiency (ref. 3).

Smooth, quiet, high-speed operation are inherent qualities of the Nasvytis Multi-

roller Traction Drive concept. These qualities make it attractive for high- ratio speed

reducer applications such as those associated with high-speed, gas-turbine prime
movers.

The research reported herein was conducted to determine (1) key operational and

performance factors of a high-speed, high-ratio Nasvytis Multiroller Traction Drive,

such as drive efficiency, roller creep, lubrication requirements, temperature distri-
bution, and roller cluster stability and (2) the effect of design traction coefficient on

these operational characteristics over a wide range of speed and torque. Parametric

tests were conducted on a back-to-back transmission test stand with 14. 7-to-I fixed-

ratio Nasvytis Multiroller Traction Drives. Test parameters included speeds to

73 000 rpm and input power levels to 127 kW (170 hp). A synthetic, cycloaliphatic trac-

tion fluid was used as the test lubricant.
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'rEST DIUVE, TEST brTAND, AND PROCEDURE

Test Drive

The Nasvytis Multiroller Traction Drive tested in this study is shown in figure 1.

The test drive is a single-stage planetary configuration with two rows of five stepped

planet rollers contained between the concentric sun and ring rollers. Either the sun
or ring roller may act as the input or output member. Reaction torque is carried to

the housing by a pair of rolling-element ball bearings installed in the second (outer) row

of planet rollers. The first (inner) row of planet rollers and the sun roller require no
bearings, so that the number of total drive bearings is greatly reduced. The reaction
torque bearings are located in the optimum position, the outer planet-roller row, where

the reaction forces and operating speeds are relatively small. The ring-roller assem-
bly is positioned by its contact with the second row of planet rollers and is splined to

the low-speed input-output shaft.

Because the planet rollers in the test drive are the three-point contact with adj a-

cent rollers, the roller cluster has a high degree of stability: The first row of planet

rollers and the second row of planet rollers (to the extent of bearing internal clearance)
will shift under load until a nearly ideal force balance is established. Consequently,

slight mismatches in roller dimensions, housing distortions under load, or thermal

gradients will have little effect on drive performance other than to cause a slight change
in roller orientation. From a roller manufacturing standpoint this roller cluster flex- V

ibility will accommodate rather crudely matched rollers. Differences between contact-

ing roller diameters as great as approximately ±0. 02 mm (±0. 0008 in.), several times
those of ordinary mass-produced roller bearings, should cause few, if any, operational

difficulties.

The number of planet-roller rows, the number of planet rollers in each row, and
the relative diameter ratios at each contact are variables to be optimized according

to the overall speed ratio and the uniformity of contact forces. In general, drives with

two planet rows are suitable for speed -atios to about 25, and drives with three planet

rows are suitable for ratios to about 150 For the nominal design speed ratio of 214. 7,
two rows of five planet rollers each were selected. The speed ratios across the con-
tacts between the sun roller and the first row of planet rollers, between the first and

second rows of planet rollers, and between the second row of planet rollers and the
ring roller were 1.28, 3.87, and 2.97, respectively, for a total speed ratio of 14.7.

The test drives were equipped with a loading mechanism that automatically adjusted
the normal contact load between the rollers in proportion to the transmitted torque.

Thib mechanism operated above some preselected, minimum preload setting. The
automatic loading mechanism insured that the ratio of traction forces to normal con-



tact forces, or the design traction coefficient g*, was constant under all operating

conditions. The loading mechanism consisted of eight 6-mm by 6-mm rollers contained

in wedge-shaped cam pockets on the outboard side of each ring roller (fig. 1). The in-

side diameters of the two-piece ring- roller set were slightly tapered. This taper

caused the drive cluster to be radially loaded when the cam rollers squeezed the ring-

roller halves axially together under torque.

The design traction coefficient u* could be varied by simply changing the slope of

the wedge-shaped cam pockets. In this investigation, three values of W* (0. 039,

0. 048, and 0. 057 at the contact between the sun roller and the first row of planet

rollers) were examined.

The ring roller and the planet rollers were manufactured from consumable vacuum-

melted (CVM) SAE-9310 steel that was case carburized to a Rockwell-C hardness of
60 to 63. The sun roller was made of through-hardened, CVM AISI-52100 steel with a

Rockwell-C hardness of 61 to 63. All roller running surfaces were ground to surface

hnishes from 0.1 to 0.2 /jm (4 to 8 gin.) rms. The remaining drive components and

structure were fabricated from low-carbon steel.

The test drives were sized to transmit 149 kW (200 hp) continuously although test-

stand power limitations restricted testing to 127 kW (170 hp). They had transient over-

load capability of 261 kW (350 hp), based on yielding stress considerations.

Each test drive was approximately 25 cm (10 in.) in diameter with a main-body

length of approximately 11 cm (4.3 in.). The rotating drive components weighed 87 N

(19.7 lb). An extra-stiff, welded steel housing added 170 N (38.6 lb) to the total weight

of each drive. It is estimated that about 35 percent of this structural weight could be

saved by using a cast aluminum housing. With a cast aluminum housing, which would

be used in a production drive, the weight-to-power ratio for the test drive would be

0.76 N/kW (0.13 lb/hp) on a transient basis and 1.34 N/kW (0.22 lb/hp) on a maximum,

continuous basis.

Lubricant

The test lubricant used in this study was a synthetic, high-traction cycloaliphatic

hydrocarbon fluid. Its traction coefficient is approximately 50 percent greater than

those of conventional mineral oils ref. 2). This fluid exhibited good fatigue-life per-

formance in the tests of reference 8. Its properties are given in table I.

Test Stand

The NASA fixed-ratio, traction-drive test stand uses the back-to-back or
recirculating-power principle, which permits accurate efficiency measurements to be
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made (typically within ±0. 3 percent as compared with >±1 percent with Input-output

torquemeters). A schematic of the test stand is shown in figure 2. Two drives with

individual lubrication systems were tested concurrently. The high-speed shafts of
these drives were directly coupled by a high-speed, flexible gear-coupling. The low-
speed shafts were coupled by parallel-shaft stand gearboxes that were individually con-
nected to the case and rotor of a hydraulic torque motor. The hydraulic motor loaded
the gearboxes and test drives when it was pressurized through the oil supply housing

(hydraulic slip ring). The torque level in the test drives was controlled by a closed-
loop, servocontrol system that regulated the pressure difference across the hydraulic
motor through a servocontrol valve. When the drive motor rotated the hydraulically
loaded test drives, a power flow was established in the closed loop in which one trans-
mission acted as a speed increaser and the other as a speed reducer. The drive motor
supplied only the power required to rotate the test drives and test-stand gearboxes un-
der the test load. This power was equal to the total test-stand power losses.

Efficiency was measured by comparing the total test-stand power losses when the
test drives were in place with the test-stand tare power losses when the test drives
were removed, at the same test conditions. The test-stand tare power losses were
measured under load by replacing the test drives with a dummy shaft. With this tech-
nique, peak efficiency can be determined accurately to within 0. 3 percent. Drive-
motor input torque and loop torque at the speed reducer's output shaft were measured
with rotary transformer torquemeters.

Speeds were accurately measured with magnetic and proximity probe pickups to one
part in 10 thousand at test-drive input and output shafts so that the small changes in

speed ratio due to creep (slight relative motion between driving and driven rollers)
could be detected.

Temperatures of the lubrication oil into and out of the test drives and the test-
stand gearboxes were recorded. Input oil temperatures were maintained by an auto-
matic controller. Sun- roller temperatures were measured approximately by placing a
thermocouple junction less than 0. 3 cm (0. 1 in.) above the roller surface. The
inner- race temperature of the second row of planet rollers and outer- race temperature
of the low-speed shaft bearing were measured by imbedding thermocouples in copper
plugs in contact with these races. Skin temperatures of both drives and the stand gear-
boxes were also recorded.

Pressures of the lubrication and hydraulic torquemeter systems were measured
with strain-gage pressure transducers. Oil flow rates were measured with turbine
flowmeters. Triaxial accelerometers were mounted on the test drives to detect ab-

normal vibration during the test and to perform cursory vibration analysis.
:un- and ring- roller radial and axial positions were monitored during the tests

with eddv-current proximitY probes. The test drives' lubrication system consisted of



an 11-liter (3-gal) sump, a pressure pump, an oil heater and cooler, 3-im absolute
supply and return filters, and a scavenge pump to keep the drive housing relatively dry.

Test Procedure

Before each test the test drives were completely disassembled and the components
were cleaned in an ultrasonic vapor degreaser to insure maximum cleanliness. Also,

the lubricant in the test drives' lubrication systems was circulated for several hours
through 3-gm absolute filters. After the transmissions were reassembled and the min-
imum preload adjusted, the high-speed shafts of the two test drives were alined in a

mounting fixture and coupled by a lightweight, high-speed gear-coupling.
The tests reported herein were parametric tests. The parameters that were

maintained constant throughout the tests are listed in table I. Increaser input speeds
were 830, 1660, 2770, 3870, and 5000 rpm; and reducer output torques were 23, 57,

85, 113, 141, 181, 226, and 282 N-in. The test procedure was to set a speed and then
to increase the torque level stepwise to the required test condition. When the maximum
torque level was attained, the next increment of speed was set and the procedure was
repeated. To insure steady-state readings, typically 45 to 60 minutes of running was
required between speed changes and 5 to 15 minutes between torque changes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effects of Speed and Torque on Drive Efficiency

The effects of speeds to 73 000 rpm and input torques to 285 N-m (2520 in-lb) on
multiroller-traction-drive power loss are presented in figure 3 for a design traction
coefficient of 0. 048. With recirculating-power test systems it is not feasible to di-

rectly measure individual test-drive power loss, so an average power loss per drive

is normally assumed. However, a better estimate of increaser and reducer drive per-
formance can be obtained by splitting the total power loss for both drives in proportion
to the relative heat transferred to the cooling oil and convected through the housing.
A sample calculation using this heat-loss balance is given in appendix A. With this

technique the reducer generally had a slightly higher power loss than the increaser.
However, as discussed later in this section, these differences in power loss have a

much smaller effect on relative test-drive efficiency.

It is apparent from figure 3 that the test-drive power loss was mildly dependent on
torque and significantly dependent on speed. In fact, an increase in speed caused a
nearly linear increase in power loss, as illustrated in figure 4, where the torque loss
at the input shaft for the test drives is plotted against input speed for two input torques.
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The torque loss was nearly constant over the operating speed range and varied only

slightly with input torque. This variation in torque loss with speed and load is quite

similar to that of spur gears (ref. 9) and to that of traction-drive contacts (ref. 5).
Because speed seems to have little overall effect on mechanical efficiency at con-

stant torque (fig. 5), the windage losses were probably relatively small. However,

mechanical efficiency did improve with an increase in transmitted torque, with effi-

ciency levels rising to approximately 95 percent for both increaser and reducer at the
highest torque level tested. The upward trend of these performance curves shows that

slightly higher efficiencies might have been attained had not the torque limit of the test
stand been reached.

Figure 6 shows the variation in test-drive efficiency with input power. Both in-

creaser and reducer appeared to have nearly the same overall efficiency, except at
the two lowest operating speeds. At low speeds, the small power differences between

the drives ("0. 5 kW (0.7 hp)), as shown in figure 3, resulted in about a 2- to 3-

percentage point efficiency advantage for the increaser. However, these differences

in efficiency are probably not significant because of the inaccuracies associated with
the heat-balance technique at these lower power levels.

It is clear from figure 6 that, for best efficiency at any required horsepower, the

traction drive should be operated at the lowest possible speed since this will require

the highest possible torque (fig. 5). This is the most efficient way of operating most

mechanical and hydraulic drive systems as well as most internal combustion engines.
However, the efficiency advantages of operating for prolonged times at high torque

levels might be offset by a reduction in drive-system fatigue life.
Unlike gear-to-gear contacts, the exact speed ratio across a traction contact is

not independent of torque. A small speed difference will exist between lubricated,

elastic, rolling bodies under torque transmission. This difference is due to the com-

bination of tangential, elastic deformation of the roller material (ref. 10) and the

viscoelastic straining of the lubricant's elastohydrodynamic film (ref. 11). As long as

the peak traction coefficient of the lubricant within the contact is not exceeded, this
relative motion will be a very small percentage (typically <0. 5 percent for cylindrical

contacts) of the contact's rolling velocity. This small relative motion is commonly
referred to as creep. The traction performance of lubricants is usually given in the

for-m of traction-coefficient-ve rsus- creep curves The traction coefficient is generally

a linear function of the creep rate below approximately 75 percent of the peak traction

coefficient Above this value the traction coefficient rapidly levels off with an increase

in creep rate as nonlinear viscoclastic effects become important. At high creep rates,
thermal effects cause a reduction in traction coefficient until gross slip, or 100 percent

crecp-. is reached. To insure against gross slip. it is common design practice to keep

MO design traction coefficient somewhat less than 75 percent of the anticipated mnaxi-



mum available traction coefficie t at the required operating conditions.

The creep rate also represents a loss in power that is equal to the product of the

speed difference and the transmitted torque. This can be expressed in terms of speed

efficiency 71., which is defined as follows:

Measured output speed

Design output speed

Figure 7 shows that speed and load have little effect on the measured speed efficiency

of the test drives. The speed efficiencies presented are accurate to ±0. 05 percent.
Speed efficiencies in excess of 98. 6 percent were recorded for both test drives. Thus
the total creep rate across three traction contacts was held to less than 1.4 percent by

the automatic loading mechanism.

All remaining power losses, apart from the creep power loss, can be expressed in

terms of torque efficiency i7t, which is defined as follows:

7t =O

where Io Is the overall model efficiency. Torque efficiency plots for the test drives

are given in figure 8. Because of the high values of 77 these curves are quite similar
to those of figure 5.

In general, traction-drive torque efficiency is a measure of the power losses due
to contact misalinement, spin (for contacts with tapered or varying transverse curva-

tures), rolling resistance, and miscellaneous drive losses. Miscellaneous drive losses,

such as windage and support-bearing tare losses, can become a significant portion of

the total power loss, particularly at light loads.

Effects of Design Traction Coefficient on Drive Efficiency

The geometry of the wedge-shaped cams in the automatic loading mechanism was

varied to study the effects of design traction coefficient p* on traction-drive efficiency.

As shown in figure 9, the three design traction coefficients tested had little effect on
performance. Nor did these three values of ju* have any significant effects on any

other operating variable, such as roller temperatures or speed efficiency. However,
both test drives, when operated with the 0. 057-percent-design-traction-coefficient

cams, did show some signs of impeding slip at sun-roller speeds above 57 500 rpm at
high torque levels. It is well known that the available traction coefficient A will de-

crease with an increase in rolling velocity. Apparently, at the high surface speeds of

the sun roller 85 m/sec (16 700 ft/min)), the available coefficient of traction u for
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the traction lubricant - contact combination approaches 0. 057, the value of the design

traction coefficient p*. This would suggest using a lower value of U*, Mat is, applying

more normal load, to insure against gross slip. On the other hand, using too low a

value of g* would greatly increase the normal load acting on the contact and thereby

adversely affect fatigue life and possibly part-load efficiency.

Effects of Speed and Torque on Temperature

Operating speed, as shown in figures 10 to 12, had a far greater effect than torque

on the operating temperature of components in the test drives. Varying sun-roller

speed from 12 000 rpm to 73 000 rpm at constant torque increased sun-roller absolute

temperatures by 12 to 17 percent. However, varying sun-roller torque from 2 N-m to

20 N-m (18 in-lb to 180 in-lb) at constant speed caused only a 2 to 4 percent variation.

This observation is consistent with the far-more-dominant effect of speed on power

loss, as discussed earlier (fig. 4).

Although the hollow sun roller was cooled effectively by lubricant that flowed under

the contact surface and out through radial holes, contact temperatures - as measured

by thermocouples just above the contact surface - approached 422 K (3000 F) at maxi-

mum speed. This temperature is the practical operating-temperature limit for drive

components made from AISI 52100 steel. The reason is that above this temperature

AISI 52100 steel experiences a significant reduction in hardness, which would adversely

affect fatigue life (ref. 12). A bearing steel with good hot-hardness retention, such as

AISI M-50, is recommended for prolonged sun-roller speeds above 73 000 rpm. The

average temperatures of the planet-bearing inner race (fig. 11) were only about 22 K

(40 deg F) above the oil inlet temperature at the maximum test conditions.

The sun roller, planet bearings, and housing of the reducer seemed to operate

slightly cooler (<3 percent on an absolute temperature basis) than the corresponding

components in the increaser (figs. 10 to 12). The temperature differences were rela-

tively small, in part because of the slightly lower reducer oil inlet temperature

(-3 K (5 deg F)).

The effects of input power and operating speed on the temperature rise across the

cooling oil are shown in figure 13. As would be expected from the power-loss measure-

meats, a change in operating speed had a greater effect on oil temperature rise then

did a change in transmitted torque.

The oil temperature rises of the reducer and increaser were comparable at sun-

roller test speeds above 40 500 rpm. However, at lower test speeds, the reducer's

oil temperature rise was approximately 2 K (3.5 deg F) greater than the increaser's

,-t 12 000 and 24 000 rpm. These differences are indicative of slightly, but not signif-
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icantly, higher power losses for the speed reducer as calculated from the heat-balance

analysis detailed in appendix A and depicted graphically in figure 4.

Roller Motions

As previously mentioned, the sun roller and first row of planet rollers are free

floating and rely on contact with adjacent rollers for location. Radial positioning of

the roller cluster depends primarily on the location and spacing of the reaction bearings

in the second-row of planet rollers. Little, if any, positioning is provided by the ring

roller through its spline connection with the low-speed input-output shaft. Multiroller-

cluster radial stability is discussed in detail in reference 3.

Axial roller stability of the sun roller and the first row of planet rollers was pro-

vided by special, tapered, convex-concave roller contacts that were designed in accord-

ance with the criteria of reference 13. These contoured surfaces greatly minimized

axial roller motions without the need for roller flanges as an axial restraint. Roller

flanges not only are susceptible to damage from high differential sliding velocities,

but also are a source of appreciable power loss.

Proximity probes were installed in the test drives to monitor roller motions under

a variety of operating conditions. External proximity probes were located radially at

the neck of the sun roller near the coupling, and internal probes were located axially

at the end of the sun roller. The first and second rows of planet rollers operated very

stably (less than 0.05-mm (0. 002-in.) peak-to-peak motion) thro..ghout most of the

parametric tests. Representative time traces of sun- roller motions at a nominal

speed of 56 500 rpm are shown in figure 14. Total peak-to-peak motions were 0.10

and 0.15 mm (0. 004 and 0. 006 in.) radially and 0.05 and 0.10 mm (0. 002 and 0. 004 in.)

axially for the increaser and reducer, respectively.

The increaser's sun roller operated very smoothly, but the reducer's sun roller

exhibited some minor oscillations at the low-speed output-shaft frequency of 65 Hz.

These oscillations are probably due to slight misalinement (approximately 0. 08 0) be-

tween the ring roller axis and the output-shaft axis. This causes the drive cluster to

cock slightly and to nutate at the output-shaft speed. Subsequent measurements of

axial motion at the ring-roller face confirmed this hypothesis. Improvement in the

alinement and piloting of the reducer's ring-roller spline should alleviate much of this

motion.

The high-frequency oscillations shown in figure 14 occur at a sun-roller rotational

frequency of approximately 940 Hz. The radial motions at this frequency are largly

due to unbalance of the high-speed, flexible gear-coupling together with a small amount

of roller surface runout. Although the high-speed coupling was dynamically balanced

on a fixture to 106 dyne-cm (0. 0015 oz-in.), unavoidable misalinement between the
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sun- roller spin axes and the necessary radial clearance between male and female

spline teeth undoubtedly contributed to the unbalance experienced during operation.
For vibration- sensitive, high- speed applications, in- place dynamic balancing techni-

ques or more sophisticated coupling methods are recommended.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Parametric tests were conducted on two high-speed, 14.7-to-1 fixed-ratio Nasvytis
Multiroller Traction Drives. The test drive was arranged in a single-stage, planetary

configuration with two rows of stepped planet- rollers between the concentric sun and
ring rollers. It was equipped with an automatic roller-loading device that maintained

a constant design traction coefficient. Two drives were tested concurrently in a back-

to-back arrangement. A synthetic, cycloaliphatic traction fluid was used as the test

lubricant. Test parameters included nominal sun- roller speeds to 73 000 rpm and in-

put power levels to 127 kW (170 hp). Three design traction coefficients - 0. 039, 0. 048,
and 0. 057 - were tested. The following results were obtained:

1. The test drives operated smoothly and efficiently throughout the full range of
test conditions. A nominal peak efficiency of 95 percent was measured.

2. Transmission efficiency increased with torque. The effect of operating speed

on efficiency was small.

3. Varying the design traction coefficient had a relatively small effect on overall

efficiency, creep rate, or operating temperatures. However, with a design traction
coefficient of 0. 057, the test drives showed signs of impeding slip at high torque when

operated at sun- roller speeds above 57 500 rpm.

4. The measured speed efficiency of the test drives exceeded 98.6 percent. Thus,

the total creep rate across the three traction contacts was limited to 1. 4 percent.

Lew-is Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Cleveland, Ohio, August 17, 1978,
505-04.
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APPENDIX A

TEST-DRIVE PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS

Speed Efficiency and Creep

Creep, where the test-drive speed ratio changes with a change in torque, repre-
sents a power loss in traction drives. The definition of speed efficiency is

7 Measured output speed X 100
Design output speed

Referring to figure 15(a)

$ 3

S,1 4 DR1

77 -1 , 100 (Al)1 DR,

and

_s,2 × 100

DRs,2 = X 100 (A2)

Thus the speed efficiencies can be expressed as a ratio of the measured speed ratio to
the design speed ratio. The design ratio is the geometric roller radius ratio under load

conditions.
Creep is the percent change in the output speed from the design output speed.

CREEP, = (I - ? I  × i00 (A3)

CREEP2 = (I - ?s , 2) 100 (A4)
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Power Loss

To determine efficiency in square-loop testing, the test-stand power loss when

the test drives are in place is compared with the test-stand power loss when the drives
are removed and replaced by a connecting dummy shaft. Referring to figure 15(b), the

test-stand power losses HP7 are measured at the drive-motor input. The gearbox
power losses CALHP1 and CALHP2 are determined as a function of speed and torque
from calibration tests with the test drives removed. Since torque is measured only

at the H P2 and HP7 locations, it is necessary to do a power flow analysis to arrive

at H PLOSS.

HPLOSS= 1P4- HP2

= (HP5 + HP7 - CALHP1) - HP2

= (HP6 + H P8) + HP7 - CALHPI - HP2

= (HP2 - CALHP2) +1iP8 + H P7 - CALHP1 - H P2 (A5)

HPLOSS= HP8 +HP7 - CALHIP1 - CALHP2 (A6)

The only unknown quantity is BP8, which is found as follows:

H P8 = K TORQ6 (S5 - 86)] (A7)

TORQ6 1 H P6 _ 1 (1P2 - CALHP2) (AS)
K S6 K S6

Speed is accurately measured at S4 and S2:

S6- S2 (A9)
2.765

$4-52 (l)S5 - S6 =4- S2A10)

2.765

After substituting equations (AS) to tA1O) into equation (A7), the hydraulic torque-motor

input power can be determined as follows:

ttS = (HP2- CALHI,2)(SI - 2) All)
S2

TuL" the total power loss for both units IflPLOSS can be found from equation (A6) by

1sing equation ,All) and the measured variables.
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Thermal- Power- Loss Balance

The square-loop method of testing does not provide a direct method to determine

individual test-drive power loss. Often an average efficiency Is assumed for both test

drives based on the calculated HPLOSS. If the efficiencies of the drives are high, this

will be a good approximation. If the efficiencies are low, as in part-load testing, the

input power levels to each drive will be significantly different and identical efficiencies

would not be anticipated. Since much of the testing reported herein was done at part-

load conditions, a method of splitting the total power loss on the basis of heat rejection

to the cooling oil and convection to the atmosphere was developed. It is assumed that

the percentage of the total power dissipated in each test drive Is in the same propor-

tion as the percentage of total heat lost by each drive to the cooling oil and the atmo-

sphere. Referring to figure 15(c) the thermal horsepower THP is defined as follows:

THP = QHP + QCONV

where

QHP heat rejected to cooling oil

QCONV heat convected to atmosphere

RQHP percentage of power lost in increaser

TH P1

RQH P = (A12)
THPI + TH P 2

The power lost in the increaser is

HPLOS1 = HPLOSS x RQHP (A13)

and that for the reducer is

H PLOS9 = H PLOSS - H PLOS1  (A14)

Overall Efficiency and Torque Efficiency

From the power-loss split from equations (A12) and (A13) it is now possible to ob-

tain the overall efficiencies as follows:

HP4 = HP2 + HPLOSS

HP3 = HP4 - RQHP x HPLOSS

15
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_70 HP3 A5'oi - ' (AI5)

H P4

7o .HP2 (A16)
Iio 2 P3

Torque efficiency is defined as follows:

77t =0

'is

so that

it,z (A17)

'is,l 1

and

'it, 2 L2 (Ai8)
?7s,2

where 'is, 1 and 17s, 2 are determined from equations (AI) and (A2).

Example Calculation

As an example, a test condition consisting of an increaser input speed of 1666 rpm
ana a reducer output torque of 284 N-m (2507 in-lb) are used. Refer to figure 15(b).

Measured quantities: Derived quantities:

S2 = 1632 rpm CALHPI = 2.78 kW (3.72 lip)
&3 = 24 270 rpm CALHP2 = 2.63 kW (3.52 hp)
S4 = 1666 rpm TP 1 = 2.81 kW (3.76 hp)

TORQ2 = 284 N-m (2507 in-lb) TI P, 3 .29 kW (4.41 hp)
H P2 = 48-42 kW (64.9 hp) DR 1 = 1-.69
11P7 = 9.97 kW (13.3:3 hp) DR, = 14.74

- 3 24 270
&1 2D7 0.992, or 99.2 pereent

S616614.69

16



&I -. 63 = 0. 991, or 99. 1 per-cent

CREEP, = I - 0. 992 = 0. 008, or 0. 8 percent

CREEP 2 = 1 - 0. 991 = 0. 009, or 0. 9 percent

H PLOSS = B-IP8 - CALI-IPl - CALH P2 + H P7

= B 1P8 - 2. 78 - 2. 63 + 9. 94

= HP8 + 4. 3

H8=(HP2 - CALHP2)(S4 - S2)

S2

HPS = (48. 42 - 2. 63) (1666 - 1631) =0. 983 kW (1. 31 hp)
1631

H IPLOSS =0. 98 3 + 4. 53 = 5. 51 kW (7. 37 hp)

RQHiP THP1 - 2.81 0.46
'rHP 1 +THP 2 2.81 +3.29

H IPLOS1 = RQH P x H PLOSS =0. 46 x 5. 51 = 2. 54 kW (3. 40 hp)

H P4 = H P2 + H PLOSS = 48. 42 +' 5. 51 53. 93 kW (72. 11 hp)

H P3 = H P4 - H PLOS1 = 53. 93 - 2. 54 51. 39 kW (68. 71 hp)

01 = H P3 51.39 =0. 953. or 95. 3 percent

H P2 48. 42 = 0. 942, or 94. 2 percent
o, HP3 51.39

'0t,0 95 =2 2~ ~2 0. 961, or 96. 1 percent

t. .- 0. 94 0. 951, 0r 95. 1 pecti
it. s, 0.991

17



APPENDIX B

SYMBOLS

CALHPI gearbox 1 power loss, kW (hp)

CALHP2 gearbox 2 power loss, kW (hp)

CREEP test-drive creep, percent

DR test-drive design ratio

HA test-drive effective convective heat-transfer coefficient multiplied by sur-

face area, kW/K (hp/°F)

HPLOSS total power loss in both test drives, kW (hp)

HPLOS power loss in one test drive, kW (hp)

HP2 reducer output power, kW (hp)

HP3 reducer input power or increaser output power, kW (hp)

HP4 increaser input power, kW (hp)

HP5 shaft power level at location 5, kW (hp)

HP6 shaft power level at location 6, kW (hp)

H P7 drive-motor power, kW (hp)

HP8 torque-motor power, kW (hp)

K constant defined in eq. (A7), kW ( h P  )
N- m. rpm in-lb- rpm)

QCONV convective heat loss to atmosphere from test drives, kW (lp)

QHP heat loss to cooling oil from test drives, kW (hp)

R measured drive ratio

RQH P fraction of HPLOSS from increaser

STM torque-motor rotational speed, rpm

62 reducer output speed, rpm

S" reducer input speed or increaser output speed, rpm

increascr input speed, rpm

65 shaft speed at location 5, rpm

3shaft sped at location 6, rpm



THP thermal horsepower, includes heat loss to cooling oil and convective heat

loss to atmosphere, kW (hp)

TORQ6 shaft torque at location 6, N-m (in-lb)

TR room temperature, K (OF)

TSRAV average test-drive surface temperature, K (0 F)

AT test-drive cooling oil temperature rise, K (deg F)

70 ooverall efficiency

Ts speed efficiency

77 t torque efficiency

available traction coefficient

* design traction coefficient

Subscripts:

1 increaser

2 reducer

19
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TABLE 1. - PROPERTIES OF SYNTHETIC CYCLOALIPHATIC

TRACTION LUBRICANT

Additive...................................... Oxidation inhibitor

Kinematic viscosity, cm 2/sec, at -

244 K (-200 F)..................................... 31 600x10_2

311 K (100 0 F)..................................... 23xl0_2

372 K (2100 F).................................... 3. 7xl0 2

Flashpoint, K; OF. .. ... .... .... .... ... .... .... .. 422; 300
Fire point, K; 0F. .. .... ... .... .... .... .... ... .. 435; 325
Autolgaition temperature, K; 0F. .. ... .... .... .... ...... 589;, 600
Pour point, K; OF .. .. .. ... .... .... .... .... ...... 230; -45
Specific beat at 311 K (1000 F), J/kg K; Btu/1b F. . . . . . . . . . . . 2130; 0. 51 -

Thermal conductivity at 311 K (1000 F), J/m- sec - K; Btu/hr- ft- OF. . . 0.10; 0.060
Specific gravity at 311 K (1000 F) .. .. .. .. ... ... ... .. ... ... 0.886

TABLE II. -CONSTANT OPERATING PARAMETERS

Oil inlet temperature to increaser, K (OF) .... 339 (150)
Oil inlet temperature to reducer, K (0F).......336 (145)
Oil flow to test drives, Uiter/mln (gal/min) . . . 8.33 (2.2)
Oi1 flow to sun rollers, liter/min (gal/min).- . 5. 30 (1.4)
Sun- roller jet oil pressures, kPa (psig). .. .. .. 276 (40)
Oil inlet temperatures to gearbox, K ( 0F). .. ... 327 (130)
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Figure 1. - Geometry of test drive.
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Figure 3. Test-drive power loss as function of input torque for five input speeds. Design fraction co-
efficient. 0.048; 100-percent input torque 258 N-rn (2520 in-Ibf for increaser. 19 N-rn (168 in-Ib

orreducer.
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Figure 4 - Torque toss at input shsaft as function of input speed for torque ievels of 25 and

70 percent. Design traction coefficient, 0. 048,
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Figure 6. - Reducer and increaser test-drive overall efficiency for five input speeds.
Design traction coefficient. 0. 048.
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Figure 9. - Test-drive overall eff iciency as function of input torque for three design
traction coefficients.
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200 Reducer oil inlet ,
C 360 temperature.

336 K (1450 F)-

16oL- 34 1
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Sun-roller speed, rpm

Figure 10. - Sun-roller surface temperature as function of sun-roller speed
and torque. Design traction coefficient. 0.04& sun-roller oil flow rate.
5.3 literslmin (1. 4 gallmin).
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.? -339 K (1500 F)- - Full range

-- 180 1 Itorque
t a40 I-" R ucer ol npnlet

140 temperature, 336 K (1450 F)-'

0 15000 30000 45000 60000 7500
Sun-roller speed, rpm

Figure 11. - Average planet-bearing inner-race temperature as function of sun-roller
speed and torque. Design traction coefficient. 0.04; bearing oil flow rate, 2.5
liters/min 0. 65 gallmini.
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ef nput
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140 L temperature, 336 K (1450 F?-'

320 , 1 - I I I
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Figure 12. - Housing skin temperature as function of sun-roller speed and torque.
Design traction coefficient. 0. 048.
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Figure 13. -Oil temperature rise (difference between oil outlet temperature and
oil inlet temperature) as function of input power for five input speeds. Design
traction coefficient, 0. 04& total oil flow rate per drive. 8.3 literslmin (2.2
gallmin).
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REYNOLDS ALUMINUM
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

1979 August 14

Mr. Costa T. Brown
Advanced Technology, Inc.
7923 Jones Branch Drive
McLean, Virginia 22102

Dear Mr. Brown:

Enclosed is the information for your Advanced Amphibian

Vehicle Potential Application.

I have also enclosed several Reynolds booklets which may

be of interest.

Sincerely yours,

, - i/). /'

B. F. Holcombe
Contracting Officer
Product Development Division

djw

Enclosures

3

REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY PRODUCT DEVFLOPMENT DIVISION

bTH AND CARY STREETS - RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23261 804/,88-7541



ADVANCED AMPHIBIAN VEHICLE POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

COMPANY NAME
Reynolds Metals Company
Product Development Division
5th & Cary Streets
Richmond, Virginia 23219

POINT OF CONTACT & PHONE NO.

(804) 788-7563
B. F. Holcombe
Contracting Officer

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY, COMPONENT, ETC.

Aluminum products, ingot, sheet, plate, extrusions,
armor, rod, bar, and wire.

CLAIMS

Light weight construction.
Corrosion resistance.
Excellent armor protection.

ENGINEERING STATUS

Readily available.

EARLIEST DATE FOR FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION

DEVELOPMENT COSTS (INCLUDING FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION)

OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS

4



Holyhead Road,

Coventry CV5 8JH.
Alvi- Lirnitsd Telephone: Coventry 10203) 25501.

Telex 31459.
Leyland Special Products Cables: Alvis Coventry Telex.

AGL/PH/79351 27 August 1979

BY AIR MAIL

Mr Costa T Brown
Advanced Technology Inc
7923 Jones Branch Drive

Suite 500
McLEAN Virginia 22102
USA

Dear Mr Brown

Thank you for your letter of 6 August 1979, which was received here on
21 August 1979.

We are extremely interested in the project for the US Marine Corps,
and I have pleasure in enclosing your proforma, duly completed. The
items marked "A" refer to our current range of vehicles, the CVR(T)
series; those marked "B" refer to the FV600 series, which was in
production from 1952-1973, of which Stalwart was a member. The
FV600 series is perhaps of passing interest only, but serves to indicate
our involvement with armoured and amphibious vehicles during the past

thirty years.

I am sending separately a set of pamphlets giving details of the members
of the CVR(T) series.

There is one addition to the family which is still being developed - a large
personnel carrier. We shall be happy to give you further information on
this vehicle.

I understand that Mr Cole of the UK Defence Supply Office has already
been in touch with Mr Tarkir, and has expressed our interest. Also,
I hope that Brigadier Hopkinson, our Military Sales Manager, who will
be visiting the US next month, will be able to make contact with you.

I understand that you might consider coming to Alvis for discussions.
You would be most welcome, and we would like the opportunity of showing
you some of our activities.

Yours sincerely

12



ADVANCED AMPHIBIAN VEHICLE POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

COMPANY NAME

Alvis Limited

Holyhead Road
COVENTRY CV5 8JH

POINT OF CONTACT & PHONE NO.

Major General A G Lewis - Managing Director

Telephone: Coventry 595501

DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY, COMPONENT, ETC.

A: Family of 7 highly mobile light armoured vehicles (the CVR(T) series).

B: Stalwart HMLC (part of Saladin, Saracen series)

CLAIMS

A: Exceptional mobility. Weight c. 8 tons. Amphibious capability.

B: High mobility, amphibious 5-ton load carrier.

ENGINEERING STATUS

A: In service with UK and several overseas countries' armed forces.

B: In service with British and Swedish armed forces.

EARLIEST DATE FOR FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION

A: Has been demonstrated in USA. Further demonstrations can be arranged
with UK MOD/Alvis.

B: Demonstrated 1963 in USA.

DEVELOPMENT COSTS (INCLUDING FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION)

A: Fully developed. Demonstration costs to be agreed.

B: Fully developed.

OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS

A: In full production. More than 2,000 have been produced.

B: No longer in production. Approx 1.000 produced.

13
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DAI MLER-BENZ ANTI E NGE S ELLSCH1AFT
STUTTGART-UNTERTORKHEIM

Daimler-8enz Aktiengeseisch~att - Postfach 202 - 7000 Stuttgart 60

K Mr. Costa T. Brown
Advanced Technology Inc.
7923 Jones Branch Drive
Suite 500

McLean, Virginia 22102

LTe!efon-DurchwahI 7c'ex-DurcharA

live Zeichen. live Nachricht vorn Unsere Zeichen (0711)302- 7210- Danjmn

EVB karp-rau 2680 20.9.79
Karp inski

Bei Antwort b~ae angeben

Amphibian vehicle

Dear Mr. Brown,

thank you for your letter of August 6. We have pleasure
in forwarding you enclosed informations of the armored

- truck 6x6 "Transportpanzer 1"l.

The amphibious truck 1ITPZ Il" has been developed by order
of the Federal Office for Military Technology and
Procurement and belongs to the wheeled armored follow-
up generation of the German Armed Forces.

Yours sincerely
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft

Mayenburg S wrroc

10

Sitz der Gesnlschallt .7;r Pe7 'g.'~ SVj'garl. HP-' Nr 173
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VOLKSWAGEN
OF AMERICA ,INC.

NJ 201,'894 5 2C0
NY 212/76-551C
Cacle Folkscar
Er'geood C.-fs
W.estern Unon

September 7, 1979 Telex 135-427

Costa T. Brown
c/o ADTECH
7923 Jones Branch Drive
Suite 500
McLean, VA 22102

Dear Mr. Brown:

Thank you for your recent letter directed to Volkswagenwerk AG
in Germany requiring information about characteristics and possible
details of an amphibious vehicle.

Volkswagenwerk AG is not participating in the design construction
or manufacturing of amphibious vehicles and, therefore, we cannot
provide you with the kind of contributions you have asked for.
Therefore, this corporation is not in a position to provide you
with up-to-date details in this field of activity.

2e that as it may, we certainly appreciate your interest in our
product.

S r

F.W. Doerr
Customer Assistance Manager

/gf

2
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S T E Y R -D A I M L E R -P U C H
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

WERKE GRAZ

STEYR.OAJMLER-PUCH AkfiengeslilschhfI. Werk. Gra. Postf. 823 A 8011 Grat Orohtwort: Fernru(: Fernschreiber:
Siyrpuch Grin Gr.l 4.2S 21 S.ri* 3131S &tdpwg a

Advanced Technology Inc.

7923 Jones Branch Drive AIR MAIL i
Suite 500McLean, Virginia 22102

USA

Thre Zoichen lhre Nuchricht ,m Unsere Zeichen Grit,

GVG/GE August 31, 1979
Bktrifl:

Dear Sirs:

Reference is made to your letter of August 6th in which you
indicated that you are working on a project involving an
advanced amphibian vehicle for the U.S. Marine Corps.

Unfortunately, we cannot be of help to you, since the Pinzgauer

cross-country vehicle which is produced by us was not con-

ceived as an amphibian vehicle and its construction would

not permit an appropriate modification of the design.

We regret that we cannot be of service to you and remain,

Sincerely yours,
STEYR DAIiLER PUCH
Ak tiengesellschaft

(i.V. Herud) (i.A. Gettler)

Enclosure (2)

1.



ifVO/PER THORNYCROFT (UK) LIK.1TED
PAULSGROVE* PORTSMOUTH * PO6 40A

TELEPHONE: COSHAM (07018) 79481 TELEX: 86115 VT PSTH(G) CABLES: REPSOV PORTSMOUTH

OUR REF: YOUR REF:

20th August, 1979

Advanced Technology Inc,
7923 Jones Branch Drive,
Suite 500,
McLean, Virginia 22102,
USA.

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for your letter of 6tn August 1979, enquiring as
to our interests in participating in the Marine Corps advanced
surface mobility program.

I expect you know that our Company is a ship and hovercraft
design and build organisation, and we try to avoid getting involved
in too many consultancy type projects. As it seems unlikely that
we would be able to sell our products in the United States of
America, for this program we regret that we must decline your
invitation, as it does not appear that any of our projects would
be particularly suitable.

Yours faithfully,
VOSPER THORNYCROFT (UK) LIMITED

A. L. Dorey
Technical General Manager
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JCB SALES LTD

Rocester Staffordshire England STI 4 5JP Y.,. e

Telephone Rocester (0889) 590312 Telex 361 54

Cate 28th August 1979

Advanced Technology, Incorporated,
7923 Jones Branch Drive,
Suite 500,
McLean,
Virginia 22102,
USA.

For the attention of Costa Brown

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your letter of 6th August asking for any information

we may have to help you with your investigation. Unfortunately,

we do not have any information which would be of us to you.

Yours faithfully,

A R HAGGER

Product Manager



MAGIRUS-DEUTZ AG Ulm, August 28th, 1979
DER VORSTAND

Advanced Technology, Inc.
Att. Mr. Costa Brown
7923, Jones Branch Drive

McLean, Virginia 22102
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Brown,

we thank you for your letter of 6.8.79. Unfortunately we have to

inform you, that we are at present not realizing any-one of the

developments, specified therein.

Sincerely, ///

MAGIRUS-DEUTZ AG/

(A. Wunsche)

9



Vickers Limited Engineering Group

Defence Systems Division
Elswick Works

Our Ref: TD/RLM/MH Newcastle upon Tyne NEM9 ICP

Adtech Inc.,
7923, Jones Branch Drive, Telephone 0632 (Newcastle) 738888

Suite Vigii Telegrams and Cables
Mc. Lean'. Virginia 22102., Vicastrong Newcastle upon Tyne
U.S.A.

Telex 53-104 Vicels G

For the attention of: Costa T. Brown

11th September, 1979

Dear Mr. Brown,

Thank you for your enquiry dated 6th August, 1979
regarding the investigation you are conducting for Advanced Surface
Mobility Vehicles.

It was not clear to me from your enquiry and the
attached application form precisely what information we could supply
to you to assist. In view of this I have attached for your
information a draft scope showing this Company's capabilities and
facilities.

We have a long history of activity in Armoured Fighting
Vehicles of many kinds and currently work in conjunction with the
British Ministry of Defence in the design and manufacture of
Armoured Fighting Vehicles. In addition we design and make our own
vehicles for export markets.

If you could let me have a more specific enquiry we
would be pleased to respond.

Yours faithfully,
FOR:
VICKERS LIMITED,

R.L. MacDonald,
Technical Director

14
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(541 PL.ANIN(; SKI C(NVE.RSION TO 1.45h.hI I 711J4.4 Jhn,,n 114 , S H

STAND-OFF ARMOR .4S.477 12/l4 Podr ... . 115H R
S3.SZ I ,.5Eh 7,' 141 \~) 'ddhuiren . I I ,/I H

1751 Inventor Flo%d A. Kinder, Ridgecrest. Calif.

I-OR! I(,N PATENTS OR APIP.ICAI IONS
1731 Assignee: The United States of America as 1 IS/ I

represented hy the Secretari of the
Na%%. Washington. D.C. IPrimur .xamiiicr-Tr~gvc M. M~ix

1221 Filed. Jul% 18, 1975 .-. SL.la '1 I:itnu,'r-Charhs F Frankfort

12l AppI. No 597kc54 .t.or fni -R S Sa.acia. Ro , Miller.Gerald F Baker

1521 U!.S.('I . .. .... ................ .... 115/1 R. Y 3O R; 1571 ABHSTRACT

I 141h.5 H
1511 Int. C . ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. B60F 3/00 An ei h i s c e np ied with pnse te d p o-
15K) Field of Search ............. 115/I R. 70. I B on either s1d for mosement heten an estended po-

9131(1 R. 310 A. 310 B. 310 C. 310 E: sition approximatel) hori/ontal and a "folded" poi.

114/66.5 R, 66.5 H. 123. 190/1 H. 5 Rk tion approximately vertical with respect to the normal
28()18, 9 position of the %ehicle. A third plate may also he at-

tached heneath and parallel to the bottom of the schi- k
1561 References Cited cie. Ihese plates are so shaped that in the extended

U D e nESPAposition the.%, serve as planing skis and ire fabricated
UNITED STATES PATENTS from a material which will afford armor protection Ito

1.35,.Y37 (I 241 Hromnan .. 1141121 the vehicle %hen the plates are in the folded or re-
2.4w '132 511 Y4h Porter .............. 1141(6.5 H tracted position.
2.451.14 W ' | y 48 McCutchen ........ ... - 115/I B
2.5.144K1' 7/14t50 Hale et A .... . . . .... 115/I R 9 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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United States Patent (191 fil 4,084,537
Eichler [45] Apr. 18, 1978

(54] FLANK DRIVE FOR PLANING HULL AND
DISPLACE.MENT CRAFT FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

359.235 4/1938 l y ....................................... 115/50
[76] Inventor: Horst Eichler, Aufdem Sande 12. 54 81,162 7/1951 Netherlands ........................... 115/50

Koblenz. Germany 1,072,124 6/1967 United Kingdom ................. 114/148
Primary Examiner-George E. A. Halvosa

[21] Appl. No.: 733,14 Assistant F-raminer-Stuar M. Goldstein
Attorney Agent. or Firm-Beall & Jeffery

[22] Filed: Oct. 18, 1976 [57] ABSTRACt

The invention relates to a flank drive for propelling a

Related U.S. Application Data boat wherein a plurality of propeller housings are rotas-
ably mounted in a wheel body about and in driving(63] Continuation of Scr. No. 549,558, Mar. 17, 1975. engagement with a normally stationary guide wheel

abandoned. centrally of the wheel body, which wheel body is ro-
tated about its own central axis by means of a propul-

[51] lot. C1.2 ............................................... B63H 1/10 sion motor to carry the housin3s about the wheel body
[52] U.S. C ........................................ 115/50; 416/108 axis and rotate the housings about their own axes, so
[58] Field of Search ............................... 114/147, 148; that the propeller housings undergo epicyclic motion.

115/49-54; 416/108-111 The propeller blade in each propeller housing can be

adjusted relative to its housing passively by relative
(56] References Cited motion between abuttments or positively by means of

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS an automatic hydraulic control to the most effective
1.922.606 8/1933 Voith ................. .......... t5/50 angle of attack, whereby the blades mainly exert flank
2,589.300 3/1952 Sherman .............................. .115/50 force to the surrounding water. The guide wheel may
3,134,443 5/1964 Snow .................................... 115/50 be swivelled to steer the boat.
3.442,242 5/1969 Laskey et al ......................... 114/148
3,759.211 9/1973 Kuntz, Jr ............................. 114/148 13 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures
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4,084,537 2
A more efficient flank drive is obtained by means of

FLANK DRIVE FOR PLANING IIULl. AND automatically controlled svis cling devices %hiLh are
DISPLACEMENT CRAFl similar to the common e%.ersible propeller systems for

rudder and anti-roll devices. In this arrangement, the

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 549,558 5 propeller blades are continuously positivcly pitched to

filed Mar. 17. 1975 and now abandoned. the most effective angle of attack.
If the automatic control of the swiveling devices

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION reverses the most effective angle of attack of the propel-

The present invention relates as indicated to a flank ler blades suc, that the blades are pitched to starboard

drive for planing hull and displacement craft, which t0 instead of to port during their motions trans\,erse to the

drive includes a ,.heel body mounted in the craft or direction of tra\,el of the boat, the boat will stop or

bxoat for dris en rotation about a vertical axis. A plurality reverse its heading.

of propeller housings are rotatably disposed within the The automatic control permits the propeller blades to

\A heel body. The propeller blades are adjustable and be adjusted to different angles of attack, for example a

mo,e through the water in sinuating lines at each revo- 15 larger starboard angle than port angle, even dunng their

lutfon of the wheel body. As a result, the propeller motion transerse to the boat heading. This arrange.

blades exert mainly flank forces, that is. forces trans- ment generates different flank forces to both sides trans-

%er'e to the direction of the boat, to the surrounding verse to the boat heading thereby changing the course

v aler. of the boat. Such change of course can be intensified by

Screws are well known as a means for propelling 20 simultncously pitching all propeller blades to only one

planing hull craft and high speed displacement crafts, side.

but have proved disad'antageous due to their decreas- BRIEF DESCRIVIION OF THE DRAWINGS
ing efficiency at high boat speeds and the high propeller In the application drawings.
r.p m. incident thereto. I th ia drawngs

The buoyancy principal of ship screws as well as that 25 FIG. IA is a fragmentary side elebational smew of
of conscntional vane-screw propellers having a high part of the boat. showing the i;heel body iountedtherein;

circumferential speed in relation to the boat speed re- FIG. 1B is a fragmentary top plan view of the boat,
sults in a high unit load on each propeller blade, and in Gre clearly showing the guideheel and re rsble
heavy turbulent water, this results in a considerable loss 30 propeller housings;

of propulsion. This is in marked contrast with the pres- FIG. IC is an enlarged. sectional view through a part
ent tiention which employs a flank drive %%herein of the propeller housing
more water is seized athwartships with increasing boat FIG. ID is an enlarged. partially fragmented and
,pced thereby resulting in a low acceleration of the sectioned view showing in more detail the constructin
.ater. 35 of the propeller housings and the manner in which the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION drive is carried by the boat, and
FIGS. 2A. 2B. and 2C are diagrammatic representa-

The flank drive of the present insention can be used tions of the operation of the flank drive, showing the
e r in a single or multiple arrangement and is prefera- movement diagrams of a proplcler blade.
bly installed in the front of the craft where it would 40
%ork in the undisturbed upstream water and not in the DETAILED DESCRIPMION OF THE
decellerated water and the boat rear. Arranging the PREFFERED EMBODIMENTS
flank drive in the dead water of another drive is also Referring now in detail to the application drawing,
possible and significant advantages would be derived wherein like parts are indicated by like refere.-c nu-
from such arrangement. 45 merals, the flank drive constructed in accordznce with

The flank drive design of the present invention is the present invention includes a wheel body 2 mounted
based on the generl vane-screw propeller having a in the end of a boat shown fragmentarily at 1 The body
, heel body rotnably inserted into the well of the boat 2 is rotated about its central vertical axis 30 by means of

bottom, with propeller blades being eccentrically piv- a propulsion motor 3. shown in dashed lines in FIG. IB
oted relative to the wheel body axis. Even under full 50 and having gea:r 31 dri,.ingly engaging the driven gear
load all propeller blades of the flank drives are singly teeth 32 of the wheel body 2 A guide wheel 4 is cen-
pisoted in rotatable swiveling devices which, in turn, trally mounted at 37 for pivotal movement in the
are backcd by a ring drive such that the swiveling mounting 37 of the wheel body 2, Awith the periphery of
des ices do not r: rbout their axes in relation to the the wheel 4 being formed with teeth 33 engaging Aith
boat 55 teeth 34 formed in the periphery of each of the propeller

For stcering the b,,at, the flank drve car, be rotated housings 5, as can be seen in FIG ID. The number of
about the %k heel body axis by means of an adjustable teeth 33 on guide \heel 4 is the -arre as the number of
rcstoring drive. teeth 34 in each housing 5. As swen in FIG. lB. the

A iiml-lfied flMink drive ha,ing a lower efriciency can propeller housings 5 are ecLcentrically nMtunT1J relative
also he .btaii-d by means ,nf underbalanced propeller 60 to the axis 30 for rotart mos ement in the wheel body 2
blades. In this case of passive swi,eling devices. the by mountings 38. If the positi)on of the ,heel guide 4 is
,urfaces behind the swiveling axes of the propeller not changed with reslect to the course 9 of the boat, the
blades are grea:er than those in front of th: axes reversible propeller housings 5 are controlled by the
s. hereb the propeller blades move ineffectively along guide wheel 4 so that the pror-iler housings 5 d' not
their sin:aing Ines in the upstream gis-ing no propul- t5 rotate about their own ertical axes 36 .ith respect to
sion until the ssicling motion is topped at the most erich position of the w heel Ndy By rotatabl) adjusting
.ffTcrtve angle ,f attach between the propeller blades the guide %.heel 4 tNout ais 30 by adjustment means
arld their sinuatitig lines. w hich are not s hwn. the direction of all the reversible
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Hendrickson et al. [45] Oct. 16, 1973

154] PROPULSION SYSTEMS 3.469,553 9/1969 Gagne ........ ... 115/1 R
[7]Inetos Els .HedicsnSatl;3,403,654 10/1968 Wilson ................... 11511 R
[751Invetors Elis C HenricsonSeatle.2.376.647 5/1945 Akins ................ .... IIS/ I R

Edward J. Rupnick, Renton, both of 2.892.503 6/1959 Hood et al, .... 15/34
Wash.

[73] Assignee: The United States of America as Primary Erannner-Duane A. Reger
represented by the Secretary of the A N.Vjxtanzf E.% ainriner -J esus 1). Sotelo
Army, Washington. D.C. Attorne -Harry Mi. Saragovitz. Edward J Kelly.

[22]Fild: ov. 4, 970Herbert Berl and Robert M. Lvon

[211 Appl. No.: 92,4'10 [57) ABSTRACT

[521 U.S. Cl....................................... 151 R An amphibious vehicle comprising ducted-propeller

[511Intm. Cl ................................... B6Of 3/00 units providing for an increase in %hater speed. ai re-
158 FeldofSeach................. IIS/1.1 R IB, duction in forward turning dianmeter. ind backing

115/2; 9I T turns within the vehicle length with full steering con-
trol. The water propulsion means is so arranged ais ito

f561 References Cited employ the same prime mover and associated powser
transmission 3nd power control means that i-i used for

UNITED STATES PATENTS land locomotion.
2.139,594 12/1938 Kort ........................... 115/42

'.5S14,488 7/1950 Halt et al .................... 115/1 R 3 Claims. 3 Drawing FiguresI
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PROPULSION SYSTEMS vices such as a dog clutch or splined couplings. Con.
nection is thereby made to the power train at or near

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION the final driving elements to retain a requisite portion
1. Field of the Invention of the braking, steering and speed changing capabilities

The present invention pertains to amphibious vehi- 5 of the land locomotion power driving train.
cle', and more particularly a marine propulsion system The propulsive means may be manually positioned,
for I- nd vehicles such as tracked military vehicles, installed, engaged, and structurally secured for use. An

2. Description of the Prior Art alternative emobodiment may have this propulsive
Prior art vehicles of the type referred to hereinbe- means permanently installed on the vehicle and posi-

fore. as well as land vehicles including a hybrid or half- 10 tioned, engaged, and secured in the operating or
track using both wheels and a crawler track, have em- stowed position, manually, or by powered means which
ployed various means to propel the vehicle both on are locally or remotely controlled.
water and on land. The sprocket-driven ducted-propeller system pro-

One such system has utilized propellers and conven- vides a marked improvement in %aterborne perfor-
tional land wheels, requiring separate complex drive 15 mance. The vehicle's speed is increased from 4 miles

trains, including many gears and other controls, for per hour to 6.5 miles per hour. The yawing action is sta-
each propulsion system. In another case, a water jet bilized by front-sprocket-driven propellers so that a

propulsion apparatus has been proposed for amphibi- steady course may be held without frequent steering.
ous vehicles claiming to give the vehicle highly efficient The propellers provide its craft with a highly controlla-
maneuverability in the water while achieving near opti- 20 ble maneuverability. Ducted propellers have several

mum efficiency during normal land propulsion. inherent advantages over equally efficient opcn screws.

Primarily the overall diameter is 19 percent to 22 per-
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION cent smaller. The engine torque requirement under

The present invention provides an improved and static pull conditions increases only by about 6 percent.
novel water propulsion means for a self-propelled am- 25 while that of an open screw rises 22 percent. Conse-

phibious vehicle arranged so as to employ the same quently the nozzle propeller is able to sustain greater

prime mover and associated power transmission and static thrusts, Finally, the nozzle ring also forms a guard
power control means that are used for land locomotion, for its impeller.

The sprocket driven ducted-propeller units consist of a Other advantages of the present invention will be-
housing structure containing a planetary speed up Lear- 30 come apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art by

set mounted coaxially to the track sprocket. From this the following description when considered in relation
is driven a miter &car box which drives the ducted pro- to the accompanying drawings.

pelled. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGSIt has been determined that where use of the com-

mon power transmission means results in concurrent 35 FIG. I is a side elevational view of the forward end

operation of the land propulsion elements, such as of an amphibious vehicle embodying preferred teach-
* heels or tracks. the water propulsion means is devised ings of our invention-,

to achieve a %atcr speed that would be attained by FIG. 2 is a fragmentary section view taken along the

these wheels or tracks when on land. This is of partico- line 2-2 of FIG. I. and

lar importince to the control of the amphibious vehicle 40 FIG. 3 isa front elevation taken on line 3-3 of FIG

in the critical stage of egressing from a moving stream I.
or from the surf onto a steep beach. DESCRip-rioN OF THE PREFERRED

To achieve directional and speed control in the water E
this invention may utilize the ame steering means used
for the land mode of propulsion and control On tracked 45 Referring now to the accompanying draAings.

vehicles, *here differential track speeds are used for wherein like reference numerals denote corresponding

steering, this same means may be employed by speed- parts throughout the several views. numeral 10 desig-

responsive w ater propulsion devices. On articulated ve- nates the forward portion of amphibious military )ehi-

hicles, steered by turning segments of the vehicle, the cle which travels on land on a pair of tracks 12 posi-

water propulsion force is redirected for steering by the tioncd along opposite sides of %ehicle 10. Each track 12

same action. The same steering action may be achieved comprises an endless link assembly of the general type

when the water propulsion means is secured to a steer- riding on sprocket wheels, not shown on the drawings,
able wheel on a wheeled vchickle. at the extreme forvmard or rear ends of travel and a

The water propulsion means may be any of a clsis of 0group of bcati.g whrels 16 indicated in phantom.
such stardard devices which a driven by mechank! 3zi Vehicle 10 has standard drive mechanism for tracked
power and produce thrust by accelerlting the water in vehicles, I e, a combustion engine means, not shown in

which the vehicle is immersed. This thrust is controlled the drawin-, for driving the vehicle connected through
by variations of input speed and direction. suitable power transmission means to tracks 12 to drive

byvrain•f nu pe n dre llon deie s thm

The preferred mounting for the proPulsion device i0 them.

in juxtaposition with an etlerOr, powered, land loco- The sprocket.driven propulsion system, as shown in
motion element, such as the track drive sprocket, or FIG 2, is compriied of two four-bladed propellers 14,
drive wheel from which the ater propulsion sstem is each supporled and hovsed in its own kort. nozzle 1.
powered Structural connections from the p ropulsion Each bronze propeller 14 mounts on and is dricn .!

ided to fransmit its thrust a keyed tapered drive sh;ifl 19. Propeller 14 rotates in- ,

dev ice to the vehicle are proie to6 i1dr ,g oresvhere necessary, side the ca~t alli;inum srt po~dnzl uto
and react its driing forces "hr necessary.dnozl tic o

Power connection is made through a class, of itan. faired ring 20 drawing w4ater in the front of kort nozzle
dard engiged and disengaged powher tranvm!ssion de. 18 and expelhng it ,t the rear Propeller 14 and its S
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1541 TANGENTIAL FLOW PULSE JET PUNIP 1571 ABSTRACT
PROPULSION FOR WATER CRAFT Propulsion meihanism for water craft :onipriscs .i

1751 Inventor. John C. Quady, La Jolla, Calif. power driven pulse jet pump which operate% at a %c.
lcctcd shallow immersion depth, preferabi'.tin i

J731 Assignee; Rohr Corporation. Chula Vista. smooth wake created by a planing surface (if the craft
Calif. The pump comprises a propulsion wheel having conca-

1221 Filed: Jan. 28, 1971 va-convex curved blades mounted with their clincase
sides facing in the direction of forward rotation of the

(211 App?. No.: 110,522 wheel. and the tip edges of the blades are sharpened
At and above cruising speed the blades are imrsinred

1521 U.S. Cl ................. 115116. I115/49, 416/I11 substantially less than one half of their width, and are
151]ml.CI..................B6h 1/02 so angularly adjusted that each blade slices cleanly into

(SKI Field of Search .............. I 115/12, 14, 16. 23. the wake and in effect severs a "chip" of water there-
115/49; 60/22 1; 2301133 C, 4 15/54 from in somewhat the same manner as a blade of a

power wood planer or metal-milling cutter These

1561 References Cited water "chips". by inertta. are forced upwardly and
UNITD SATESPATNTSaround the concave fices of the blades, so that b'. aUNITD SATESPATNTScombiation of the rotative orbit of the blade. and1.3.16.165 611967 Collins ............ ...... ... ..I t 5149 their cursed conformation. the "chips" Are discharged

3,076.427 2/1963 Stapleton.... ... ....... I 115/16 rearwardlv throuhtearta loigaerhnte
3,,2136 570936 BardaSut ..... 115/49 tip speed .of the blades, thereby gene .rating a reactioin

3,25,33 5/166 eardley ........... 11/49 thrust which propels the crzift forward The wheel pref-
Primiary E.x4miner- %1ilton Ruchlcr erably is tented to act additionally as an air impeller so
A4ssiant Examiner-Donald W Underwood as to discharge a high iselocity air stream reAmsardls
Attorney -George E. Pearson along with the pulse jet stream of water 'hp

19 Claims, 10 Draw ing Figures
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TAN(;I:NTIAI. FI.OW PUI.SE JET PIMP F(;, I0 is a diagram in the nature of a pCrpCuIC
PROPULSION FOR WAT3R CRA:T view showing in perspective succcssie stage% the %c%

France and discharge of a water "cup" from the flatHAC'KGROUNI) OF Tilt- INVE.NTION wake.

Various types of wheels have previously been em- s THE DRAWINS
ployed to propel water craft, and some of these wheels DETAILED DFS(RIPTION OF I

have been provided with curved blades. A study on Rcfcrring to the drawings in detail, and considering
such wheels is reported on in a publication of Naval first the non-adjustablc vane structurc of the pulse jet
Ship Research and Development Center dated Sept. pump embodying the invention shown in FIGS. I - 4,
19b, No. ATD-l I So far as is known, however, such t0 a pair of propulsion wheels A and B are mounled on
prior type propulsion wheels lack an important feature power driven %haft means 10 journaled to extcnd trans-
of the present invention, and such loose water as is versely ofa hull C The t)pe ofhull. the number and lo-
caused by the normal and designed operation thereof cation of drive wheels, and the type and arrangement
Is lnapable of attaining a discharge speed in excess of of power drive mechanism cmploycd are not, per se.
the tip velociti of the wheel. 15 features of the invention, and are subject to usual selec-

tion and modification by the designer of a craft in
PURPOSE OF THE INVENTION which the invention is to be embodied. Details thereof

A primary object of the present invention is to propel are. therefore, omitted
a water craft by means of a pulse jet pump having a The illustrative hull C is of planing type, and the pro-
wheel with concavo-convex curved blades mounted 20 pulsion wheels A and B are mounted in housing reces-
with their concave sides when at the bottom of the ses II and 12, respectively, provided one in each side
wheel facing aft. The pump is mounted so that at cruis- of the hull near the stern Since the wheels A and B are
ing speed and above, preferably the wheel operates on similar, only the port one B is illustrated and described
a smooth wake created by forward motion of the boat in detail herein.
in the water The immersion depth and speed of rota- 25 The illustrative hull C has a conventional forward
,ion. or the % heel. and the tip entrance angle, width and step 13, and the hull bottom 14 ahead of the drive
curature of the wheel blades are so designed, that wheel B preferably is flat, so as to create a flat wakc IS,
each successive blade severs and elevates a segment or see FIGS 1, 3, 9 and 10, upon whirh the wheel B oper-
"chip" of water from the surface ofsuch wake and dis- ates. Optionally a step vane 17, e FIGS. I and 2, may
charges it rearvardly at high speed, preferably along an 30 be mounted in a shallow recess provided in the hull bat-
air stream generated by the rotation of the wheel. The tom ahead of the wheel, and is adjusted by a conen-
blades optionally are rotativelv adjustable about indi- tional jack 19 about a forward, transverse pivotal axis
vidual axes parallel to the axis of wheel rotation, in 20, thereby to control the level of the flat wake and the
which case blade adjusting means may be provided to immersion depth of the wheel.
adjust all of the blades simultaneously. 35 The wheel B comprises a pair of side disks 21 and 22

The foregoing objectives and advantages of the in- fixedly secured co-axially on the shaft means 10, the
.ention will he apparent from the following description latter being journaled in usual water tight bearings 23
and the accompanying drawings, wherein: and 24, see FIG. 4, in the hull C. A pair of conventional

FIG I is a fragmentary, somewhat diagrammatic. internal combuction gas turbines D and E are arranged
side. elc ational view of the stern portion of a boat hay- 40 to drive the wheels A and B through suitahle transmis-
ing propulsion means incorporating the present inven- sion mechanism F While a well known type of right-
thon mounted therein, portions of the internal mecha- angle drive iransmision mechanism F is illustrated. it
nism being shown in broken lines, will be understood that the engine or engines may he

FIG 2 is a top plan view of FIG. 1. mounted axiall' rarallel to the propulsion wheels. in
FIG 3 is a fragmentary, diagrammatic, sectional view which case suitable alternate type transmtssion mecha-

through one of the drive wheels of FIGS. I and 2 taken nism of a well known type will be employed
along a fore-and-aft vertical plane, the action of the A plurality of cincavo-convex blades 25 of suitable
lower blides on the flat wake being shown, other blades material, such as. ftr example, stainless steel, extend
being omitted. so between the disks 21 and 22 with the concave sides of

FIG 4 is a sectional view taken along line 4-4 of the blades facing in the direction of forward rotation of
FIG 3. the drive wheel B While the blades illustrated hercin -

FIG 5 is a fragmentary sectional view of the lower are shown as of substantially right circular cylindrical
portion of a %heel gencrall) similar to that shown in curvature, the specific cur%aturc is not a feature of the
FIG 3 but having angularly adjustable blades. invention. anti tests and calculations at this stage of de-

FIG 6 is a fragmentary sectional view taken along velopment are not conclusive as to an optimum size or
line 6--6 of FIG S. shape for the blades.

FIG 7 is a side elcvational siew of a modified form The plane defined by the longitudinal edges of each
of drive wheel embodying the invention with gear blade 25, and represented by broken line 27 in FIG 3.
driven blade adjusting and reversing means. 0 is tilted rearardly tosward the blade ip by an angle 28

FIG 8 is an elevational view looking in the direction relative to a radial plane of the wheel, represented by
of the arrows 9-8 of FIG. 7, portions being broken broken line 29, through the bhidc tip 30. The magni.
away tude of this angle 2R is such that the designed ratio of

FIG 9 is is diagram showing succes,-ve stages in the the wheel peripheral speed to the relative speed of the
action of a Made during the scsering. ei,.sating and dis- 65 flat wake 15 proAides a positive angle of attack of the
charging of a *aler "chip" element of the pulse jet blade tip, which ;iuses the blade during each orbit to
,trcam for propelling a vessel upon which the blade is s:oop a "chip" of water from the flat wake The radial
mnuntcd width and cur'ature of the blade and the position of its
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MEANS FOR MARINE VEHICLES

1751 Insentor La'is Albert Henri Riddle, East Primary Ewtuiner- Duane A. Reger
Co %cs. England .As.mrt Etaminer-Jesus D. Sotelo

J731 Assienc British loercrall Corporation Attorney..4 ge'nt. or firm-Larson, Taslor and Hinds

Limited, Yeovif. England

I221 Filed. June 25. 1974

1211 App[ No 483.079 1571 ABSTRACT

A propulsive force generating de'ice is prosided for
13t) Foreign Application Priorit. Data marine vchicles consisting of parallel rollers rotating

June 25. 1173 United Kingdohm . 'o017/73 within a space on the underside of the vehicle and a
sheet of flexible material of suitable length across the

U521 .S. CI......... ..... ..... 115.49; 410/60 space.

151 Int. CI. ...... ............. ........ B63h 1/04 In operation the sheet is immersed in the wkatcr and
15,XI Field of Search .......... 115/.5 R. I R. I A. I B. dynamic pressure forces the sheet into thc gaps

11513-5. 23. 49. 53. 54, 41b/i6. 81. 132. 24: bct, cen the rollers w.hich forms c onslutions which.
417:474. 4-7. 477, Im5/7. I I). 120, 122 during the fotatlon of the rollers. causes a succession

of ripples vhich engage Aith the %ater to produce a

I "I References Cited propulsi. c force.
UNITFD STArFS PA-FI:NTS

27.a.i "1, 1J.5 lodmc. Jr . . 41 479 5 Claims, 2 )rawing Figures
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[54] PROPELLER DRIVEN BOATS ['"71 ABSTRACT

[76] Inventor: Frank Billington Gibbins, 297 The hull of a propeller driver planing hat powcred b,
Boundary Road. Mordialloc. an inboard engine is provided on the underside thereof
Victoria. Australia with a channel extending longitudinally of the hull from

1221 Filed: Dec. 23, 1971 the stern towards the bow, with the channel being of
maximum depth at the stern to accommodate a propel-

1211 Appl. No.: 211,552 lcr therein adjacent the stern, said channel widening

and becoming shallower until it merges with the hull
[301 Foreign Application Priorit) Data surface, and with the cross-sectional perimeter of the

channel being of the same length along the length of

Dec. 24, 1970 Australia ............................... 3599 the channel so that the surface area of the channel re-

mains constant as a wetted area throughout the length
1521 U.S. Cl .............................. 115/39, 9/6, 114/61 of the channel. This povides a contour of the channel
[511 Int. CI ............................................... B63h 5/06 adapted to ensure that water will flow, during motion
1581 Field of Search .......................... 244/39, 34 35, of the hull, through the channel without producing

9/6; 114/61 eddy currents, cavitation, aeration or other fluid flow

1561 References Cited effects likely to affect the operating efficiency of the

UNITED STATES PATENTS propeller in the channel.
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I'ROPELL.ER DRIV'N BOATS , showing the devclopmcnt of the channel from the how
towards the stern, and

I his incntion relates to high speed propeller driven FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic representation in pcrspet-

planing boa s powcicd by an inboard engine. tive of the channel plottcd onto a plane surface and
In boats of this t)pe the protection of the propeller s FIG. I0 is that representation shaped in the form of the

from damage hy floating objects or grounding of the channel, the hrokcn lines corresponding to the sections

boat has created a number of problems and in attempt- shown in FIGS. 4 to 3.
ing to solsc this problem it his been proposed to guard FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the relevant parts of a sin-

or shield the propeller or include the propeller in a tun- gle propeller, inboard engined, boat hull 20 having in-

nel formed in the boat hull. These proposals have the to corporatcd therein on the underside a channel 21 con-

disadvantage that the efficiency of the propeller is so structcd according to the present invention.

seriously afected that they are not acceptable to boat The channel 21 extends forwardly from the stern 22

builders. and longitudinally of the hull and at the stern is sub-
The principal object of the present invention is to stantially hemi-sphcrical in cross-section at the end sec-

provide a boat hull construction whereby the propeller 15 lion 21a as shown in FIGS. 3 and S. The section 21a is

or propellers is or arc substantially protected by the of a maximum depth to Lmbrace the propeller 23 posi-

boat hull and in such manner as not to affect the oper- tioned in that section 2la on the end of shaft 24 which

ating efficient) of the propeller or propellers, is supported in the usual manner by hearings 25. The
With the above sated object in view a boat hull, ac- length of section 21a of the channel 21 is not arbitary,

cording to the present invention is provided on the un- 20 it may terminate immediately rearwardls of the propel-

dcrside thereof with a chnnel extending longitudinally Icr 23, however, in the embodiment illustrated the stern
of the hull from the stern towards the how, with the and termination 21b of the section 21a is in a stern re-

channel being of maximum depth at the stern to ac- cess 26 accommodating twin rudders 27 and 28 each

commodate a propeller therein adjacent the stern, said of which arc disposed on either side of the channel end

channel widening and becoming shallower until it 25 21b.

merges with the hull surface and with the cross- The rudders 27 and 28 each have portions 29 extend-

sectional perimeter of the channel being of substan- ing below the hull and forwardly of their pivot bearings

tially the same length along the length of the channel. 30, said extensions 29 increasing the steering surfaces

The surface area of the channel when plotted onto a of the rudders and also providing reverse acting forces
plane surface resolves into a rectangle having a width 30 which reduce the forces necessary for operation of the

equal to or substantially equal to the widest part of the rudders during movement of the boat in the water.

channel at the forward end thereof and of a length Guard fins 31 arc provided on th, hull forwardly of the

greater than the w idth, so that the surface area of the rudder extensions 29 to deflect floating or other objects

channel remains constant as a wetted area throughout and thereby prevent damage to the rudders.
the length of the channel. 35 From the inner or forward end 21¢ of channel section

In the case of a single propeller hull the axial plane 21a the channel 21 extends forwardly towards the bow

of the channel aligns with that of the keel and in the of the hull becoming wider and shallower until at the

case of a twin propeller hull the channel for each pro- forward end 2 1d it merges with the underside surface

peller is positioned on each side of the keel. contour of the boat hull at a point rcarwardly of the
Viewing the channel from the forward end to the 40 planing area of the boat hull.

stern end thereof, the width of the channel decreases The boat hull, as illustrated, is of the type in which

and the depth of the channel iicreases over a substan- the bottom of the boat is formed of two inclined sec-
tial part of its length. tions 20a extending from the boat sides 20b towards the

The contour of the channel is adapted to ensure that keel 20c as shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 and while the for-

water will flow, during motion of the hull. through the 45 ward end 21d of the channel 21 is shown, for conve-

channel at all rates without producing eddy currents, nience of illustration, as terminating in a defined line,

cavitation or aeration or other fluid flow effects likely it will be apparent, more particularly from the section

to affect the operating efficiency of the propeller in the shown in FIG. 4 that the channel merges into the con-

channel. 50 tour of the hull surfaces at this point to provide a sur-
The forward end of the channel is preferably rear- race offering no obstruction to the flow of water when

wardly of the planing area of the boat hull to thereby the boat is in motion in the water.

avoid the likelihood of aeration of water entering the The channel 21 as shown in the progressive sections

channel to reduce operational cfficc.ncy of the propel- in VIGS. 4 to A, is so fiirmed and dimensioned that the

Ir 5 dimensiiion of the cross-,cctional perimeter of the chan-
In order that the invcnoion na) be more ictdily un- nel section at 2Ia is the qame or at least substantially

dlerstood reference will riow te ma;dc to the accompa- the same at an) cross sectional point throughout its

nying drawings illustratinRg a boat hull constructed in length. This is dlustratcd in -I(;S 9 and 10 where the

.icciirdant-e with the present iicvuntion rectangle 31 reprcscnts the channel 21 plotted onto a
In these drawings 60 plane surface, the brokcn lines 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 thereon
I I6 I is in underside plan of he stern portion of a repiesenting the correspondingly numbered section

single propeller boat hull incorptrating a channO:l con- lines on FIG. I. The rectangle 31 represents the surfacc

,tructcd ,tt,,rding it the invcntion, area of the channel with the width eq4ual to the widest

FIG 2 is a sction on line 2 - 2 of FIG 1. part of the hainncl ind of a length greter than the
tIG 3 is i rear elcvatiton of that part of the hoat hull 0 lidth so that the surface atca of the channel remains

shown in 1-1t 2. constant as a wctted arca throughout the length of the

I I; 4, 5 6, 7 ind 8 ire diagrammitic sections on chatnn.cl FIG 10 rcprescnts that plane rectangle 31 of

,orre,pondirgl numbered section lines (in FIG I FIG 9 shaped nd contoured into the form ofthe chan-

22 .. ---
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22) Filed: Dec. 30. 1971 AItorne%, .4geint. or tirm-Kenv~ay &- Jennc%

(211 AppI. No.: 214,337 (571) ABSTRACT

A propulsion system for high speed planing hulls. em
1521 U.S. CI ......... ............................ 115139 plo~ling a tunnel-mounted propeller of the super-
151) Int. CI .................................. B863h 5/16 casitating type in conjunction %'ith mneans for cauising
1581 Field of Search . 115/39, 34. 35. 114/(,(.5 H. the propeller to opecrate part[% submerged at planing

1 14/66.5 P. 61, 62. 57, speeds and, aided b% the tunnel. to operate lulls-
submerged %Aith great efftectiscness at lo~t hull cpeed

156] References Cited to enable thc propeller it) develop ample thrust to
UNITED STATES PATENTS drise the craft up ito and into planing 'peed

J,12t,006 12/t914 Fauber ..................... t 15/39 X 30 Claims, 18 Drawing Figures
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MARINE PROPULSION SYSTEM the propeller may have some additional disc area im-
mersed in the stern wave that builds up behind the tran.
som at low speed. This last-mentioned expedient cre.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION ates major problems in providing adequate propeller

The theoretical advantages of so-called surface type 5 shaft strength to withstand the stresses resulting from
propellers for high speed power boats have long been the inability to provide bearing support close to the
recognized, and many attempts have been made to uti- propeller, and also places the propeller and propeller
lize such propellers. The term "surface propeller" shaft in a position % here they are easily subject to acci-

arises because the propeller, instead of operating fully dental damage.
submerged as does a conventional propeller, is so posi- 10
tioned that its center, or hub. is approximately at the
level of the water in which it is operating. That is, the In accordance with the present invention, it becomes
propeller has a portion of its effective disc area in the possible for the first time to have a propulsion s~stem
water and the remainder of its area in the air. Thus the which permits semi-%ubmerged operation of a super-
blades succesively dip into the water as the boat ad- 15 cavitating propeller under optimum conditions for high
vances, and the propeller develops its thrust only on the hull speeds, yet enables the same propeller to operate
faces (pressure sides) of the blades. effectively at low hull speeds so that it can readily de-

These surface propellers, more recently termed semi- velop the thrust necessary to get the craft through the
submerged supercavitating propellers because their ac- resistance hump and up onto plane.
tion creates voids in the water on what would normally 20 This is accomplished, in accordance %ith my inven-
be termed the suction or back sides of the blades, are tion, by providing a tunnel in the underbody of the boat
capable of driving a given hull at speeds substantially and mounting the propeller in the tunnel so that the
higher than can be obtained from either a fully sub- upper part of the propeller, above the hub. is within the
merged conventional (non-cavitating) or a fully sub- tunnel, while the portion of the propeller below the hub
merged supercavitating propeller operating at the same 25 is exposed below the hull. At low hull speeds, before
shaft horsepowers. This increase in performance with planing, water flows into the tunnel ahead of and to the
the surface propeller results from the fact that there is propeller and the propeller operates fully immersed.
no appendage drag associated with converting the rota- with it-, thrust enhanced by the shrouding effect of the
t,%e power of the prime mover into propulsive thrust to tunnel partially surrounding the propeller.
propel the l" ull. Also, there are no adverse effects due 30 At higher speeds, aided by special flow control means
to Lasitatiori on a surface propeller. Cavitation will de- ahead of the propeller, the flow of water is caused to
crease the efFiciency (or lift/drag ratio) of a fully sub- bypass the tunnel so that the propeller operation under.
merged conse'ntional propeller. The design perform- goes a transition to the semi-submerged mode, with its
ince of the fill]) submerged supercasitating propeller high propulsive efficiency Under these conditions.
Aill he altered due to the fact that the design condition, 35 with the flow of water streaming aft under the hull and
corresponding to a cavitation number equal to zero, below the tunnel, and with the tunnel 'ented to atmo-
cin neer be attairc..x short of an infinite speed. sphere through its opening at the transom, the tunnel

The problem, and one which has been a major obsta- and its flow control means cause no appreciable drag.
dct to the adoption of surface propellers, is their inahil-
it% to develop adequate thrust at low speeds, when the 40
boat is required to make the transition from the dis- DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

placement mode of operation to the planing state. This In the drawings illustrating a preferred configuration
lack of thrust at low speeds is not the result of any lack of the tunnel of my invention and disposition and at-
of engine pow er. but rather the inability of the propel. rangement of the propulsive and flow control elements
ler to utilize the a% ailable power. At low speeds, te.hni- 45 therein, as well as showing the utilization of the propul-
cally known as low adsance ratios, a phenomenon sion system in typical single and twin-screw embodi-
called cavity blockage occurs. When the advance of the ments,
boat is zero or '-ry small, in relation to propeller rota- FIG. I is a top plan view, partly in section and taken
tion, the cavity left by one blade is in the path of the on the line I-I of -lG. 2, showing the structural con-
next blade, so that the following blade encounters this figuration and arrangement of the propulsion system.
casity rather than undisturbed water. As the forward FIG. 2 is a sectional elevation of the structure shown
speed of the boat increases, this c.vity blockage takes in FIG. 1, taken on the line 2-2 of said Figure.
another form in which the cavity formed by the leading FIG. 3 is a sectional detail of the tunnel and adjacent
blade does not actually impinge on the following blade; 5 portion of the hull, taken on the line 3-3 of FIG. 2
at this point the blades and their large attendant cav- looking forward.
ties cause an actual choking of the flow through the FIG. 4 is a view in elesation of the aft end of the
propeller disc. Either of these cavity blockage forms is structure, looking forward as indicated at 4-4 in FIG.
usually sufficient to prevent the surface propeller from 2 and showing a portion of the stern transom of the
generating the required thrust to get the craft through 60 hull.
the transition region, often termed the resistance FIG. 5 is a iew, on a maller sca!e than FIG. 4, show.
hump into planning condition. ing the stern of a typical V-bottom vessel suitable for

Various means hase been proposed and emplo.ed, high-speed operation, illustrating the disposition of the
-ich as using excessively large propellers, or using a propulsion system in a single-screw installation on the
supplementar) propulsion system, to enable the boat to 65 center line of the craft.
be drisen through the resistance hump. Still another FIG. 6 is a sectional detail of one of the flow control
.approach has involved mounting the surface-tpe pro- elements located ahead of the propeller and shown in
pelter ,ft of the transom so that at speeds below planing section in FIG. 2.

25
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154) BOAT DRIVE 3.636.909 11197: Benson .............. ........ 115134 R

1761 Inventor: Joseph E. Baggs. 13632 Lanning St.,
Garden Grove. Calif. 92643 Primary Exami.ner-nLloyd L. KingAssis tant ELiaminer-Randolph A. Reese

122j Filed: Mar. 2, 1973 Attorney. .4ge,. or Firm-Max Geldin

(211 Appl. No.: 337,753 1571 ABSTRACT

(521 U.S. Cl .............. 115139, 114/143 R. 115/12 R, Boat Drive System comprising as an integral unit. a

115/34 k. I i5/35 propeller, propeller driving shaft with suitable bear-

151] Int. Cl ...................... B63h 5/16 ings and seals, a duct haing an inlet and outlet end

158] Field of Search ........ 115/12 R. 12 A. 34 R. 35, oriented essentially parallel to the longitudinal axis of

115/39, 42: 114/151, 145 P, 163. 166, 239/265.29 the boat within Ahich said propeller rotates in a plane
essentially normal to the longitudinal axis of the duct,
and stecring and reversing vanes within the discharge

I 56] References Cited end of such duct Said boat drive incorporates prior
UNITED STATES PATENTS art ducted fan principal to improve efficiency, per-

1.344.518 6/1920 Rces ............... 115142 X formance, safety, and reduce cost of boat drive sys-

2.343.711 3/1944 Russeberg ........................ 115/42 X tems available principally for pleasure craft.
2.151.371 5!1951 Grigg ...................... It539 X
3.61; 9;0 10/1971 1.an Veldhuizen ............... 115/12 R 9 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
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BOAT DRIVE where the shaft pa.sscs through the duct. The aft end of

Ihis inention relates to boat drive systems primarily said shaft terminates at a point centrally located within
for pleasure craft wherein the application results in an said duct which is cylindrical in shape.at said termina-
improvement over currently available drives in effi- tion point. A propeller is affixed to the aft end of said
ciency, performance and safety and is relatively less ex- 5 shaft and having a minimal tip to duct wall clearance
pensive and lighter in weight; as an example. a typical and driven by said shaft, said shaft being driven by an
application of this invention in a water ski boat pro- integrally mounted "V gear drive. Said "\'gear drive
sides optimum performance at both lokw speed and high is driven b% an engine suitably coupled to the driving
speed. skier protection from propeller injuries and pro- shaft of said -"... gear drive and mounted to the boat
pellcr protection in shallow water when beaching. Ma- to structure. Said duct comprising the outer structural
ncuserabilit%. braking and reversing are also improved shell of the boat drive of this invention incorporates
with less weight and mechanism complication thereby controlling and recrsink' %anes and rudder controllable
minmizing cost. The boat drive systems of this inven- by the boat operator, said controlling and reversing
tion transforms the driving engine shaft power to thrust vanes being aft of the propeller and faired within said
for the purpose of propelling the boat as do other prior 15 duct exit walls and/or within said duct exit.
art boat drive systems. In preferred practice the above noted duct is reduced

Prior art boat drives may generally be identified in in area aft of the propeller by approximately 1/2 the
tone of four catagories; I ) The outboard motor which propeller disc area and the reversing vanes are
incorporates an offset drive with exposed propeller and mounted in such a manner as to be flush with the aft
integral engine all of which is rotatable atout an ap- 20 duct walls in the faired or straight for-ard boat operat-
proximate vertical axis for steering. The outboard de- ing mode. Thus. the duct exit area can be between 40
pends upon rotation of the entire unit about a lateral and 60 percent of the duct area at the plane of said pro-
.Mss for obstruction clearance and beaching. The out- peller.
board is limited in power because of transom strength. A feature of the present invention is the utilization of
]'he effective draft of a boat with outboard drive is in- 25 prior art technology of ducted fan systems combined
.rCaSed b) propeller Jiameter plus approximately 15 with the manipulation of fluid flow by the use of
percent when in the normal drive position. (2) Inboard semibalanced vanes thereby eliminating expense and
out drives which are comprised of a through the tran- weight of complex reversing gears, clutches and steer-
,Iom offset steerable unit with exposed propeller ing mechanisms. The boat drive of this invention also
wherein the engine is mounted in a fixed inboard posi- 30 provides propulsion fluid flow exhaust at or below nor-
tion and is less restricted in horsepower. Obstruction mal boat water line thereby improving boat wake which
clearance provision and effective draft are essentially is an important consideration to water skiing.
the same as the outboard. (3) The jet drive which is a Since the boat drive described herein incorporates a
unit incorporating an inboard engine driven impeller, ducted propeller, personal safety and obstruction pro-
the housing of which is completely inboard and/or does 35 tection is essentially equivalent to the jet drive. An ad-
not add to the effective draft of the boat, the inlet to vantage is optimum performance at both low speed and
,.iid impeller terminates as a bottom mounted flange so high speed, lack of protrusions aft of the trarsom.
that propulsion water flow to the impeller diverges up- adaptability to both -V" bottom and flat bottom boats.

ard from the longitudinal axis of the boat at angles in minimum effective draft increase and propeller/drive
the order of 30*. The exit of the jet drive converges to 40 shaft damage protection.
a ,tcerable nozzle at approximately the static water The invention will be more clearly understood by the
line. (4) The inboard which consists of an exposed pro- description below of a preferred embodiment taken in
peller located beneath the stern of the boat and for- connection with the accompanying drawing wherein
%ard of a rudder. Said propeller is driven by a shaft FIG. 1 is a side longitudinal partial cross-sectional
%khich passes through the bottom of the boat at a shal. view of the boat drive installed in a tpical manner ac-
ow .ingle and is supported by suitable bearings and cording to the invention.
"ater seals attached directly to the boat. Said shaft is FIG. 2 is a bottom view of the installation according
drisen by an inboard engine usually equipped with a to the invention.
clutch and forward and reserse gear transmission. No FIG. 3 is an end view of the installation as compared
provision is made for obstruction clearance and effec- with conventional propeller type installation.
toe draft is essenti:lly the same as 1 and 2. Referring to the drawing, FIG. 1, there is shown a

All of the aforementiohied prior art drive systems boat drive 1, having a duct 2 with inlet 3 and outlet or
hbae limitations and or disadvantages over which the exhaust 4 through which the propulsion water flows.
hoat drive system of the present invention constitutes 5Said duct 2 is circular in cross section from the plane
a substantial improvement. of the propeller forward Within duct 2, propeller 6 is

According to a preferred embodiment of the inven- centered at a point of maximum diameter of duct 2.
tion, a boat drive system is provided comprising a duct. Propeller 6 is affixed to and driven by shaft 7 which is
defining the propulsion fluid flow path having a for- free to rotate within bearings 8 and 9. Bearing 8 is sup-
ward facing inlet, said duct forming the other casing of f0 ported by strut 10, which is affixed to the upper inside
%aid drive and designed to be oriented on and partially wall of duct 2. Bearing 9 incorporates a seal or packing
4ithin a boat hull so that its longitudinal axis is essen- gland to prevent water leakage into the boat. Bearing
t.jlly parallel to the longitudinal axis ofsaid boat, a pro- 9 is also affixed to and supported by the upper wall of
peller dri ing shaft, extending through said duct wall at duct 2. Gear box -V- drive I I is affixed to the upper
it, uppermost point near the forward or inlet end at an 63 outside wall of duct 2 and connects with suitable cou-
ingle not exceeding 10* from the longitudinal axis, said pling to the dri%ing end of shaft 7. It will be noted that
shift being free to rotate within suitably supported the important alignment of the propeller, shaft, bear-
heirings and sealed aga:nst water leakage at the point ings and gear box 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and I I may be accom-
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-'I I Appl No 323,997 A boat cxpecialky .1dapted for In1.IneLI~trITIC III
fined .,rej.,t 1. Lie diate 11,11111k InI siL.l .IrCa.. Muid III
,.luding %.i hull hai ng %%atcr t1..%. Ochnl fOrmcd ,it

S I .S. ('I. I115,39. 1 15,37 opposite sikles of the hlo.n ot the hull, \vith N'cL% or
5 1 In. CL. 1Th3h SAMl propeller asseniblies positioned in :.ich tit the "mier
5S IFielId of Search 11I5/35. 37. 39. IS R. IN A. channels for effecting propuplsion mnd itcerini: of the

115 IXl S . 4 2, . 1 145. b 1, 6be 5 S. ho,. 5 P. boat The propeller aNscmdilie% aire preO'ferahi eILeIri
7415 15 ealhN pioered. \4ih po%\ !r ein-l suJpplied through

pair of rheo,;.,t controls disposed at osite pun-
ss hales of the boat. The electrical circultr% Includes

I5b References Cited means for reiersing the direction in hich .a propeller
or screw% Included in eac:h propeller assenitlN i% dri\ en.

LI\ NI FD Sl A I ES VA I FN I S and for controlling the raite at ss hich each propeller or
I -I sb.: it) 6, 141 It Kittchcn ct A ~ 11 5!4Z seresk is drt en in rot.1tion. Knee .ictualted Ie~ cr5 art,

1ii.4 4 1411~ Kessler. I11 I it prefcrahh\ disposed inboaird of the boat a .i.,ent
4. 2 4, 1 44 Fortlino I IIS/ I fi,,hernmnsN Neat to facilitaite control of the speed 1t~I 4;h 1.1 1 ;1971 Fo rtmin It15/1S R which e:,iLh of the propcller a-issnlies is dlrii en

I iiii,7 1 x,,1471 I lippisch '4/l

11 f Pi ON', c yr I I /I IX E 12 Claims. 7 DraA ing Figures
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[541 BOAT PROPULSION SYSTEM I'rtarv I-amner-Tryge M Blix

[761 Inentor: H. Donald Canazzi, 178 Jewett .Vlvanl Examiner-Stuart %t Goldstein

Parkway, Buffalo, N.Y 14214 4ttornev. .4cni. or Firm -Oltman and Ft- nn

122! Filed. May 16. 1974 [ 5'7 ]ABST"RAC'T

211 AppI No.: 470,40 A boat propulsion s\stem haxing a doss ns.kardl. -fa i'ng.

o"enhotiorned recess at the front of a circumferential-

1521 U.S. CI ............ 115/39; 114/16G. 115/12 R I-enclosed propelloir %hich accelerates the inlet A ater

1511 Wn. CI.1 ...................... ..... . 863H 5/16 tlow to the propeflor without. ho ss er. requiring the

1581 Field of Search ...... 115/39. 35. 42. 1 1. 12 R. %k ater to change direction abruptly A .enturt throat

115/14. 16, 114/16 G. bO/221. 222 just behind the propello- causes ssatcr to he draisn

into the slipstream through auxtliarv passage, . al'

156) References Cited in the prope:llor discharge passage may he cloed.

UNITED STA TES PATENTS as to ciuse the wkater displaced by tne piopellor tik

2.812.738 1 111957 Munro ....... 15/39 flowk through the auxiliary pasages to produce a re

3.306,046 2/1967 Trapp 115/12 R %crse thrust on the boat Fither aux hat., pa,,, c is

3.513.798 5:1970 Dow .. ............... 1 l1/16 G be closed welectielv Arcuate rudders pi oted on op-

3.744.446 7/1973 Gibhmns... ...... ........ 115139 psosite sides of the back end on the propcllor l,,chir1!e

3.793.980 211974 Sherman... 115 39 passage control the steering
3.923.684 7/1974 Baggs 115/39
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3,934,538 2
FIG. I is a fragmentary Iongitudin:l sectional view

BOAT PROPULSION SYSTEM taken at the stern of a boat along the bottom, along the
THE INVEN iON line I - I in HG. 2, showing the principal parts of the

present propulsion system.

In conventional propellor-operated boat propulsion . FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the propulsion arrange-
systems, the centrigual movement imparted to the ment shown in FIG. 1;
water by the rotating propellor tends to reduce the FIG 3 is a perspective view showing the back end of
overall efficiency of the propulsion system. To offset the propellor discharge passage in this propulsion sys-
this. various propellor shrouds have been proposed for tern. with the salve therein in its fully-open position;
circumferentially confining the water displaced by the I0 FIG. 4 is a ,iew similar to FIG. 3, but showing the
propellor. but man) such shroud arrangements have valve almost fully closed in the propellor discharge
increased appreciably the drag on the boat. passage.

In recent years boats have been provided with sari- FIG. 5 is an end view looking into the propellor dis-
ousjel propulsion systems which have the disadvantage charge passage having a valve therein with vertical
that the water used for propulsion must undergo an 15 stabilizers,

abrupt change in direction, with a consequent waste of FIG. 6 is a longitudinal section through the propellor
power. discharge passage in FIG. 5;

FIG. 7 is a perspecti e view showing pivoted, arcuate
rudders on the back end of the propellor discharge

The present invention is directed to a novel and im- 20 passage;
proved boat propulsion system which largely over- FIGS. 8. 9 and 10 are top plan views showing the
comes the d iadsanrages of prior propellor-driven and present propulsion sytem with the arcuate rudders of
jet propulsion systems. FIG. 7 in different steering positions;

In the present system, a downwardly-facing, open- FIG. II is a rear elevatiinal view of a boat having
bottuned recess on the bottom of the boat conducts 25 stabilizers operated h,.draulically from the present pro-
water with progressively increasing velocity and with. pulsion system;
out abrupt change in direction to the inlet side of a FIG. 12 is a perspective view showing a boat pro-
propellor. The propellor is circumferentially enclosed vided with trim tabs operated hydraulically from the
in a passage having a venturi throat close behind the present propulsion system; and
propellor The venturi action of the water displaced by 30 FIG. 13 is a fragmentary longitudinal section showing
the propellor draws in water through auxiliary passages the inboard-outboard mounting of a propellor in the
to increase the effectiveness of the slipstream in propel- present boat propulsion system.
ling the boat forward. A valve in the discharge passage Before explaining the disclosed embodiments of the
behind the propellor may be closed, causing the water present invention in detail, it is to be understood that

displaced by the propellor to flow through the auxiliary 35 the invention is not limited in its application to the
passages and be discharged forwardly to produce a details of the particular arrangements shown, since the
rccrse thrust on the boat. Either auxiliary passage may invention is capable of other embodiments. Also the
he closed, in which case the flow of the propeller-dis- terminology used herein is for the purpose of descrip-

pl.cd watcr through the other will produce a turning tion and not of limitation.
thrust tn the boat. Pivoted arcuate rudders at the back 40 Referring to FIGS I and 2, in the propulsion systcm

end of the iropellor discharge passage act to confine of the present invention a casting 20 on the bottom of
the slipstream and they effectively determine the steer- the boat toward the stern provides a downwardly-fac-
ing of the boat Preferably, the valve in the propellor ing. open bottomed recess 21 that extends lengthwise
discharge pa sage has ertical stabilizers which reduce centrally along the bottom of the boat to a propellor
'twirling of the lipstrcam. 45 22. The propellor is on a shaft 23 that is driven by the

It is a principal object of this invention to provide a boat engine (not shown) The shaft extends through a r
ntovcl and iniproved boat propulsion system. longitudinal streamlined fin 24 on the casting 20 that

Another object of this invention is to provide a novel extends down into ,he recess 21. The fin 24 encloses
prlpielhir-opcratcd boat propulsion system which sub- the propellor shaft 23 for most of the latter's extent
st.iimally atoids any abrupt change in the direction of 50 inside the casting 20 to as(,id the additional drag on the

lhe ..ter ,h ilaced by tie priipcllor boat that a rotating shaft would exert ifexposed to the
Another object of this invention is to provide a novel water in the recess 21.

propclhir-operated boat propulsion system in which an -lternatively, as shown in FIG. 13, the propellor may
open-hottomncd water intake recess prosides a positive he driven through a conventional inboard-outboard
flow of water to the inlet side of the propellor 55 drive hasing a streamlined housing 25 attached to the

Another object of this ins ention is It) proside a novel roof of the casting 20 near the rear end of the latter's
propellir-olicrated boat priipulsion system in which the open -hot tooied reccss 2 I.
water displaced by the propcllor produces a senturi As best seen in FIG; I. the cursed top of the castng
action for draw ng in additional water to the slipstream 20 at the front end of the recess 21 extends at an angle
behind the propcllor 60 of not more than 25 degrees to the bottom surface 26

.tnother object of this oscnttion is to pro ide a novel of the boat films dratCly in front of it. so that there is no

propcllori perated boat propulsion ,.stcm which is abrupt hangc f direction for the i ter entermng this
rc.dil rtv-crsihl in a novel and onscmiii( miariner rcess as the hoat niomocs forw ard in the atcr Rear-

Further objects .,nd ads antlagcs of this ins cntion will ward from the front end of its rcccss 21 the top orf the
be apparerit from the followking detailed description of bs ca,,ing 20 curscs %cry gradually to extend substantially
.citain prv.crilk prefcrred embridilirnts thercof. hi'ri/otal fur ni tl of its ctcnt.
whiih ire illu,tritlcd in the atc r , r.in .ing drawings. in .\s show n in IFIG 2, the casting 20 has a marginal.
,hich uh,tantill) hotiontal lip 27 extendiog along is opp,,
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1541 DE).P.V TUiNNEL. STERN BOAT

75) Insentor Robert B. Stuart, Penn NYan. N.Y. ~ uirJwnbr-rgeNBs
.istatir Eiamner -Charles E Frank forit

1 73) Assignee. Penn Y'an Boats, Incorporated, Penn .llgorne .v Ag.en,i or Frrn -Stonebraker. Shepird &
Yin. N.Y. Stephens

1221 Fled Sept. 11, 197415)AISRC

121 Apl N . 04.74A deep-V tunnel stern boat hais the for~~.rd portion oif
Related U.S. Application Data the tunnel shaped for uniforml% distributing the resur-

[It3[ Continuation in-p.rt tif Ser No 409K.0,5. Oct 23. gent flow4 acruoss the w~idth of the tunnel .ind for
1971. .ihandncd %moothly forming the entrance curve to the tunnel ito

optimize a suction tcnding to lift the %.iter into the
[521 U.S. C11.... .............................. ... 115/39 tunnel. This is done by- recessing port and stirNiard
151) Int. CI ...... ........................... 1163H 5/16 halves of the tunnel into the sides of the hull bottom
1 5X1 Field of Search. ........ 115/39- 5 R. 12 R. 14. so the tops of the tunnel halves are 1prroximatel% par-

1 15 /16, 3 4 R. I 14/5 7. 62 allel with the sides of thi hull bottom at the decep-V
angle and meet at an obtuse angle ablove the keel line

1 561 References Cited The tops of the tunnel halves are gradualli, shaped
UJNI11:D STATFS PATENTS into a semni-cylinder around the upper half of the pro-

Z .tii(5 3lfX 5q Montgomcr 1.14162 peller. the tunnel sides are flared ou:mard aft of the
14(,4 S1,7 W! 14h49 Wott.,rd 15/4q propeller, and exhaust ports are located in the flared

iS iK 17)Sur /9 tunnel sides. Such tunneks are ailso idaipted for tisin
-'42 145 7/1471 Horichi 1 t15/34 R tunnel stern boats.

1.-44,446 7/1973 Gibbons .11 5/39
Kl.39 5/1974 Koha'.idhi el it 1113 11 Claims, 21 Drawing Figures
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1I I,; IN a sterna ClS iiic .4s it:e
I)I.~ i \I. SJISI(N fit IT iuf u; 13:

FRI, 16 is .t Iraicfivia~r% bottomn icS'. tit .iwihL-r tis inRI -1 ) AI'l'lIl('A l IONS (flc CNo f:te1%tni.
I his q.pwio~n is a1 ci'niinu.Itiionin-p.Irt of m% co- 5 1:I6 17 is aI fragnicntla% cro9s-,ection.Il len% ofi the

11111n11L purenl[ aipplicatioin. cr No9 J08.675. filed 414.1ii of41:16 16 taiken aulong the )fine I17-1I7 thereof'.
Oct 2.1 1101~. entitled )FtIP-\ VI.N NF1 sTF-RN F I 18 .a l'ra;iniictlar stern cles .tionaiI %ie" t thc
BIOA T. and ib-iindonied upon the Filing of this applica- hoat of [F(G 16;
lion FIG I19 is .i fragimentarN rear e Ic'. tionaI \ien& of

I H IN F. 1-1, wvoakF ~ 9T an~other preferred Imnboicti~y t of[ the inlenitvi lru)~e
I H IN I-N Il I I I~O\ .51 ~ttern bia.t n ith the ruidder rLmo'.J Id to betr ilhtstralie

thc 9995ention %fprings from se'.erail \ e.9r5 esperienct: a preferredL tutnnel shape.
in9 .lep-\ tunnel stern pla9ning boats In~cluiding sarioiis FIG 2o1 is fr.9gttuent.r% lo~ngitudinlal cross-ectiotial
tunnel shaipe% and flaires. propeller positioning in tun- s ien of the bit oA FIG 19: aind
19515. anid tunnelt cxhau9st s\%Szem%. .9ind this cypericrne FIG-l( 21 is .i I r.ignient~ir\ 1, no.m s 9eA of the b,. tt of
his S190'5n that %light Sari.Ition ini som9e ti1 the parailme- FIG 19.
irr cain hak.e surprising effects, Trhe Int.ention seeks to D IALDDS IFO
ipro'.e on the peirformianrce anil reduce the itoisC, of [FAT. )DSRP(O

prioir .art deep-". tunnel sternl boats. .inkf the irititbon As shoss ii in FIG 1. boat 10 hais a deep-\' hull I I
inl'ok'es recogition of a better tunniel shape for uni. 20 h,1'. itg a stern itunnel 12 graduaills enlarlging ahose keel
(rir \ d1 ssist rbitt in ithe resurg'ent floss :and surfice ten- line 14 as, it vistenis ;aft to transom 13. A propeller I5
sion lift aicross the \\' idth of the tunnel, a better eshanust is turtned in tuntnel I12. and a m995 able rudder 16 and .i

,\tent .. nd optimni positiiining of the propeller in a fixsed 5 di9 17 aire airrainged aft of'priopeller 15 faiur steer-
flaired tunnel. ing boat 10. In the region of propeller 15 the top of

25 tunnel 12 is %emi-c'. lindrical and fits fairh eli 'sell o\ er
SLA\MAR) OF [ME INVEN lION the top oif propeller I5. The insenition in'.ol'.eN a more

mle insntion aipplies to .9 boat flak.ing port and star- efficient shape for tunnel 12, a better exhaiust %s sem
boa.rd idles of the hull boltom inclined up'.'.ard from for boat It). mid tht: correct positioning of propeller 15
the keel line in .i deep-V ingle .ind ha'.ing a propeller in tunnel 12. ais describeo belo\%
sul'stimtiallt housed in a stern tunnel The port laid V1 As best sho.'. in FIGiS. 2 and 3, tunnel 12 Fit-, fiirls.
s.irl'oard hal'. s of the for.' .rd regioin oif the tunnel are chisel. airound propeller 15 ss ith a clearance of an inch
rcessa.d respectitt. al ito the side, of the hull bottom or less and extends aft of propeller I5 a short distance
to a depth priigrecssi'.el increasing \ksith distance .ift and theni flaires hori7ontadI'. ouLtwardls - The aft-of-
f'ront tife for.' .rd end of* the tunnel The tiipsof each of propeller regiin of tunnel 12 has a shape fitting iround
the halses of the forksard region of the tunnel ire gen- 1spropeller I5 -lad extending aft of the trailing edge of
eruill. flait .ind] ipprointiatelk p.irallel tt ith the sides of the blades of propuller 15 as indicated hs broken line
the hull biottiom at the deep-V aingle lid meet at ain 18 for 25", to 40'i of the radius of propeller 15 to
obtus aingle .ibii'e the keel line The hiakes of the broken hine 19, T he aft-of-propeller region oif tunnel 12
tunntiel hais a: a onstant ix' idth of ;hightI% more thain the enalarges slightl\ in cross- sectionail area as it extend, ift
r.idius of( the propeller, ;and the tops of the tunnel 41 from line IS 14 1i17 li 19. but an% outw~ard tapero~f tunnel
hases aire graduoills shaped into a -semi-c'linder around 12 bct\%'een lines% 18 ind] 19 is preferaibI\ Ser\ %light and
the upper half of the propeller, The insention also does not exceed 5' to 7'. A larger taper %kould permiit
In~cluides an aft-of-propeller region terminating in at rearwkard \entilation reducing efficiency and :ausing
plaine perpendicular to the rotational axsis of the propel- noise and %. ibratimn from cat itation The space extend -
ler '.sith the tunnel opening radiall'. outward around 45 Ing for 25'( to 40', (of the propeller radius in the aft-of-
su hstanitiamlli the entire pe rinmeter oif the tunnel at the propeller region of tunnel 12 bet.'.een lines 18 and 19
.dter iilee Of the it-iif-pruipeller region. holds the 'skaiter in tunnel 12 sufficientl\ to present

DRAWINGS propeller I5 from ecm'.itattng. but does not vstvnd sii fair
.a% to inirease the turbulence and drag The streamn of

FIG I is .i loingitudinal t.ross-sectional s ic.' of I pre- "' ni.ter thruist .mft b\ propeller I; itend ito expind slightl%
fcrred c tihoidiicttif (if the i i-nti e e- V tunnel as, it pri icess :aft. lad the distance 1bctss cen lines 18
stern boait. .mnd 19 in the ift-of-propeller rkegiin of the tunnecl is

1-16( 2 1s a fraigmcntar~ bottomn s Ien of the stern end %hort enough so as not to interfere kk9th the natural
of the tunnel iof the boat of FIG 1. espainsii 'n of the ss .ter stream from prop;ellecr I5. Es-

IGR 3 is .i fraigmnirtar-I . rear-es .tii'nal %. ic'.' of the r efitting the aft-of-propeller region of tife tunnel ift b.
tunnel of the boait of FIG. I '.sith the rudder remos ci, miore than -10-, of the propeller radius cau'es tur u-

II( 'IS 4 tad 5 aire fragrnentar\ . boittiom s iens of the lenee. niiiue, - .ni drag. ini] shortening the .Jft-of-
stern end oif .lteriiati'.e tunnels for the boat of' FIG. I;, piopi:ller region to less thain 2"-' of the Ituopeller ra-

VI- Wi 6% is frienientir\., rear -ce,,a.ional % new iif the diials causes C. %itmiion. efficuenc% loss. and noise
tulynl of FIG 5 '.'.ith the rudder renIosedJ. F unnel 12 has a idischarge legion aft oft line 19 and

1:I6 7 is a fr.igmnttr\. boitom s ien of the tunmel of the aft of-pri peller region, .nd the iisharge rcgiiin
the bioa.t of FIG I ss ith Cii upnent remo'.ed. es tends to transiomr 13 it the after end 4i tumntiil 12

V I( ;s -12 aire respectis e cross, sectionail s eNs% A heie tunnel 12 olven' oiut at the %tern of boat 10. In
Itikce .1lin' the indilted lines fur the tunnel if FIG 4; the discharce region the side kkalls 20 of tunnel 12 %lre

I 1C. 13 is, A frmnntaur% biittoim s ien ofa. ts'wn tunnel 6,5 shirpl\ ots'. urd horioniall% at preferabl% 310 'i mrore
ersii of the int.entioin. fronm the kecel line 14 ito .lliin pletix of roomn fir the
FIG 14 is .n stiiss sCL tiounal sic ieof the boat of FIG hilhiiinitig ofi espinding %%.iter uurea im from jrip,:ler

I 3 i.mkei along the linle 14 - 14 the-reiif. I5 ind cleairanLC fur operation -i ruddel~r l6. -%si.

u---- 35I~to~
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[54] DEVICE FOR PROPELLING BOATS 3,465,705 9/1969 Castoldi .............. 115/12 R
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1221 Filed: Mar. 26, 1976

[211 Appl, No.: 670.971 Pnmar. Examaner-Trygve M Biix
Assistant E.aminer- Sherman D. R,,inge

Related US. Application Data

(631 Continuation of Ser No 476,034. June 3, 1974, 1571 ABSTRACT
abandoned. A propelling det-ice for a propeller-dri%,n boat com-

(301 Foreign Application Priority Data prising a longitudinally exending tunnel disposed at

June 4. 1973 Argentina...............Z4831 the aft portion of the boat housing a propeller for rota-

Feb. 6. )974 Argentina .......................... 252209 tion at a level above the keel of the boat. A pair of
deflector fins are pivotally ca..ed for rotation about

1521 US. CL ............................... 115/39; 115/12 R; parallel vertical axes located on opposite sides of the
115/16 longitudinal axis of t&e tunnel at a position rearwardly

51) Int. CL'.. .................. .... .. ... .... .. ... .. .. . B63H 5/16 of the propeller. A curved deflector plate is pisotably
1581 Fleld of Search ......... 115139. 12 R, 14. 16; supported for mosement about a horizontal axis rear-

114/I50, 151 wardly of the fins for movement between a raised inop-

(56) References Cited erative position and a lowered operative position.

UNITED STATES PATENTS
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water, it is not necessary to reverse the rotation of the
DEVICE FOR PROPELLING BOATS propeller in the driving device. which simplifies the

structure of the latter as the gears may be replaced by
CROSS RELATED APPLICATION bclts with the consequent lowering of costs.

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 5 On the other hand. the fact that the propeller, the
No. 476,034 filed June 3, 1974 (now abandoned). biasable fins and the curved plate controlling the re-

This invention relates to a new device for propelling verse motion are above the keel line makes it possible
boats and is directed principally towards increasing the to drag the hull along a beach, up a ramp. or onto a
output of the propellers and the reliability of the pro- conventional truck, without damaging the aid parts.
pelling system. to Furthermore, the boat may be sailed in low water or

The devices used at present for propelling boats, where there are obstacles without endangering the
either for sport or commercially, may be of the propel- propeller or the steering device.
let tbpe or the jet type. The arrangement of the variant allows the device of

In the case of boats of the propeller type several this inention to be adapted to normal vessels, improv-
variants are used, such as attaching the engine inside 15 ing the performance of the prime mover without any
the boat with the propeller fixed beneath the hull; at- major modifications and obtaining the reverse motion
taching the engine outside the boat. or both inside and of the boat without reversing the running of its engine.
outside the boat, with the propeller mounted on a mov- In order to explain clearly this invention and the best
able leg. made for carrying it out, a preferred embodiment of the

The jet type boats may use an inside pump with an 20 same will now be described with reference to the an-
outside, generally movable, jet; or a movable pump nexed drawings in which:
attached outside the boat. FIG. I is a side elevation %ein of a boat emLxdying

Over the years the propeller system has been modi- the propelling systems according to the present inven-
fied many times, increasing the mechanical complexity tion, using a belt control;
as well as the capital investment and the operating and 25 FIG. 2 is a plan view of a boat embodying the said
maintenance costs. propelling system, using direct control;

It is thus necessary to develop mechanical devices FIG. 3 is a front elevation view of the stern transom
that are :impler. perform better and cost less. The art of a boat embodying the propelling system of this in-
arrived thus at the hydrojet system which meets the vention:
first two requirements but is somewhat costly. 30 FIG. 4 shows schematically the biasable fins turned

The propelling device according to the present inven- towards the left;
tion is mechanically simple, of high performance and F1G. 5 shows schematically the biasable fins turned
low cost and has additionally a number of very impor- towards the right;
tant advantages. FIG 6 shows schematically the curved plate in break-

The propelling device of this invention uses a propel- 35 ing or reverse motion position;
lcr of conventional or special type that rotates in the FIG. 7 shows -chematically the curved plate in an
end of a tunnel-shaped cavity, open below, provided in intermediary position;
the hull; the rotation of the propeller being such that FIG. 8 shows in longitudinal section a boat equipped
the circumference described by the end points of the with the variant of the propelling device according to
propeller blades lies in a plane normal to the axis of the 40 the invention;
passage and over the keel line of the boat. FIGS. 9 to I I are views of the boat, such as the one

The propeller thus operates partially encased, mov- shown in FIG. 8, seen from the stern and in various
ing the water coaxially with respect to the axis of rota- positions of the bia.able fins;
tion of the propeller. The thus activated mass of water FIG. 12 is a view similar to that of FIG. 8. but show-
passws between twi) bia.sable fins rotatably mounted on 45 ing the revere motion plate in operative position; and
vertical shafts and capable of deflecting horizontally FIG, 13 is a perspective view of a boat equipped with
the mass of water, thus controlling the bearing, the device according to the variant shown in FIG. 8.

The reverse motion is obtained by means of a curved In these drawings, the same reference numbers iden-
plate interposed in the exit section of the mass of water tify identical or corresponding parts of the device ac-
and deflecting the same downwards and forwards, thus 50 cording to this invention, which comprises a propeller I
producing by reaction the breaking or reverse motion mounted on a shaft 2 and housed in a tunnel 3 at the aft
of the boat. the direction being controlled by the com- section of the hull of boat 4, the tunnel being open
hined actions of the biasable fins and the curved plate. below, the height of which tunnel increases towards the

In a variant, the tunnel-shaped cavity extends from stern of the boat 4 so that the circumference 4' de-
the stern transom to the outside of the lull by means of 55 scrib-d by the end points of the propeller blades lies in
a tubular casing the upper part of which extends be- a plane normal to the axis of passage , which of the
yond a rear end section, forming housings for the shafts tunnel is situated ab)ve the keel line of the boat 4. The
of two parallel fins arranged at each side of the propel- propeller I operates partially encased in the tunnel 3,
ler, adjacent to the said end section, and for a third practically as if it were a jet system pushing the water
shaft which is perpendicular to the said two shafts and 60 towards the stern coaxially with respect to the shaft 2.
suppi)rts the curved plate; in addition, three partitions fliasable fins 7 and 8 are mounted relatively on shafts
are provided inside the tunnel. 5 and 6 and are arranged parallel to each other so that

The propeller thus operates with a marked improve- the mass of water impelled by the propeller I passes
ment in performance, and the propelling system com- between them; thus, by changing the position of the
hines the simplicity and high yield of the jet systems 65 said fins the direction taken by the mass of water may
with the relatively low cost of the conventional systems. be changed and consequently the direction of move-

In fact. by producing the reverse motion of the boat ment of the bo)at may be controlled (FIGS 4, 5, 9, 10
by re,,ersal of the direction of movement of the ma_,s of and I I) In order to keep the fins 7 and 8 parallel to
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United States Patent 1191lii 3,951,093
Poche 1451 Apr. 20, 1976

1541 AMPHIIBIOUS AIR TRACK VEHICLE sists of five major assemblies rhere are t%4o cquallx

1761 Inventor: John M. Poche, 63 17 Franklin Ave., spaced and parallel floatable elongated bodies each of
New Orleans. La. 701 22 which is encompassed h a belt has ig A plurailit% of

extended space. parallel and lateralls disposed float
1221 Filed: Oct. 4, 1974 able cleats: and drive sprockets A~hich rotaite the belts
1211 Appi. No.: 512,367 about the elongated bodies. Rotation ippairatus foi the

belts is contained within each hodN, and a pluralt of
buoyant wheels each having low pressure tires

1521 U.S. CI_... .................. 11511 R; 114/67 A thereon, and secondl% %khcels being mounted end to
1511 Int. CI ................................... B60F 3M0 end on a1 single axis to form a floaitaile box like A~hcef
1581 Field of Search ......... l115/1 R, I B;: 180i I 16. unit, there being txo separate boxlike %%heel units, oiie

1801117, 1 19. 126, 1 14/67 R. 67 A at each end of the %ehicle and positioned latcrall% he-
lueen each of the f,latalc elotngaied bodies, and

1561 References Cited l.gStly. U body structure that forms a top deck. rectan-
UNITED STATES PArENTS giilar in form, that extends 05cr top of both the txt'

2.546.523 3/1951 Reynolds ........ _.... ...... 1 5/ R floatable elongated bodies and their belts and the two
2.7 11.777 11955 Poehe ........ ... ......... 1 15/1 R box-like A heel units. The underside of the hod5 ' struc-
3.189.1 t5 t/1465 Reihorst ............ ....... t1151 R ture is pro% ided w4ith a piuralt%, of laterall, extending.
3.2t07.245 9/1965 Weiland .................. 1 14,167 A parallel and equally spaced xcrticall%-disposed semni-
3.31)6.250 2/t967 Pitchford .. .... .. ........ I 15/1 R flexible curtain-like structures that divide the rectan-

3,47.63 101969 Soenle. .. I I/I gular space on the under side of the bods structure
3.559,611 2 1971 Cushman .. .......... 5 t/ R and betxkcen the floatable elongated bodies that are
3,X 19.240 611974 Bihaut .. ......-....... 115/1 R located with one bodN on and under each side of the

FOREIGN PATENTS OR APPLICATIONS hod',I structure and bttxeen the box-like twho xsheel
1.103.106 2/1968 United Kingdom... .... .. 180/119 units that provide four rigid support outer Aalls for air

lift chamibers that are dix ided into a plurailits of corn-
Prisnary Exominer-Trygve M. Blix partments each of A hich is surplied %kith a dow4nw ard
Assistant E-taminer-Charles E. Frankfort flow of air under pressure from a separate hlosher
Attorney, Agent, or Firm-Morris Sussman mounted on top of the hod5 , structure and hack of the

control cabin pover plant and forwkard of the deck
f571 ABSTRACT space.
This invention of an amphibious air track s-chicle con- 6 Claimns, 15 Dra-Aiig Figures
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United States Patent 119'Il 3,819,240
Bibaut f 451 June 25, 1974

1541 ENDL.ESS TRACK 1.338.402 4/1920 Sihl'tti............ 305/54
1,536.604 5/1925 Sent~on ............ 05/54

176) Invenior: Gilbert Abel Bibaut. Le Meux. 1.568.090 1/11426 Sjives .................... 305/SI
France 3.278.244 10/19b6. Deffenbaugh ............... 305/54

(22! Filed: Mar. 21, 1972
(2! ApI. N.: 23.665Primry Examiner- Richard J. Johnson

1 301 Foreign Application Priority Data 157) ABSTRACT

Mar. 22. 1971 France ..............71.10013 Track for all ground 6.chicles, in particular for equip-
Ma.1. 1972 France...................... 72.90 36t ment with endless tracks, consisting of tubular mem-

Mar. Ibers in th- form of hullouk cylinders fixed during rota-
(521 U.S. Cl........................... 305154, 11511 R tion. at the endless track each cylinder being %helded
1511 It. Cl ........... ..................... B62d 55/26 onto a U-scction bolted on one of the links of the
(591 Field of Search..........301/39. 54. 52; 11511, chain. Another cmbodiment of the invention discloses

15119. 63 a cylinder being mou~nted so that it can oscillate on a
transversal axis perpendicular to its length. The tubu-

[56) References Cited lar member being extendible by cooperation of a
sleeve affixed to the outer extremit) of the tubular

UNITD SATESPATNTSmember and a tubular extension member.
I 1):2.423 711916 Henneuse................. 305/54 X
1.204.799 11/1916 Luce ................. 305/52 4 Clairms. 5 Drawing Figures

21 ?5 23 22 25 24

3 71 1192 9 a 20 7 10
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ENDLESS TRACK track links with the ground. This increase in the surface
rhe invention relates to a track specially for vehicles area, compared with the use of the traditional track-

which have to move on muddy ground. in particular links used with equipment fitted with endless tracks.
equipment fitted with endless tracks such as bulldozers, enable the risk of equipment sinking into muddy
crane, tractor shovels or others. s ground, particularly when the equipment is used in

The invention therefore relates to a track for all draining or clearing operations related to marshes or p.
ground vehicles. in particular for equipment fitted with pools, to be avoided.
endless tracks, characterized in that it consists of a suc- In addition, these cylinders increase the genera) di-
cession of tubular members periodically entering into ameter of the track enabling the equipment to sur-
contact with the ground. The tubular members are hol- 10 mount without difficulty such obstacles as slopes or
low cylinders closed at their two ends, these cylinders others.
being fixed during rotation of the endless track around The carr~ing surface of the equipment can be further
a circuit defined by conventional sprocket and return augmented by means of tubular extension pieces 12
wheels. (FIG. 3) which axially prolong the cylinders I. these

According to a characteristic of the invention, each 15 tubular extension pieces being mainta.ined in position
cylinder is fixed to the chain of the endless track by by the sleeves 13 which surround a part of the cylnders
means of a U-section onto which arc welded two of its and overlap a part 14 of these extension pieces.
generatrices. the section itself being boiled on the links The sleeves 13 comprise, at their extiemily fixed
of the chain. toward the interior of the endless track, an end piece

According to another characteristic, each tubular 20 15 bent to 90", this angle piece can be opposite another
member is mounted so that it can oscillate on an axle identical angle piece 16 welded at 17 on the cylinders
which is transversal to its generatrices. I, these angle pieces 15 and 16 being fitted b) means

The invention also covers all ground vehicles such as of bolts and nuts I.
equipment fitted with endless tracks and equipped with In order to avoid deforming the tubular extension
a track according to the invention. 25 pieces 12, it is possible to use elastic elements, notably

A track according to the invention is illustrated by large diameter tires, mounted on the axis 19 and 20 of
%a4 of a non-limitative example, on the accompanying the return wheel and the sprocket wheel Thus the cyl-
figures in which; inders are maintained in position by the track of the

FIG. I is a schematic plan view of the track on a trac- tire, which plays the role of a shock absorber and thus
Tor provided with a levelling blade. 30 avoids the axial deformation of said cyvlindcrs.

FIG 2 is a cross-sectional cut of one of the cylinders As represented on the FIGS. 4 and 5, each tubular
oif the :rack. member I may be mounted so that it can oscillate on

FIG 3 is an axial xiew of one of the c.lnders an axle 25, on which turns a axle sleeve 26. Thus each
equipped with a tubular extension piece, tubular member I is provided with a axle sleese 26,
FIG 4 is a plan 6iew illustrating the oscillation of the 35 welded at 27. this axle sleeve, a part of the tubular

tubular members, member surrounds axle 25, and can turn Aith respect
FIG 5 is a cross-sectional view of FIG. 4, along the to the axle 25 %,hich is fixed to remain perpendicular

axis AA. to the axis of the tubular member during rotation of the
[he track consists of a succession of tubular mem- endless chain. Thus. as illustrated in FIG 5. the axle 25

hers I in the form of hollow cylinders completely 40 is maintained at its two extremities in the two rings 28.
sealed at their ends; these cylinders have, in the exam- welded on the U-section 3, which is screwed onto the
pie under consideration, a length of 0.85 m and a diam- link 4 of the chain. The axle 25 is immobilised during
eter of 0. 14 m. each of the cylinders being fixed to the rotation by the pins 27. A hich pass through it and pene-
usual chain 2 of the equipment fitted with endless trate into the rings 28. The tubular member I, inte-
tracks b means of sections 3 has ing a transersal sec- 4 grally connected to axle sleeve 26 at 27, can rotate
tion in the form of a U. around fixed axle 25 in a direction perpendicular to the

Each section 3 (FIG 2) is connected to the link 4 of length of the tubular member I. Ax!t sleese 26 sur-
the chain by means of pins and nuts 5. each cylinder rounds fixed axle 25, but is of lesser length and of
being w4elded at 6 onto the upper edges of these see- 50 greater diameter than axle 25.
tions. The lesser length of axle sleeve 26 allkws axle 25 to

The two welding areas extend over the whole length be fixed to the chain link by rings I'S welded on U-
of the sectiuns following two of the generatrices of the section 3. The greater diameter of axle sleeve 26 allows
c% linders. rotation of the axle sleeve and the int -6rally connected

The clinders I extend oer the whole perimeter of 55 tubular member I, around the axle 25.
the chain so as to enter successi.ely into contact with On account of this design. each tubular organ of the
the ground an the chain moves drixen by the sprocket track is mounted so that it can rock and it can therefore
%heel 7 w hose teeth 8 engage with the links 4 of the take up various angular positions, of the t)pe showed
.hain These c.linders. as reprc.,ented in FIG. I, ap- by the hatched lines on FIG. I so as to pass oser an.

priach one another in the straight parts 9 of the chain 60 obstacle, whether it is a sth.ne, a tree root, or other oh-
.,nd dxert progressisely in the two curved areas 10 on stacle in the path of the moving track.
account of their %,inding themscles onto the sprocket This oscillating mounting of the tubular members has
wheel 7 and the return wheel 11, which enables the the advantage not only of enabling the track to ignore
mud accumulated between the cylinders I to be evacu- obstacles, but also to preserve the chain from any
-'d %impl. b, grasity. 65 unecesxar) strains which might reduce its life. Thus. as

These c.linders overlap each side of the chain 2 and the tubular members are mour' ed so that they can os-
Cxtcnd oser a relatisely considerable width thereby ap- ciliate, the chain is always in the same plane and is
prectably mcrewing the surface contact area of the therefore not under unecessay strain
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1221 Filed Mar. III. 1975

1211 AppI No 557000 1571 \B1SRT
A ,,ni ; H1m positc %lhccl. for a hc;t%% dijt, %CirK Ic. hi:i g .I

Is21 I .. 1"1.15 1 ); 15Wl'li2. harrcl nil cblr \kith in inner iacr I.aimini tcltd Ilipt

Ill 1, A. 3016 \% . ll 6 %% l. l, .10 structure t nd o ain ,ui t rf rtund ,hapd mandrel

301/03 PAW The barrel tner h;is ;I plitralit of firrnlicdtrotl of

Vi1l I of. (I.'1. . .. 1160 1 5 7 7 chopped fihc s in ;i cpo . resin I le urle.r surfitc t
3 (I I'ifd xt, 'rh . .... PA 6,5 R. 7.9 D H c;ch sction conforms to the out t f round tape strut-
CN. Q S. I R. 1 . .7. 5 11A. 6 W. 6 ture and the outer surface fiorms the tire head retainers

BN. oJ S'. S. I I R. I . 17. 35 J. t W.. and drop center portion of the A hccl Art outer lacr of
\.B l 3DS. 2t.4,277. 25"'.255. 156/I,40. I 4. laminated tape structure surrounds the formed scc-

I'), 192 tions. A \kheel sch mcmber. made of chopped fiber- in

15h Rtference,, Cited an Cpox. resin has its outer ,urface conforming to the

iNI FED STATES PA I ENTS out of round configuration of the barrel mheuber [hc
%%b member is made of tsko section-

, % hich ire scurcd
1,2 ','ii , , ISS" Smith 31,7 to the barrel member.
x1 .411 7 1q31 Shoemaker 31 ' CN

1 l ,t ,.4"; 14 J5 Pre" 3(11,1,' P\\
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United Statics Patent wi~JJl 412,12-1

[541 GROUND TRACTION D)EVICES 2. .2 i Q5 Ktqxciyn~ki ~
2.7'9),503 4, 1957 Kopczsnski k I

(75] Inventor: Peter Reid. H-ardington Miandeville, 2I.S19.767 I/tQ R Ko .tn, -
Near Yeovit, England I.-~.2 10/11t)6 Glovcr, Jr ei al 4

[73] Assignee: Westland Aircraft Limited. Yevl 3,37276 3,' I%$ 1.iffertl .352 Z12

England Prj~iar Examiner-Galen L. Barcfoot

[21] App!. No. 800,848 Att~orney. Agent. or Firn:-l-arson. Ta- hr and lfirnds

122] Filed: May 26. 1977 (57] ABSTRACT

(30] Foreign Application Priority Data A ground traction device is disclosed s.%hich ,1wpriV%

Slay 28. 197ti [GH) United Kingdom.....224t)I/'b ground engaicng members including first uid se'Cit1T

,'0 part', the parts being mounted for rotattoi on a fixt-d
51] Int. C1 .................... ......... ...B62D 57,0 axis and being rotationally offset %%sith reNPuCt 1o each

(52] U.S. C1..l ... . ....... 180/7 R; 152/352 R; ohrhutthe ax.is The pcriphcral suirface ofe: *n part
z44/'50: 24-4/103 R; 301/41 R; 305/34 includes three indi). id ual areas jrrai vcd in the~ form o!"

(58] Field of Search............. 244/S0, 100 R, 103 R. an equilateral trianigle %%ith ends, of .idij,-rit srcj, ' ,enc
244,,103 S, 105, 108. 17.17, 101, 115/19, 1 R;

1307 R 15/35. 31/SR. 1 R 30/34 joined by lobe poirtions The ground Crfl .,ing p r:,,rs
are coiustriictcd of rrii ldc(I ruhhc:r .inj o~i~i'

[5t)] References Cited proved traction in soft zr'iund. The rropertics o'f tbcv

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS rubber are selectcd in rLI-tin to the .s el!t 1"I,
to be nios ed so 1l .o The ground eniz i:inU I ;:h

,'1041 Kospczi nsiki MI , 7 R Lit-, als:t a i'tic r- :11i1 ridias' , ~ :
:..UO.387 2; 1144v Hunter .. .244/'50
1,5()0577 3'I IQ'(' Sands. Jr .. 2-W1 10l S

s2.O 0 IC 1, 1Q54 Pierce .. 44/108 ILI Claims. 5 IDra'sn I L~r
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1~ 4,102,4232

afiirtsiid construction The vehicle ritay L.rtnprirr a
GROUND RACI A'O D ICLS heiopter that ntay he Fied w&ith a skid undeicairriage

comnprizing two laterally arranfed tubular skids sup-
THIS INVENTION relates to ground traction de- ported from a fuselage and gemierall) parallel to a Iongi-

%ices, and particularlv, to stih devices for operation xtaiiali ceireline ire' f Ci nveniiiil y. in sueh ain
os er stilt ground The ins cution is applicaihle to many arrangement, a ground traction device may be prus ided
different ty pes of vehicle or structure that it is deir ed to adjlacent each end of each skid, each des ice ha% ing.
move. hut for convenience it is described herein in its preferably, first and second parts (if a ground engaging
application to a helicopter fitted with a skid-type under- memher located on opposite sidts of its respicc':ve skid
carnage, t0 and connected hy a common drir.e shaft extending

In operation, helicopters hiving such undercarriatges through thle slid. A powei~r unit anid tr;m~nt.sjiun 55 5
1cif

may he required to land on unprepared soft ground that may he located %4ithin !he tubular skid f,)r cich desvice.
is incapable of supporting the weight of the helicopter and may he operatis.ely associaiied with tile dr:t.e shall
as applied by the skids, so that the skids sink into the Power 'and control supplies may tie ruid throk;.hsurface and make the fitment of ground handling wheels Is hollow struts supporting each skid. ard( ontr I ntcarrsdifficult or ;mpossible. Even if iiwere possible to fit the may be provided in thle beli..opter ito c'fThct imdi ,nd-ra
ground handling wheels, movement of the helicopter rotation of the ground tractior dc'. ices it sarijhec
would necessitate some form of tow ig apparatuwi nsadi ohdietoso ~ai'
w hich may itself he restricted,. due to the soft ground In %et another aspect the :nscuiii pros mdc. a lieu-
state. Furthermore, in some operational environments 210coirhvn askduiearaecmringso
such towing apparatus either may not he available or its later thaigr skid supored roa fselge prznd tn-
use may not he convenient. laeral puar lel o a ogtd fnal uenrlne there.-

Conventional wheeled attachme;.nts are not suitahle gralld parale odvc attce aogf da nin btheeds a
for permanent ficnment to the skids, due to the relatively eachn truartiokideac ice ncdmr aci bounds en-
large size which wvould be required to suppr t e ac tuua2kd5ahdvceicuigagon n
weight of the helicopter on soft ground and the inevita- Fain mebrarneto oato u nii n
ble drag penalty caused thereby during flight. comprizing first and second parts located respectively

Accordingly, in its hroadest aspect, the invention at opposite sides of the skid, each pairt having a periph-

provides a Sriid traction dev ice including a ground eral surface generaited hy inotion of a line aluiu an axisI
enaigmember arranged for rotation about an axis 30 of rotation, parallel %,.it h said line, in a path coinpnized

etigagingof three arcs of similar radius and arranged cenerally inand having a peripheral ground engaging surface gener. h omo neultrltrage h aisbigo
ated by motion of a line generally parallel to said axis. th o raneumrltingterduskn f
and in a pith comprizing a plurality of individual arcs greater dimension than the shortest distance heisseen
each of a sintlar radius that is greater than the shortest the axis of rotation and any point on the surface, the first
distance between the axis and the generated surface. 3s and second parts of thie ground engaging member being

*Ends of adjacent arcs may be blended together so as rotationally fixed at the tends oif a drive shaft extending
to provide curved lobe portions having a radius prefera- through the tuhular skid and being offset rotationally
hly less than the distance between the axis of rotation wt epc oec te yapoiae>tr
and the generated stirface. power source and tramnsmussin means located sAithin

Preferably. the ground engaging member compri~cs 40 the itiihilar skid aind operatively asiK-iated ssithi said
first and second parts having similar peripheral shapes, drive shaft so as ito cause simultaneous. rotation oif the
the parts being rotationally fixed to each other and first and second parts, of the ground engaging member.
rotaitionally offset ahout the said axis of rotation. The Tile ins clntiln ss% ill iuow he described hy %% a) of exam-
First and second parts may he axially spaced-apart and pie only and with reference to the acciumpansung (irass-
may he connected to a common drive shaft, and meatns 45 ings. in Ashich
mray he prov ided to rotate the shaft so as to c:ttise siniil- FIC. I it; a fragiiieii.ii , sidv cle% itiun of one c-id if a
taneous rotation of tile first and second parts of the helicopter skid iindcrcar riav.efitted sfilli a gruid trac-

ground engaging member. tion device constictcd iniiuc(rdau'iC \% iii onec-niodi-IThe ground engaging member ts. preferably. con- mer-it of the in% cntion.
st rucited of rihber, and thle proicrtues ofthbe rubber may sit IG 2 is a part sest I 5 ess t %W% if Jti h'
be seliected in relation to i(lit- sseight of a sirlici ire to he of HiG I.
niiived so 1hai. ss hen orcratun, oil a ha~rd sirfice. the HI( s. lr ~ ilhtsuSi tI
groind engaging memiber bhases as a generally circu- FIG 4 is a detail s tess if a p..r , ft 1:w 'j~iuid on
lar "sheel of constant radius, device, and

In a preferred embhodimient of the inv~entioin, the pe- 55 HIG. 5 is a fraztmentar., priie.%t oA f ahcct
ripheril surface of each of tlie first and second parts is hasing a skid tinder5 uif"AV rited ss ih cri nd -ractii
Lernerated li three mndi\ idual arcs arranged gtncraihly in ilesices :iceordung to lie iii. ntion.
the form of an e.~uilatcral triangle, the first and second Reern!to 1:l(;S 1, 2and 3. a, !tir Aid 11 Fim-
parts of the groutid engaging member being rottotially ig part of a lueluci p~er ksid umuiirc-irru;teec is altti. eu to
offset, cons ernently. by approximately 6)'% preferably. W a !lehicopqer (not shownl b' it omttine tkili-ular st rut 12
the radius of eaich are is at least twice tile saiid shortest A ground tractim~ device. rienmirall% indi meted it 13. is
distince dimension. and in the particular ciholiument located amdjacent inc end of the skid I I and :,in oiri!:s a
described below is 23' percent of said distance dimen- ground envging inimber 14 arrancted for riainn
%ion r'he radius of lobe portions at the junctioins he. .mls ut an axis 15. Pic iruitd cii igin ; member 14 cm-t
tvween said arc-generated portions is. preferably. ap. t)5 prizes- two coaximly arrafinzd parts. l4a, and l4h rvspcc-
proximatiely one half of said distani. e dimension. ti l.located (fie at eath stdc of !lhe 41 d 11 and rota.

In another aspect thle unsention extend% to a %chicle ruonally fixed to a shaft 16 Nu; poried in hea;ringts (not
fitted ssith at least one ground traction device of the shovn) located in housligs 17 formned in the ski- 11
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United States Patent (i9] [it 4,124,051

I lorton [45] Nov. 7, 1978

[54] SHOCK ABSORBING WHEEL HUB FOREIGN I'ATENT DOCUMENTS

[76] Inventor: William E. Ilorton, 711 Sunset Rd.. 7.221 7/1905 Unied Kind.m. ... 301/,9 T

Hendcrson. Nev. 89015 Primary E.aminer-Robert B. Reeves

Asistant Examiner-Francis J. Bartuska
(21] Appl. No.: 704,114 Attorney, Agent. or Firm-Richards. Ilarris & Mcdhock

(22] Filed: Jul. 9, 1976 [57] ABSTRACT

Disclosed is a .hock absorbing wheel hub for attach-
ment to the axle of a vuhicie Tlc hub has a central

Related U.S. Application Data flaige portion and an annular rim rhe rim ha', : p: ir of
(63] Continuation-m-part of Ser- No 579.476, May 21. spaced mounting surfaces foimed on tic pcrhircrs

197n. abandoned. which is a cont inuation-III-part of thereof for attaching a pair of plficumilic tires ".%ith
Ser. No. 483.147. Jun 26. 1974. Pat. No. 3.915,503. inclined road-engaging treads A flange is forri-J on

the rim between the mounting -urfaces and extcnds
[51] Int. C1.2 ......................... B60B 11/04; B60C 5/00 radially oztskard betv.cen the tires. A c\'.drical
[52] U.S. Cl ................................ 152/155; 152/209 A; contact surface is formed on the exterior ,f the flar,-e

152/376; 301/11 KL; 301/12 R; 301/36 R; and carries a trcad thereon. The central flm:ns is nr,-
301/39 T; 301/97 vided wsith bor s for attachment to the Ito ha:' of a

[58] Field of Search ........... 152/376, 155, 156, 209 R, vehicle axle Circimferc-ntially N,.aced ie. ihicnt ,\kL'
152/209 A. 341. 342; 301/11 R, 11 KL, 12 R. extend radially from the c.ntral flange ard arc cin-
12 M. 36 R. 36 WP, 39 R. 39 T. 63 R. 64 SD, nected to the hub. A pair of inflation check sales are

70, 97 attached to the rim to communicate respAcis.cly i ith
the interior of each pneuma" tire. A flow pass3ge i

[56] References Cited provided in the rim interconnecting the pricumat, tires

U.S. iATEN" I'DOCUMENTS for allo. ing air no, thercclt, cen An intcrchaii,.ihlc
, flow restricter is mounted in the rim for cintro;lhg the

1.377.634 5/1921 Slick .................................. 301/63 R flow of air between the two tires In another cnilxdi-
1.639.991 8/1927 French ............................... 301/t R ment. the spokes have scmispherical hearing surfaccs
1.743.944 1/1930 Watrous .......................... 301/64 SD formed thereon resiliently held in receptacles formed in
2.107.950 19528 Lejeune ....................... 301/64 SD X the ire ae cursed from sie tode
2.127.075 8/1938 Veno,ta ........... ............. 152/376 X the rim. In yet another enihudiment. the riad-cneagrng

214 29 10/ 1952 NYc ggy . ............. .. ........... 112/209 surfaces of the tire%, are c ur ',,d from m ide to side

3.155,429 11/1964 M etzler ........................... 301/39 IX
3.463.552 8/1969 Colletti ............................. 301/36 R 13 Claims. 7 Drawing Figures
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ahich ire ;niin,,d it-s% arJ the outsicle if~ the tire I
SHOCKX AIISORIIING WHEEL HUB narrows the rurrninL! Jraw of the tire. makinlw sit ...rir

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPI ICATI( )\5 %isiir And redwjing iLiter:tl ss h Iirue-
I lie pr"'Ctil II% nhin Also cotCitiphits% the 11,e iA

is~ application is at couititiation-in-l'art of ani c. (55 o-pieee hub stricture %herchv a rimr is fcrmod !I
her riled co-pendling application entitled "Shock Ab altirniritm nimcical aind helirein 'a steel :cjitral I n,2o

soringWhel HW'.Ser No 57,47 fied ~t 1. portion is Cf'-d to rhe rim The central 1-rtiwn is rrm-
1976, now abandoned. which was a Continuation-in- vided ssith A pltiraiuv of res!icti sr keshich J. r
Part of co-pending application Ser. No. 483,147 iled shock And reduice osecrall stress in both radial and
June 26, 1974. entitled "Automobile Wheel". new UTS 10 laizral directions
Pat. Nc. 3.915,503. The prsnt in% viwn also o-intr-t:;jplat- the use 4f ,

B.-%ACKGROUND O1: TIL INVEN FION t%%o-picce hub structure ssiEcrehy the sp )kes of the

The pircsent invention relates generally to w,.heel% for central flange portion are coinnec ted to the rim by hall-

use on vehicles. In another aspect. the present invention 15 icceptacle t'pe cot-nections whereby the freedom oif

relates to a %afety wsheel for use in attaching pineuniatit. ini's Ltttit be-ta ,ef the rit arid -pokes aiss~sts in absorb-

tires to a %,chicle which minimizes the danger resulting Ing radial and lateral shock and stress
from blowout of the tires and provides improved con- Tiie piewnit irnis etion also co-,itetplaies the use of

trol stability of the tire. In addition, resilient spokes are a heels with tire treads which are curved from side to
provided in the wheel and act as springs to smooth the 20 side to reduce wAaMe.
ode of the vehicle. More particularly, the present invent~on coniem-

In the design of wvheeled vehicles, such as automio- plaites the use of the hub having an aluminum rim with
biles. trucks, trailers, and the like, it has been common a pair of annular pneumatic tire mounting surfaces for
to use pneumatic tires to obtain a smooth and comfort- supporting a pair of pneumatic tires thereon in a spaced
able ride. These pneumatic tires are conventionally 25 relationship lire tires have treads which are Inclined in
mounted on the exterior of a metallic rim and are in- a direction tossard the outside of the wheel A restricted
flated through a check valve attached to the rim. The nlow passage is formed in the rim and interconnects the
tires are conventionally manufactured with an outer pneutmatic tire-s to maintain the tires at an equal pressure
wall constructed from a flexible material. in operation A remnovable flow control dcvice is pro-

Although these pneumatic tires provide a soft. com- 30 sided to control the flow of air throuigh the flossk pa-s-
fortable ride, they have not been entirely satisfactory glth elto foetr pnoso

- sage to reglt h el-o foetr pnl-.o
under all conditions of service. One undesirable aspect esrIIthohrti.AparfInlincek
is that ifa %harp object inadvertently comes into contact presr i h te ie aro rito hc
with a tire, a hole or puncture can be formed III a litre vle r nsdiittermfrsprthi~ait
allowing the tire to deflate, thus suddenly reducirrg thr 35 terrsAflnei rsrddo:he rin hetAiecn :he
tire's effective radius. This sudden reduction in the tietoeen dalyutrdasbttilisie
effective radius of a tire of a vehicle moving at a high fo~r stipplirting thle vehicL1 when thre tires% art- inrf,i d
rate of speedt can make steering antd control diiicull, if steel triter sr 'ke asscmhlyv is prosideii for c,,nriectirue:
not Inmpossible dung the dangerous period while the the rim to the afle o' the %chicle Tire cnte-r -nok:
\,ehicle is decelerated to a safe speed. In addition, dam- 44. asembly has a plurilit-. of raiitallN extendirit rcsit ni
age can be caused to the tire by- it's br-inie conipri-sed spokes %% 111ch Cl.rl the rum n_i rtshlieri .iirc t ie
beiss ccii the rim arid the roadway during the bringirng kit run to the as\le. In one eniobodiment, tabs Anrt formed (:

tb- automobile to a halt. Also. mo' enent of the vehrcle the spokvs imid mrate \% ith correpooridirng ssdrec ep-
to a safe place where the tire may he removed is dimf- tacles in the rim. In another emnbodime-nt. semtit -hnical
cult with these convecntional tires. 45 heaing surfacest- are fiirrted on the - kvs ind t - o

It has also heen conventional to use wheels having receptacles in -,he rtm
more than oric tire thereon. These conventional dual Vlie ads aritages of the presecnt ins etutin ,sijll be ap-
tire wheels, w.hen used on the front orf highway s ehi- priad toefriarsilinh irrsbSic
cles, tend to ssobble at high speeds. hecirmecs better inderstiood KN refurce to hfe folliA

SUMMARY OF THlE INVENTION 50Ing detailed de,, ription when considered in '0101Crieoin

Therefore, according to the present invettion, an .%l hicoiaynDa\nginAih
imnproved safety wheel is provided having a pair of BRIEF DESCRI11TION OF M~E D)RAWINGS
parallel mounted pnietmatic tires thereon and a flange FIG I illustrate% a persplcte view of one crnibjit-
a4hich extends substantially outw6ard between t he pair 55
of pneumatic tires to support the vehicle when the tires ment of a wheel shossn partlN in ctton .!nd '-icorporat-
become deflated and prevent damage to the tires. A ing the present ins ention;
pasvigeway is formed in the wheel to interconnect the FIG 2 illustrates a side ces ition nf the ssheel illus-

chambers of the pneumatic tires to equalize the pressure trated in FIG. 1:
therein to improve the performance of the tires. In i I lutrtsascin fteieioetk- dn

addtion, anr interchangeable flow controlling dev.ic IS line 3 -3 oif FIG 1. 1lkimg iii the direction of the ar-I-rovrded to control the floss of air through the p.-ssage- row s,
way between the two tires A destred flow rate throuigh FI 4isa ssmirtoIG3iustngh
the 'chambher can be obtained by placing the approprtate crnboditflsnt A I-IC I Ath rne of the tire r in,_:wred.
floss , ontrol les ice in the wheel, thus milking the wheel 0 I Rl iS 5 and 6 are sews~v srmilar to) FIG 3 nlILuStat1:ng
base universal application for various vehicle-%, a el-cond erril-.'ditt-ut of the deviLCe. and

The present invention also) contemplates the use of 1 IG. 7 is a stiess imilar to FIG; 3 0iati-g a third
u-nrque pneu-'atic tires has ing road-ensgirg tread% cmi-,,dnment of the-des ice

56
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1541 ANTI-PIICHIN(; ANI) ANTI-IIEAVING 3.5 .229 111'47I ) .,.'ull I,-

SUSPENSION FOR WMIEF.LEI) \l:FIICLS
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Witsh McRae

1731 Assignee. The United States of America as
represented hi, the .-4-creati of the 1571 ABSTRACT
Arms. Washington. D C

A multi-terrain '.chicle h'. ing groutid-cng iging tires
1221 Filed. Jul) 26, 1974 arramnged for orbital mo enent amlng uIpper and Iokcr

1211 Appl. No.- 492.114 ;urlf.ces of sponsons Iroatcd outbhard o.f the hull I he
tires are interconnected t,% nimans (if chains. cal I." or
similar flexible elements so that the tires moc A.hg
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United States Patent i ,)i till 3,9 02,76 5
KowacIhck et at. 1-451 Sepil 2. 19)75

1541 TIENSION CONTROL FOR FI1,iNIBLtE TIRE J',niri, FLionuir-Phlip Cox'imani
CONNECTORS .4.',.vapit f- %iu,,nr-John A Cat rni

1751 Inventors: Victwr I. Ko~achck. kit (7clmens. 4tIr,,'v %..4kompr. or Firn:-Petcr A I jucher. J,-hn 1:
Mich.; James P. Carr. Siher Spring. Mca.RbrP.Gmi

Md.. fharold C. Kirchner, Issaq~uah.
Wash. 1571 AILSllRACT

1731 Assignee: The United State% of Anerica it A miulti-terrain Nchicle h.aving ground orgaging tire%
reprewoled by the Stnnttar% of the arne for orbital mosernient along upper knd loi~kcr
Army, Washington. D C. surfaces of sponsons Ilocated outboard of the hull Mhe

tires are initerconnected b% meants of chamins. cal'lc% or
221 Filed. July 26. 1974 similar flexible track ele ments: the tires mose Aong

(211 AppI. No.: 492,103 the ground surface in one direction to deselop %cehicle
propulsion thrust in the opposite directio I hi, imnn
titin relates to mechanisms for controlling the tension

1521 U.S. CL(......................... 305134; 1 1511 R in the tlexible tire-Connector clenients. therebs pre
1I1 In t. CI. ............................. .. 8R621) 55,00 senting the elemnents from breaking or 'tret hing or
158) Field of Search ........... 305"X, 10. l6, 17, 19. disengaging front their guide 'shcels I cn'ion control

305/134; 1 1i/I R is achiesed b', restraining the tire% agi~.nst tw isting or
moving lateral%. and also b% maiintaiining the sponson

1561 References Cited surfaces relatively free fromt accumulation% of dcbri
UNITED STATES PATIENTS such as mud. twigs. etc that %kould tend ito pace the

3.1740133 2/I1965 Fcuel .......3(15/14 tires awvay from the spoKnson vurfaices. the 'rimair ten-
3._'7.562 91 1965 Ewing . ........ S0/8 sion control instrumenil~itN is a fluid c~ lnden icting
1t.4X I.h54 i2/190Y Niartlerode......... ..... 305/34 on the idler guide %%heels for the tire -con nctor dc-e

3.53W.22Y I /1970 Scully .. ......... . ........ 305/It0 nents.
3,773,394 1 1/1973 Grancy .... ..........

4 C'laims. 13 D~rawsing Figures
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TIKNSI( N (ONiHOI. FO R Ft EN 1111KIR E twit 2M hx. tint! Litcrills estcrnding Ointput shifts c 5tejitl

(ONIK(l(RS tog through openhings Ii the hull %tile walls 20 miid 22.

The in'c nt it n dcsk rihcd lic rc in n ia% lic mn tif. ic - I hL steel Iliig Iti ii Iis e i 1.I~oed tot selt.-i.%l ti i oC tI tileh

tillti.1% i. .,,ll Ilicens~ed h\ .f l,. the ( isetiiiieilt lot mlitit siatis ili tile fiirsard or rc;trwa.rd lirteti..ii III

go~scriirital purj.. 'ss tt ithout lianicut il us of' aflY 5 .iccordanccs %ili the. tlcsircd 6 chiwic %pccd a.nd lirCe -

ros abs thercon. tion of %chicle nios erlint. Thc dris cr's scat, not shotsn,
i,. located .ubos e and ito one side of transmission 26. a

BACKROUND OF THE INVENTION short distance bechind wsindshield 30. Passcnigers andor

V S Pat No 1.1 54.1)45 isued tol A G Fisher and c~rocnh sotrrdtr ntcsie251,lindcii.

1, S Pat No Z.914,.A06 idduced tot I ( *t.ndarll sholv M( ginic 24.

amphibious niulti-tctrain \chicle% adaiptcd for usc in Located outbi..irul of hull 12 aure two lorteitudinall\s

waicr. mukd and fele %now, as% well as, on solltionlal vsteniding p~onsonis 32. coich a liltror-irnagi: of the

roiads Ini cich case the \chickc is powered I, nicans (if '.thcr. As scvn Ii I IG. 3 thc rightin.ost sponsion coin-

tire,. whows asics are connected ito endless hells or a- p-isCs ani Inner side waill 34 sc(curcd( to hull side %call 22.

blLs tr.;i'ied .iround piillc\s at the friint midu reair ends I 5 in oter side still 36, -in Lipper "all JIM. tilt I lower

of ihc schicl Ill,: tires thus orbit Iii the fashion of end- %%.Ill 40. A\s seii in Il -i I the sp.'ison upperr arid lower

less trcads Tile presenit imentitin is ulrecicl it)i ii a.rc loiics tog~ether h% accnc rill elirticl1 front

pr'eliits Ill tisl tspe of %eliiclc i11sC stIi u Loe 42 intld a gcncrall\ cdliptical rear nose
structure 44.

riii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ FRSN NETO 1 ach of the sponson stls38 and 40 includes a rigid

[he1 1VIC~sst meit eion propo'ses s ;kriotus ,iuchiiu niet.il iimJlrwkill anrd aI resilicnt e~linieric i'uicr %,ill

lot prcsciitiig ti idertensioii or o'ertcnsion of thc Ilecii- or Skill. the uiidcttsall piro dcs sponson rigiditl . and

tic tire -cu'tnneing elements, thecb\ precludiing the the skin pros idcs a tircad surfaicc for tractisc c nc'age-

tile ,~ .'irictiite elcnicnts fromt beine strctcflied. be~nt or mint %with the grnd viipigi~~ng ltes, 46.

thirown ii uh th~ci eide %%heels The itnsion-control 25 Arraingetil furiiitl nii.'cment abiout each spimson

ni, 1'.1ii snis iiicliuf structures for restraining ind gold- 32 arc scs cntccn grund-cir ggig tires 46. Each tire

Mec tire tire, Ii thcir orl-ital nioscmicrt Tensioin control thas escs an coedless orbit dcfincd h\v upper sponson

is lst, chik:%cd h\ specia ncans for kccping the spon- \sail 38. frontal nose structure 42, losscr spons. n wsall

,oll stirf Jtccs rclaitisel\ frce of debris,. whcrcbs the 40. aind rcar nowc structure 44. When the \chicle is

,:hains or cables inaintain their original spacing relati\e ItO traveclling in the for\ ard direction, as denotcd by riu-

!Ithle spi iisons. a c the chains retain their or iginal or- metal 4M ti 1 l(6. 1 . the lowecr oes of ti rcN 46 w ill he

hits and thus their original stmit of tension. tras cllung rcarwsardl\ along sponson surface 440 in aI rel-

HEDRA%lI*NGS Itis c scnsc. anid the tipper ones offtircs 46 ktill he Ira%.
11W cuing fimrssardl\ along sponstin surface 38. Tire mnote-

R;I is .i sitic des\ ational s itw of ai s chicle itucorpo- mrit is1 accumiriplishcd thromugh .m powsser nieans 's hich

riig thc iriscntion includecs cillcss chains 50, s;procket It\ Pc drive w heels

FIi2 is ai top plan \ icts . f the FIG I % chicle. 52 atl the sponrsorn frontal niosw. .and idler \hcek 54 at

I- 1( is a sctionial s ies taken onl line .3-3 Ii FIG ihe sporison rcar nose Chaiins 40P could be rcplaickd b\

4. 40cables if decsired or rnecessary, cables are adt antacsus

I- ( 4 s n tr.rged fr.Iknrentjir\ s ict iii the same Ii that thc tec less sujsceptihle iti malfunction due to

,lires lion -is FIG 1. but at1 a Po int mrid\s a\ hket\%,ecn thle twtisting. henslirg. cloggine'. etc.

tirnt and rcai ends .4 the %chicle A-s shot' n Ii FIG 1. each set iof chains; 50 is trained

11;5 is .i r.iuaimtirs side des iti..nal i-st ofta rear tiound drit c spriocket 52 and idler wsheel 54, additio n-

lose .ii.i .'f a sPoniron formiiig pirt of' the I 1G, I \cehi- atls% each set of chains is co)nncted il the sarious tire

dCl askls 56. AkceotufIngl\. piowered not enient of the

V K( 6v isaI fraIL!Iruert;Lr\ top plan \iett of the 1:16;. 5 sprirclu ct %%hcl 0ed I\ the .iforerrint oned enigine 241

sb iisttirt: produces .ini oil'il ri s-mert o~f the chains 50 and the

I- Ill 7 is an end~ catioti \ra icwtsit" the IG 6 struc- :0 nnlCted tires' 46. I he chicle sscrght is borne h\ the

tICe. pirts ihcreof licilg shown i in vectioin ill linre 7-7 tires ss hilt- clipged wi th firm grt.iind surface 58. As-

In I .G 5. suiing the %chitcle is tras e~ling in the fOrssard direction

F I( 1 .1 is c Ii si \ elu It Iona I Ies iit f ,d dbritis dieflector o'.er firm terrain. thle ground -engaIged tires will be corn-
i.'ie t tile fromiii.f tile spi inson. pressed betwseen g'round surface 58 and sptinson lowser

Fi, is -1 silc e'atiuiirl \icwts t uiceris slclIctlor wall 401. Ture etinip1reSSirn swill pr'i diLc frictiional tric-

is itcd it the reair if the sponison. litke forces 1bct\%cen the tire lower surfaice and the

I- C I is, a, .id I des tic mirl tiess of a trea;d surface ground. mid hetseeii the tire t~iper surface and the

iiipfo st 1  ,it t hc ii ;'pe r f ice if a si imson tisc l i the apt mst n Siic h tract i s forces or iII ne st wit h c hain

1.1( Il-ilc trainslatiomnil irotcilcnls to propel the schick- oser Firm

1 (~ is .i top, plin a ets ut the FIG I0l structure, iterrin.

I-(5 I 12 ind 13 ire (r.:gcrirt.ir% s-twnI.d %lsic"s In s er\ lisie tctt.m i. such is deep snow itr sssips

I, .. , hues 12 12 and 1.3 - 13 Iii I-16 11I. o'r i(Xsc saite %chicle steight sin ise the %chicle
it, sink ilt, the, icrtmin sot that thre 'chicle ssCight is

till DRhA\%IN(GS I.N D[1 lAL hkiinc diruils1 11 the sionsuins tither thin h% The tircs

I I( is 1 ii 2 Iiirite a, milit erri 'chicle 10 I ilet such eoninliis% the tircs% ale st,)Lkcd to re-

-ri'liiiC iiiyel i ,lpj,,d huill 12 has \tiw a itmn iiced \suichi l,'.uls. intl hece, is iltiieil Iriutite tn

tll14. 1 -'iiill 16. rear \,.Ill IN urlt ldc. waills 24) PAiglnitili stith lbs I tkt.1,. the: tiles imas ihii Iiid to

22. I ifs .Jos ,nitii the hull is .1 Ipiolilsi..i clig"Iic skid i n the 'p.irir , ssr \ktill I. misiinl ni's\

2- --IeI ,iith a i .unsni-i.'t 24" int -utc terinp rsni it thi. iiie im M i h , liii- ill Ibsil riunili
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United States Patent 1191 3,97 1,597

Wright 1-:5) jul 27, 1976

1541 ALLI TE~RRAIN N EIIIC(.E a pluralils of longiiudindllh spicc' i. limcrailI% eccing

1 761 Insentor Htarold R. Wright. 18950) wall-suppori ininhers tifirio unting di plur.ilit\ of llr-

\hoxdward Ase .Detroit. Mich. all)y spac.ed longitudinailI\ esicuding floor reinforce-

4K203 mcnt memrbers;. A track structure including ai piiirilily
of latcrall dispos.ed traick struicture uppri miembers

1221 Filed. Mar. 26, 1975 projecting extcriors (if diid iA.lk' In lon1gItudin-llig

121AprNo. 562,355 men! wAith, anid seceuredl it,. said A.ill uipport imenilbers
1211 AppISaiid track structure further including an uipper fi sed

runwax and. suhstantiallN parallel thereo. a *io er
151U.S. CIl......... ............ 305i,10; 290/28.5. fised rtin\,a\s bothelnadlogtia)%fthc

1I1/1 R hicle. A supplcmnentary runst urmtirniifng a~id up-

I511 I nt. Ct. ....................... ...... B62D 35/30 per. fiied runway .eins to -. curt: Naid 'upplcnicn-
1581 Field of Search ............ 115/1 R. 305/10, 20, tans runwasi abosec said upper. fi\sed rumisai Meaini

305/47, 48, 49. 180/5 R, 280/28.5. 43.23 urging said . upplernentair\ run%4as towhard sa-id uppecr.
fixed runwa\. and mecans adjustahlk restiting %diid urge.

1561 References Cited to space said supplementary run"ssa\ front %aid tipper

UNI IED YTA I ES PA VEN I'S fixed runwav. An endless chain drie. aind meain% it,

1.367.992 21lYZI Schneider ... ...... 0/o drive said chain. Wheel,. carried b% said ciidless c:hain

1.0i20l059 2' 19h2 Allen ... .. 280/29.5 x about said track structure, and comprising a loser

3.539,22.9 11/1970 Scully .. 305/10 span upon \,hich the track structure aind hence the %e-
hicic rests. aind an upper span %shich motes oser si

P'rimaury E.iiuniner- Philip Goodman supplcmentary -,un\-a%. "The adjustabilit, of the sup-

A4ttorney, Agenit. or Firtri-Allan J Murray plcmentary runway nm compensate for slack in said
chain.

1571AHSIRACT23 Claimrs. 8 IDraming Figures
A hollow body including spaced apart side w4alls, s% ith

r L
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United States Patent 1191 I 3,760,763
Brusacoram -4*; Sept. 25, 1973

1541 ALl. TERRAIN VEHICLE j57J ABSTRACT

[76j Insentor Albert V. Brusacoram. 27 N E I Ith An ;:.iphihms %chicle of the tipc inluidig ,,p. ti

St.. Chisholm. M nn. 55719 %.de endless track .L.cnihlisc, I lic chit ;c iii Ithdc,
main central l'dy portion '. whi estends, hn.hIIlI

1221 Filed: Feb. 26, 1971 of the %chlcle and delies . hollow c.,,gitcd ,ld.

1211 Appl- No.: 119.229 flotation compartment .ikise %%hi h the ,pcr.tot, p,,-
sition and driving motor of the %chicle imas he di-

.2 .S. Cl ... . . .. .. 15/1 R ally outw:irdly projecting and elongated generall.% hori-

[. I n i t. Cl ...... .................................. 860113/00 zontall disposed stub -,,rg-type housings %hi h ire
1581 Field o Search ..... .................. 115/1. 305/27 also sealed and define opposite ide flotation conipart-

ments The opposite side tracks of the %chicle encirclc
1561 Reference Cited and are for the most part supported from the opp.iitc

UNITED STATES PATENTS side housings on either ;ide of the main hod% portion
3.474.751 i0/i909 Hebert ................................ 115/I and the endless tracks are trained about drise and idle
3.2sS.b7t. 11/1966 Hetteen ... 305/27 spriwket wheels disposed at corresponding end, of the
2.91 b.006 12/1959 Crandall ....... .... .. ....... ... 115/1 tracks ,paced endwise outwardl% of The ,,.rr:,pondsn%:
2.404.493 7/946 Hait et al ......... ....... 305127 X ends of the opposite ;ide housings the conihined

FOREIGN PATENTS OR APPLICAti-ONS buoyant) of the main body portion flotation conipart-

h(i9.234 11/1960 2"anada. .. ............. 305/27 mcnt and the opposite side flotation compiinients is

sufficient to float the %chicle ith an oper.to r thcre,,in

',rniary Etaminmr--Milton Buchler wi ith the water level dispoed t cast slichtl hclo thc

.4i isiant Exarnier-E. R. Kazenske upper extrenities of the oppositc side l1.t.11,11 -1111

.4r ornev-Clarence A. O'Brien and Hirvey B p;rtments wherehy the %chicle. %4hen t.ing. tril h.i%,:

Jacobson resistance to rolling about its longitidinaiIl i\s,

6 Claim%. 9 Dra- ing Figures
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3.760.763
1 2

ALL TERRAIN VEIIICLE reaches of the endkess track membcrs thereof may he
deflected along with the attendant hogie wheels for

The all terrain vehicle of the instant invention has conforming to irregular surfaces.

been specifically designed to provide an apparatus Referring now more specifically to the drawings the

which may be ridden over all types of terrain and which 5 numeral 10 generally designates the all terrain vehicle

may also be utilized to travel over the surface of a body of the instant invention. The vehicle 10 includes a main

of water. Propulsion of the vehicle while moving over longitudinally extending body referred to in general by

the surface of a body of water is accomplished by the the reference numeral 12 and including a lower fully

endless track components provided on opposite sides enclosed and fluid tight sealed housing portion 14 de-

of the vehicle having a paddle wheel type action on the tO fining a center buoyancy tank. The body 12 also in-

water upon which the vehicle is floated. The driving eludes a pair of opposite side longitudinally extending

components including the endless track assemblies, the and generally horizontally disposed side housing por-
motor and the various shafts for drivingly connecting tions 16 defining opposite side flotation tanks or corn-

the output shaft of the motor to the drive sprockets for partments. The housing portion 14 includes top and

the endless track assemblies are all exposed exteriorly 15 bottom walls 18 and 20 interconnected by mean., ol up-

of the various flotation compartments and thus the flo- standing opposite side l als 22 and front and rear A alls

tation compartments are maintained air and water-tight 24 and 26. The housings 16 each includes top and hot-

without the utilization of complex water and airtight tom walls 28 and 30 interconnected h% an outetside

seals. Of course, steerage of the vehicle on water is ac- wall 32 and at their opposite ends b means oif front

complished in the same manner as when the vehicle is 20 and rear walls .4 and 36. The inner sides of the hous-

traveling on land in that selected endless track assem- ings 16 are closed by the corresponding side w.alls 22

blies may be driven either forward or in reverse or of the housing portion 14 from which the top and hot-

braked, as desired. tom %alls 28 and 30 and the end walls 34 qnd 36 are

The main object of this invention is to provide an all supported along their inner marginal edge portions If

terrain vehicle that may be readily operated over var- 25 desired, front and rear tran,,crse hra :es 38 m;i. be ,wc-

ous types of terrain and over the surface of a body of cured through the housiig portion 14 in scaled relation

water as well. with the side walls 22 thereof and in the housings 16.

Another object of this invention, in accordance with The vehicle 10 iclnuds a forward engine housing or

the immediately preceding object, is to provide a vchi- shroud 40 comprising a part of the body 12 and in

cle whose controls enable the vehicle to be steered on 30 which an engine 42 and a clutch mechanism 44 are dis-

water in the same manner in which steering operations posed. The engine 42 drives the clutch mechanism 44

are accomplished on land. through an endless belt 46 and the clutch mechanism

Yet another object of this invention is to provide an drives the input shaft of a transmission (not shov in)

all terrain vehicle of the amphibious type provided with whose output shaft 48 is drivingly connected to the

center and opposite side flotation compartments dis- 35 front opposite side drising shafts 50 of the vehicle 10

posed in relation to the driving components of the vehi- by means of endless flcxibh. drive members 52.
cle in a manner such that complex air and water-tight The rear portion of the body 12 includes a hollow

seals need not be utilized in connection with the drive storage compartment 54 upon which a seat cushion 56

train of the vehicle, is mounted and the vehicle 10 includes suitable con-

A final object of this invention to be specifically enu- 40 trols (not shown) for selectively driving and braking

merated herein is to provide an all terrain vehicle in ac- the opposite side endless track assemblies to be set

cordance with the preceding objects which will con- forth more fully bicinafter driven by the drivc %hafts

form to conventional forms of manufacture, be of sim- 50.
ple construction and easy' to use so as to provide a de- The opposite ends of the housings 16 include front
vice that will he economically feasible, long lasting and 4 and rear extensions 58 and 60 of the side vwalls 32
relatively trouble free in operation, which project forw, ard and rearvward of the correspo)nd-

These together with other objects and adsantages ing front and rear valls 34 and 36. The oppo),ttc side
which will become subsequently apparent reside in the drive shafts hase their outer ends rotalabl, receised in

details of construction and operation as more fully hearing journals 62 supported from :he .xtcnstons 58

hereinafler de cribed and claimed, reference being had and their inner ciid, iotithbl\ siipp<,rict in sniilar jour-

to the aceonp:nying drawings forming a part hereof. nals ( not shown i .aircd h. the oppuing outer surface

%herein like numerals refer to like parts throughout, poritoinsof the 'islc "albs 22. In .h:i n. the outcr end,

and in A hich. of a iniil.ir pair ot i. idlier ,.hifts 64 are rtlai.m ls re.

FIG I if. a perspective view of the all terrain vehicle. cciscd in beiriig p,,irti l, 66 supported It, in the sIen-

VI- , 2 is an enlarged side delsational view of the e. ti,,n% 60 and theiir it L' ud, ire rist. ,hls vccie'd in

hicle. similar be ring loirils i not sshovn ,,ippsrs-sl frrn

F IG 3 is a fragmcnary transverse ,crtic.l sectional the oplo,',ings ,tit t.'t p rtt is ss the sdse walls 22.

ie- taktn subtantiAlly upon the plane indicated h . pA ar ,,fl -it'tlx sI'.is d -lidie rils 68 are stupp,,ricd

the sccti n line 3 -3 sif FIG 2, in .lightli ftrss.ird Uimci.. ii sncd eli.ti i .i se

FI(, 4 is a bottom plan v iew of the vehicle with its arid from C...h if the uplper A.ilk, 29 ih the front ind
,Irise components remoied, icar ends oif the guide id, 68 itscd dss iiwmrdl\ and

FIG 5 isa top plan siew of one of the spring mounted secured to the tupper or loup .ill 29 as at 70 and 72.
douhle bogie wheel assemblies of the vehicle; A;o. the iottiom ,ll 3,0 of ch (of the housings 16 in-

FIG 6 is a perspective view of one of the t'-gie wheel cludes a pair of l.tcrll. piet d loigitudmally estcnd-

spring mtunting brackets, and ing and dow nwirdls prssi ttng gi.ird flanges 74 he-

FIGS 7 through 9 are side elevational views of the tween ihosc mid pr tiomn a pair of mounting brackets

sehicle illustratnR the mar.her in which the lower 79rfs.rv, tow ,... I , , - . .. . --
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United States Patent i j 3,912,038

Bernaerts 1-1l Oct. 14, 1975

1541 AIR CUSHION WHEEL 3.251.430 5/196 N,'crsCr .5/7 R

3.2"74.416 I Iv 10119 Cwkcrell . .11/I 2f
1761 Inventor: Henry J. Bernaerts, R.F.D, 10. ix 3.767.221 10/173 A.herg zx(Iue' 1

1610. Annapolis. Md. 21401 FOREIGN PAT'EN'S OR A|PPLICA I ION~S

1221 Filed: Nov. 5, 1973 972.oh t1)/ 19f United Kmngtd.m I S1,1:

(211 AppI. No.: 413,105 IPrippicrm 1-uaminer-Leo Friagha
*.oiuwzt Fi.u;mluwr-John P Silcrstr im

152 1 U .S . C I .................. 180 /126 ; 115/I R . 180/1 R . 4 :or ' ,.i'un t 1r F irm - R S S iaSa. 0

10/7R; [1801 16, 18(1/128v Agt. Fi m-r

(511 Inl. 1. ........................ B60V 3/02 Hodges. 0. M. Wildensteiner

158 Field of Search ........... 10/116, 127, 126. 128.

1807 R. R 115/I RASRACTA vehiclc upporting hcel ha-.ing an .ir kushion skirt

1561 References Cited on one side and air supply nieans an its huh Io con-

UNITED STTE S PTE TS vert from a %khcel t, an air cu.shion pad, the %kheeI hll

UNITED STATES PATENTS is rotated 900 to bring the ,kiri in contact \4ith the

2.991.996 9/1961 Aghnidem ........................... 1:N0/7 R ground, and air is then supplied it) the chami ber dc

3.(lX)I. ) 1 9/1961 Aghnides ................. .. 11/7 R fined by the skirt
3.1117.64i 1(/1961 Edw;ari8 ...... .................... t 15/I
3.1i2.719 5/1965 Ctakerell.................. I (//12K 15 Claims. 5 I) asing F-igurem
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AIR CUSHION WHEEL Other objects and advantages of the present inven.
The invention described herein may be manufamc. tion will he app;irent from the following sfpccificatiin

lured and used by or for the Government of the United and accompan)ing drawings.
States of America for governmental purposes without BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWIN(S
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 5

1:16. I is a front view t~f a vehicle showing the vehicle
BACKGROUND supports in the wheel position;

The present invention is in that class of vehicle sup- FIG. 2 is a front view of a vehicle showing the vehicle

ports which can operate in more than one fashion. supports in the air cmshion pad position. and

There are many uses for such devices; for example, an J0 FIG. 3 is a sectional view. looking parallel to the axis

airplane landing wheel that could be converted to a ski of the vehicle. of the convertible vehicle support of the

configuration would allow the airplane to land on snow. present intention.

An off-the-road capability would be built into any vehi- FIG. 4 ho-As a rigid skirt attached to the non-rolling
e who,,e conventional running gear could be con- part of the w heel hub;
erd whose trcnventonalgurntingearc- 15 FIG 5 shows a rigid skirt attached to the rolling

sertd to a tracked configuration. wheel assemby.
The most desirable combination of supports is a

wheel and an air cushion pad. A wheel supports a vehi- DI-SCRIP I ION OF THE PREFERRED
cle on a hard surface with no energy input, while an air EMBODIMENT
cushion pad will allow the vehicle to tr;isel over water. '0 FIG 3, which is a cross section view of the de% ice of
snow. sand, etc. although requiring some energy input the present invention, shows the vehicle support 10 in
to maintain the cushion of air. Such a device when used the air cushion pad position Skirt 12 is show n as being
on an airplane would allow it to land on any surface ex- attached to the stationary part of the hub in order that
cept water (unless the air cushion pads were made im- it will not be subjected to any centrifugal stresses when
practically large); the pilot would select the wheel con- 25 the device is used in the wheel position however, for

figuration for a hard surface runway, and the air cush- some applications it may be desirable to get as great a
ion pad for snow. sand, etc. Field artillery pieces have skirt diameter as possible, hence it might be necessary
been abandoned in muddy areas when towing vehicles to attach the skirt to the rotating part of the wheel as.
could not approach them; a wheel that converts to an sembly. Skirt 12 can he made of any conventional air
air cushion pad would allow the artillery piece to be re- 30 cushion skirt material and can he flexible or rigid. de-
trieved from deep mud. Additionally. the air cushion pending on thc requirements of each particular appli-
could he utilized as part of the recoil-absorbing system cation. FIG. 4 %hows a rigid skirt 13 attached to the
for the artillery piece. Running gear of this t)pe would non-rolling part of the wheel hub. and FIG. 5 shows a
also be ideally suited for use on vehicles used in the rigid skirt 15 attached to the rolling part of the wheel
Arctic regions; the wheel configuration would be used 35 assembly. It could also be removable, stowable. or re-
on packed snow and ice, and the air cushion pad would tractable.

be used on loose snow. The non-rolling hub 14 is comprised of a circumfer-

The prior art shows many air cushion pads. but none ential portion 16 and central portions IS and 20, which

which are combined with conventional wheels Air lift 4are joined by a convex disc portion 22. Hub 14 will thus

casters, wherein a spherical ball rides within a hemi- he seen to form a plenum 24. Plenum 24 is fed air or

spherical housing on a film of air. are also well known other fluid through duct 26. which is shown as a flexible

it) the art; however, these are impractical for use on conduit; however, any suitable means may be used to
soft terrain because the weight is concentrated at the pressurize plenum 24..soft terr ctas the shehth o ned atthe Tire 28. which may be of any construction, is re-
point of contact of the sphere with the ground rather 45 tained on rim 30 in the conventional manner. Rim 30
than being spread out over a large area. is rotatably joined to non-rolling hub 14 by conven-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION tional ball or roller bearing% 32. When skirt 12 is at-
rt is an tached to hub 14 as shown in FIG. 3. hearings 32 do not

ithe present invention is an air cushio n pa that need to be thrust bearings sine there is no apprci ible
ntegral part of a wheel assembly. The w-herel is (n a o lateral force on them in the air cushion pad position.
rhchri large diae toub, thes non-rolling part of However, if the skirt is mounted on rim 30, bearings 32

which is exposed. Attached to this non-rolling part of will have to support a portion of the weight of the vehi-.
the hub is a flexible skirt which defines an air cushion tie in the air cushion pad configuration and some type
chamber when the wheel hub is rotated 90to bring the of thrust hearing may have to be included.
skirt in contact with the ground. Air or other fluid is 5 Convex disc 22 has a lug 34 on it % hich fits into a slot
then fed to the chamber to form the air cushion, in support -trut 36. A locking pin (not shown), which

OBJFCTS OF THE INVENTION is inerted into holes 38 in the strut and lug, is used to
lock the vehicle support in the wheel position as will he

Accordingly. it is an object of the present intention explained later.
to provide a vehicle wheel that can be conserted to a 60 Support strut 36 terminates in a spherical pilot 40
different I)pe of vehicle support, which is clamped between central portions 18 and 20

It is a further object of the present insenton to pro- of hub 14. Spherical pivot 40 all,%s the vehicle support
vide a conserti~le vehicle support whose operational to pivot f. -el) vhen in t e air cuhion pad ptstion, as
position can he changed at will. h5 %#ill be explained later.

It is a rurther ,lbject of the present intention to pro- The annular rap 42 between rim 30 and circumferen-
%ide a ,heel that can be converted to or from an air hal portion 16 of hub 14 can be expanded to provtde

cushion pad for the incluion of a brake mechanism (for use when
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1221 Filed Aug. 15. 1974 157 ABSIRACT

1211 .ppl No 497,772 Disclosed is a nocl %chilc suspe on and driec
mcans. comprsing a dric shaft extcdcring parallel to
the lngitudinal axis of the %chicle, and a torsion-

I 521 IU.S. (1 ........ 18I24.14; I I :1 RI 81h),-6 transmittm- tispcn,ion rod cxtending frm a % hcel
124 B road arm a.cros the dri|e shaft axis. The ,upcnsion

I I I nt. ( . ..... . ........... . ...... 1160K 17122 rod i. spci.ilk fornied % kih a clearance opening that
5X I Fivld of Scarch .......... I MQ'24 (18. 24 (0 5, 24,13. acconimod.tcs the drisc shaft in a non-olstructing re-

S.Xl'i6 2. t b .6 7; 11 I R 2901 24 B lationship The drise shaft transmit, driing force to a
dfri'. e '.cc'c1.1 e tu circes The torsion transmnitting rod

I 5e I References Cited A special anti-friction hearing is pros idcd for the druse
UNI lED STArES PA FEN FS sleee.

42711 7 qIotNq Sivncno, I1 )24 Ox x 9 (laims, 4 Draaing Figures
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hull bottom v all 18. additional holts (not shomn) run

%. IIICI.LE DRIV E AND S'I.INNION through hiuisuig flange 49 1nt1 the hull )ibollin si4j)J
The illustrated shaft section 19a (FIG. 3) s sup-

The invention described herein may be manufac- ported at spaced points in anti-friction hearings 50. 52
lured. used. and licensed by or for the Governmcnt for 5 and 54. Bearings 52 and 54 are carried in a cage 56
governmental purposes without payment to me of an% suitably bolted onto casting 46. The shaft carries a
royalty thereon. bevel gear 58 that meshes vith a bevel gear 60 carried

BACKGROUND AND SU'MMARY by a drive sleeve 62, v, hosc outer end carries a spur
gear 64 located sithin road %%heel support arm 13.

Drive arrangements are known wherein drive forces Itt Arm 13 comprises a main casting 66 that defines a
are transmitted to four of the vehicle wheels. Suspcn- barrel 68 centered on swing axis 15, spaced walls 70
sion s,.stems arc known wherein each road wheel is and 72 extending normal to the swing axis, and a tubu-
carricd b) a support arm having extensive travel for lar support sill 74 for wheel axle 71. Cover plates 76.
improved cushioning of the vehicle the support arm is 78 and ,SO are bolted onto casting 66 to facilitate access
s-A ingahh% ittavhed to the %ehicle hull. In such %sisems 15 ito the viriou% tears Plate 76 serves also to mount a
an elastic force-absorption means may be associated plug element 89 that is splined ito a hollow rod 94.
vith each road v, heel support arm to eushionably sup- Barrel portion 68 of the support arm is machined on
port the sprung weight of the hull. its outer pcripheral surface to form a semi-circular

The present insention involves the incorporation of a cross sectioned groove 82. A mating groove 84 is ma-
%Chicle drive means vithin four or nire of the swing- 20 chined in the inner surface of casting 46. Anti-friction
able suspension arms. thereby obtaining the combined ball elements 86 are introduced into the racewaV
advantages of multi-wheel drive and long trael suspen- formed by the mating grooves. To facilitate introduc-
sion tion of the balls, the casting is formed with a hall-loader

opening 88 that is subsequently closed by a plug 90.
THE DRAWINGS 2.5, Groove 84 is machined in the casting vith the plug in

FIG. I schematically shows in top plan a vehicle place: the inner end of the plug thereby constitutes part
incorporating the invention. (if the racewa. surface. The plug is temporarily re-

FIG 2 is a side elcvational view of the FIG. I vehicle. moved to load balls 86. This method of manufacture
FIG 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken through a minimi/es the radial thickness of barrel 68 and casting

suspension-drive unit employed in the FIG. I vehicle. 'o 46, thereb> reducing the outside diameter of housing
FIG 4 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on line 44 while still having adequate space within the barrel

4-4 in FIG. 3. for accommodation of drive sleeve 62. A relatively
small housing O.D. is desirable to minimize the unus-

FIGS. I AND 2 tGENERAL ARRANGEMENT) able vertical space within the hull. In an illustrative

FIGS I and 2 schematically showA a vehicle compris- 35 vchicle such unusable space is only about 9 inches.
ing a hull 10 having a front wall 12, rear wall 14, side Svwinging movement of each road arm 13 about axis

salls 16 and bottom wall 18. 15 is resiliently resisted by an elastic force-absorption
An internal combustion engine 28 is connected to a means 21 comprised of an clastomeric annulus 92

conventional transmission 30 for rotating the propeller bonded to sleeves 93 and 95. Sleeve 93 is keyed to a
shaft 32. Connected to the rear end of shaft 32 is a 40 torque rod 94 that estends crosswise of shaft 19 to a
manualh-controlled steering unit 34 having laterally- connection at 89 with road arm 13. Sleeve 95 is keyed
directed shafts 36 and 38 selectively or simultaneously or otherwise anchored to a casing 101 that bolts onto
rotatable according to the positions of manual control housing 44, as at 97. Therefore svsinging movement of
arms 40. Steering unit 34 is a commercially a%ailable road arm 13 about axis 15 places shearing loads on
item, for example the steer unit marketed by the Glen , elastomeric annulus 92.
L. Bo, en Co. of Detroit. Michigan under its desina- Interior space 98 is oil-filled (through a filler opening
ton DS-50. Other steer units are shoiwn in U.S. Pat. 99) To isolate elastomeric annulus 92 from the oil-
Nos 2.525.191) and 3.353,h16 anti 3.760.946 filled sp c., there may be provided a removable end

Shifts 36 and 38 are connected to coventional direc- v all 96.
,ion-changing gear units 42 that transmit rotational ") Will 96 catries a slccve hearing87 Ahich centers and

povser to the longitudinal shafts 17 and 19. As seen in locates torque rod 94 on swing axis 15. Torque rod 94
FIG I. each shaft 17 or 19 is comprised of a number of intersects and crosses the axis defined by shaft section
flanged shaft sections 17a. 17h or 19a. 19h connected 19a. However the rod and shaft do not interfere with
together The sectional character of each shaft is one another because the rod is formed with a trans-
mereh for installation and service purpocs. operation- 55 terse clearance opening 91. Shaft section 19a can ro-
ill> cath shaft 17 or 19 may be considered a single tate freely on its axis: rod 94 can rotate to a limited
,h.ift F. h sectional shift runs through four shisft extent. e g 66*, in the sving plane defined by .ixis 15.
housings 44 ontiining mcchinimns for transnitting Rod 94 is designed to transmit torsion force from road
pover to gear Iriin units located in vheel support arns wheel arm 13 to clastomeric annulus 92. The elastic
13. 60 nnulus conslitutes a torsional force absor'ption ec-

incnt betvsccn the road arm and the hull
FIG 3 Wheel-dri ing forecs are tranmritted from shift see-

FIG 3 us an enlarged scctiunil sic takcn on line lion 19o through bhccl gears 58 and 60 to a slcec 62
.1 -.! 3 FIG 2.1 c . a sectional tic% tiken on ,i horn/on- that is rotlti.,h mounted tkithin harrcl 68 h mcans of
t. planc at the centerline of the powLcr shift 19 (or 17) a5 inti-fricion heiring% 83 and 85. Slccve 62 drics gcr
The shift support housing 44 comprises a main cisting 64 th.it me hes -A th an idler gear 81 carried on a pin 79
46 suitihl% holtcd it sijrious points 48 to the hull side fiscd Aithin roid arm 13- needle beirings 77 pcimit
,s.il 16. The h,,usig is loc.iteil on or directY ihsc the free total on of gc.mr HI around the is i of pin 79. Gear
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[54) ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLE 3.659.666 5/1972 Forsyth et al ...................... 115/I R
3.809.004 5/1974 Leonheart ................. 115/I R

[761 Inventor: Johane Leonardus Gausenbcek, 56,

Burns Avenue, RR No. 3, Belleville. FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS
Ontario, Canada 1,250.292 10/1964 Germany ............................ 115/I R

[211 A ppl. No.: 705,399 586,604 12/1958 Italy ...................................... 10/76

(22) Filed: Jul. 15, 1976 Primary Examiner-Joseph F. Peters. Jr.
Assistant Examiner-John A. Pekar

130] Foreign Application Priority Data [57] ABSTRACT

Feb. 24. 1976 United Kingdom ............... 07255/76 A steering and transmission arrangement for an off-road

(51] Int. Cl. ......................... B6OF 3/00 B62D 11/04 all-terrain vehicle provides for the drive ratios to each
[52] U.S. CI ..................................... 115/i R; 180/6.2; of the vehicle wheels to be geared up and down in

180/73 R unison so that each wheel receives a torque which is an

[58] Field of Search ............... 115/I R; 180/71, 73 R, average of the torque requirements of all the wheels.
180/70 R, 24.05, 6.2, 76. 85 Steering is effected by varying the drive ratios to the

left-hand and right-hand wheels differentially so that
[56] References Cited the wheels on one side are speeded up and the wheels on

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS the other side are slowed down. The wheels are sup-

967,698 8(1910 Wray ................................. 180/70 R ported independently on longitudinally-extending legs

1.156,852 10/1915 Van Sat ........................... 180/70 R pivotally connected on the vehicle body. Problems of

1.921.660 8/1933 Church .............................. 180/24.05 stress on the drive train as the wheel legs rock up and
2.102.923 12/1937 Szekely .............................. 180/70 R down on rough terrain are avoided through a speed-
2.552,690 5/1951 Poiner ............................... 180/73 R reducing coupling at the pivotal leg connection and a
2.650.668 9/1953 Hopkins ................................. 180/71 torsional energy-storing drive shaft between the cou-
.394.592 7/1959 Ordorica ............................... 180/45 piing and the wheel which absorbs small torques in-

3.032.133 5/1962 Brown ............................... 180/71 X duced by the rocking of the legs and by rotational Pd-
3,180.305 4/1965 Gower-Rempel ................ 180/6.2 X a--
3.263,763 8/1966 Adams .................................. 180/6.2 vancements and retardations of the wheels as they ride
3.4.6.175 5/1969 Boehler et &I ....................... 115/1 R over local bumps in the terrain.

3.623,565 8/1971 W ard .................................... 180/6.2 o l b n h r
3.653.455 4/1972 Hetteen .................................. 180/95 10 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures
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ALL-TERRAIN VE1HICLE BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

T"he invention will now be more fully described, by
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION way of example only, with reference to the accompany-

1. Field of the Invention S ing drawings, in which:
The invention relates to a self-propelled vehicles and FIG. I shows a perspective view of an all-terrain

more particularly to steering, suspension and transmis- amphibious vehicle, with the body shell indicated in

sion arrangements for such vehicles, especially arrange- broken outline;

meats intended for use in off-road all-terrain vehicles. FIG. 2 shows a side view of the transmission and

2. Description of the Prior Art 10 steering control apparatus of the vehicle partly in sec-

Numerous prior proposals have been made for all-ter- tion on the line 2-2 of FIG. 1;

rain vehicles having specialized transmission and steer- FIG. 3 shows a section on the line 3-3 of FIG. 2;

ing control apparatus and suspension and drive appara- FIGS. 4 and 5 are side views corresponding to FIG.

tus designed for meeting the problems inherent in pro- 2 illustrating the action of the transmission and steering

pelling and steering a %ehicle over rough terrain. All 15 control apparatus;

such prior proposals of which the inventor is aware FIG. 6 shows the reversing gear on the right hand

have been subject to certain disadvantages and defects, side of the \ehicle partly in horizontal section on the

The nature of these disadvantages and defects, and the line 6-6 of FIG. 1;

manner in w-hich they are o\ercome by the present 20 FIG. 7 shows one of the wheel-supporting legs of the

inenihon, are di-cussed more fully in the following vehicle partly in section on the line 7-7 of FIG. 1;

description. FIG. 8 shows an axle for a wheel of the vehicle in
section on the line 8-8 of FIG. 1. with a detent be-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION tween the drive and the wheel axle in engaged position;

In accordance with this invention a vehicle having 2 FIG. 9 shows pneumatic circuitry associated with the

front and rear wheels at each side, has a suspension and suspension of the vehicle; and

drive for each wheel comprising a coupling between the FIG. 10 shows the arrangement of pneumatic valves

wheel and one end of a longitudinally-extending torsion employed in the suspension system.

bar drie shaft \which is supported on the vehicle body DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
for pivoting about a transverse axis at the other end, 30 EMBODIMENT
\%here it is. oupled through a speed-reducing drive. e.g.
a \,orm gear meshing with a reducing worm, to a trans- Referring to the drawings, the vehicle has a unitary

verse dri, ci shaft supported on the vehicle body. This body 10 formed a sheet metal. A rectangular opening at

form ofsuspcnsion and drive allows the vehicle body to the top of the body is defined by an inwardly projecting

be supported high above the wheel axles and permits 35 lip 11 from which a front panel 12 of the body slopes

,, gnificantly greater ground clearances e.g. of the order outwardly and merges with a flat bottom panel 13
of 15 inches. than can be readily obtained using the which is generally cruciform in shape including a front

conventional axle drives Whereas it has been proposed portion 13a. two lateral portions 13b and c and a rear

to support vehicle wheels independently on longitudi- portion 13d from which an angled rear panel 14 extends

nally-e,,tending legs pivotalls connected on the vehicle 40 upwardly to the lip 11. The front panel 12 and the un-
derlying front portion 13a provide between them a ,

body, in prior proposals of which the applicant is aware, space. for the driver's legs and the rear portion 13d
thc front aiid rear axles on each side of the vehicle have
been driven through chains engaging sprockets on the suppo y the engine 16 of the vehicle.

\shccl axle%. This presents the disadvantage that if the The body 10 is symmetrical about the longitudinal
.hains connected to the respective wheels are turned to 5 median line, and has at each side a flat side panel 17

which extends downwardly from the lip 11 and from
differing eteCnts or in opposition to one another, the the side edges of the front and rear panels 12 and 14.
chains may easily he subjected to tensions which are The panel 17 has cut-outs defining the openings of front
,ufficient to break them. While attempts have been and rear wheel wells I and 19 and a central downward
made to avoid this difficulty by employing frictional 50 extension 21 which joins with the outer edge of the
clutches in the chain drives, this has not proved satisfac- adjacent lateral portion 13 h or c of the bottom panel 13.
tor) sinc power is lost through slippage at the clutch. The wheel wsells 18 and 19 each have a curved upper
aitd the clutches are liable to wear rapidly and to over- panel 22 joined at the outer side to the adjacent side
heat The apparatus of this invention avoids the above panel 17 and at the inner side to an inner vertical panel
disadsantagex and moreover provides an advantageous 51 23 which is connected to the side of the adjacent front
suspension and drix e which may reduce rocking of the or rear portion 13 a or 13 d of the bottom panel 13 Each
% heel leg about the transverse axis when torque is ap- of the inner panels 23 is formed with an inward rectan-
phed to the transverse drie shaft, since, by virtue of the gular recess 24 h. Ich accommodates a support leg 26 a
,peted-reduming drive, only a small turning moment is or b for the front and rear wheels 27 a and 6 Each
iparted to the w. heel leg and therefore the suspension (s recess 24 has an inner wall 28 off-ct inwardly from the
height of the \,ehicle is substantially unaffected by the inner panel 2.3 and joined at its lower edge to a recessed
mount of power transmitted to the vehicle wheels, edge of the adj:pcent front or rear portion 13 a or 13 dof

17iriher. tl" torsion bar drie shafts allow each wheel the bottom panel 13. a panel 29 at one end, and an in-
to be nionentarily ad,,anced and retarded with respect cined top panel 31. The opposite end of each recess 24
io the other wheels,. for example when riding over a 65 is constituted by an inclining wall 32 which connects at
local bump in the terrain, without unduly stressing the the lower edge writh the adjacent trans,.erse edge of the
drie train rhis allows the \ehicle to have a four wheel adjacent lateral po)rtion 13 b or c of the bottom panel 13.
dros e w ithout needing to use differentials or clutches. The top edge of the inclining wall 32 connects with the
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[54] AMPIIIBIOUS VEHICLE OfHER PUBLICATIONS

[76] Inventors: Ralph W. tlunter, deceased, late of "Mechanix Illustrated", Nov. 1957. p. 65 -Float Without

Jacksonvile. Fla.; Marcia Hunter a Hull-.
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[211 Appl. No.: 831,126 (57] ABSTRACT

An amphibious vehicle for tra,.el in water or on land
[22]1 Filed Sep. 7, 1977 with trans%.ersely spaced power driven buoyant drums

fore and aft of the %,ehicle and intermediate buoyant
idler drums likewise transversely spaced around which

Related U.S. Application Data are rec.ed spaced flexible endless belt tractie:i appara-
[63] Coniuation of Ser No 729.813. Oct. 5. 1976, tus formed with buoyant cross tread such as elongated

abandoned. vhich is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. transversely mounted pneumatic tires or gas filled tubes
057.230. Feb 11. 1Q76 . abandoned, to provide driving traction in the manner of a crawler

type tractor. Also, a single steering control and system

151) Int. CI: ........................ B60F 3/00 for directional control of the vehicle in water or on all
[52] U.S. C1 ..................................... 115/1 R; 180/6.5; forms of terrain surfaces is dcvised and power from a

305/34 Diesel-Generator system is transmitted to an electric
[58] Field of Search ...................I 15/I R, I A, I B; motor to drive the respective buoyant power drums at

180/,.28. 6.5, 6.7. 0.2 R, 126; 305/13, 34, 57. either the fore or aft end of the vehicle in each respec-
114/67 A tive spaced belt or track. Such drive arrangement of the

respective drums maintains tautness in the belt and re-
duces tensile load on the traction belts reeved oser the

[561 References Cited midmounted buoyant idler drums betcwen the rcspec-

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS tive fore and aft buoyant power drums when the po,.,er

2.50.293 S/1951 Aydelott et al ............. 180/65 drums are selectively driven in either a forward or a

3,20.,3 3/11473 Ringland et al ....... 180/6.5 reverse direction,
3.75b.335 9/l173 Eisele et al .................. 180/6.28
1.951.0q3 4,'l7t Ptohe .................. 1t4/67 A 2 Claims, 14 Drawing Figures
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tires. If helium is substituted for air as discussed herein-
AMPIIlBIOUS VEHICLE before the speed of the vehicle as well as the payload

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION may be increased.
The motive power of the vehicle is provided by a

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 729.813 5 reciprocating diesel motor driving a dual output D-C
filed Oct. 5, 1976 now abandoned which is a continua- generator provided with a self-exciting exciter.
tion-in-part of prior application Ser. No. 657,230 filed The transmission of the vehicle of the present inven-
Feb. I1, 1976 and entitled AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE, tion is completely electrical. Change of direction from
now abandoned. forward to reverse is accomplished by changing polar-

FIELD OF INVENTION 10 ity of the feed circuits to all four motors. The feed
circuits to each port or starboard pair of motors pass

The present invention relates to endless track means through separate rheostats controlled by the vehicles
for amphibious landing vehicles, such as land and water steering wheel. When the wheel is turned to the left,
vehicles capable of travel over terrain of all descriptions resistance is gradually introduced by the rheostat of the
and in water without preparatory conversion to com- I5 circuit feeding the left hand motors thus lowering the
pensate for either medium. speed of the left hand drive belt causing the vehicle to

DESCRIPTION OF PRIOR ART turn left. When the Awheel is turned to the right a similar
action takes place in the opposite directicn by connect-

Heretofore, prior to the present novel invention there ing the starboard rheostat to reed the right hand pair of
have been developed and patented many forms of am- 20 motors with driving current.
phibious vehicles, namely for example U.S. Pat. Nos.: Brakes are unnecessary as the tracks cannot be

2.41b.679, Curtis. Mar. 1947. 2,306,577, Walker. Dec. thrown out of gear with the connected driving mecha-
1942. 2.359.586. Sayler, Oct. 1944, 3,146,035, Bonmar- nism. The speed of this vehicle is regulated by the foot
tint. Aug. 1964. 3.180,305, Gower-Rempel. Apr. 1965, actuated accelerator pedal at the driver's seat which
3.204.713. Shanahan et al.. Sept. 1965, 3,238.913, Slem- 25 controls the flow of fuel to the diesel motor.
mons. Mar. 1966. 3,396,690, Tsunazawa, Aug. 1968, The landing craft haa no body or hull to be pushed or
3.481.054. Hartlerode. Jr., Dec. 1969.

However, these prior devices have not provided for pulled through or on the water. The deck is supported

single steenng wheel and propulsion control means to on three fins or girders and is preferably fabricated of

provide optimum maneuverability of endless track 30 aluminum preferably not more than 3/16 inch thick, and
means on land of all terrain formations and on water do not submerge more than approximately 6 inches, for
surfaces. Also, the present invention is an improvement example. at maximum loading. These fins accommodate
of the pnor art by the highly efficient steering and lever the bearings for the axles of all the drums, as shown in

control of an electric transmission system coupled to FIGS. 2 and 3 of the drawings and described hereinaf-
traction drive belts. ter.The vehicle of the invention is suitably designed for

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION use as a trailer, and is precisely the landing craft herein

The present invention relates to improvcments in described and illustrated, less the power plant.

Landing C-aft and contemplates an amphibious vehicle With one simple center line hitch of any known suit-

employing identical propulsion, steering and control 40 able type with the towing vehicle, and a towed vehicle

mechanism on land and water. coupled to the hitch will track precisely and if desired

More particularly the landing craft in design is essen- will execute right angle turns.
taoly a crawl type tractor employing two laterally The most economical use of the vehicle in ship-to-

spaced belts of suitable dunble flexible material, such as shore movement of materials will be the use of the

plastic, each belt passing over and around a series of 45 present vehicle to tow trailer units. Thus more goods

revolvable drums with the fore and aft drums being can be moved per trip than can be moved by two rips

driably connected with electric power transmission using only a powered %chicle.

means. The actual number and size of the drums are OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION
calibrated and prorortioned to produce a displacement
%Owh|n half submerged to thereby deelop sufficient 50 An object of the invcntion is to pro%ide a novel end-

bhiioiancy ito provide a payload capability that will jus- less track means sith inflated surface cross tires for

tify the cost of operation. Containers are now commer- amphibious vehicles having pneumatically or gascously
cially aailable to meet such payload requirement, inflated drums to provide for optimum payload floata-

Further in regard to optimum payload requirements tion and propulsion in the water or travel on land.
in the event more %chicle speed or enhancement in 55 Another object is to provide a no-el drive arrange-
pa'.load capability is needed, without increasing the ment of laterally spaced endless belts mounted in side-
length of the vehicle, each drum may be provided with by-side relation around transversely spaced floatation
tlvo suitable cocks and valves so positioned that air in drums.
the respective drums may be replaced with gas means, Another object of the present invention is to provide
such as helum. This should be done before the drums 6o a steering means for the vehicle of the present invention
are assembled in the vehicle drive belts. These belts are which enables the operator to steer the v.ehicle in a
laicrally sp.iced to pros ide for suitable protrusions on similar manner to a conventional automobile.
the drum surfaces, such as annular fins around the drum Still another object of the present invention is the
,1urf.ices to pre,ent lateral crawl of the respective belt provision of a vehicle %Ahich minimizes drag by elimi-
means as shown in the accompanying drawings. The 65 nating conventional hull means.
drawings alsoA, illustrate means of simultaneous inflation Yet another object is to provide control of payload
of suitably attached transverse tires disposed trans- by floatation with resulting superior action over gater
,sersel% of the drJie belts, such as tubeless pneumatic and txggy surfaces.
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1hI aniphihiou, vchicle comprises a bod% -framc, ha-
(521 it SI. CI ............ .. 15. I... 16/0 in 1 in in .crt cd L-shipcd duct at cach rectilinear ,idc

51 i ot. CI .......................... lbO 3I I) tti c od. franic 'ktcnding ti dit.ll 'I% ahtc the

1581 I~d of Search . .. 115'I R. 16. 53: I O1/ I H. round ine. and crninc mount.d in the hod. frame.
I O/1 R. 7 R, 7 J and a dri% train ismihl in luding a rw of whc:ls in

cich 'f the ducts, a transmlssion dri% ing the re.,pcctivc
156) References Cited rosss of wheels, and dcflecti'rs inount d forwAardls and

UNITED STATES PA rEN rS ;%loe cach of the \%hcelk or receing fluid drawn up-

3,435.79K 411969 Rich ...................... 11511 R \,jrdl% h% rotation of the \%hccls. and conduits dis-
3.595.194 711971 Faxas .. ....... 115/I R poxye! rcctilincarl in the inivrio tor % all of c ach of
3.68x.731 911972 Houle ..... ............ 115/I R the ducts comnunicating fluid from rep.ctisc collec.

tors rcar\.irdl from the ducts
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3.895,5 90
1 2

.AMPI'IHOLS VE ICL('E FI(i 4 is an end ceksatitonal, cr.isssectictr tvw
taken suhstaniialh along thic lint:% 4 -4 of the I IG 3.

1-IF L) OF IN' VLNI ION F-IG. 5 is .a bttom plain. semidiagrimmatic liew of

I lie picc-ut lis cltion relates to1 schics and motre the enigine: mnd drive train assemnbi> of the present s ehi-
iaticu lair\ i>to ant p11iblot1 \sChlic lcs 5 dc

BACKGiROU:ND OF -1 HE INVENTION OLTAILF. D llSCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

kniphibtou% sehicles nmay lie dix idcd itto %chicle% EMBIODIMENT

hdsing altrnate land and aquatic pro~puksion means. Referring now to the drawing% and more patrtic:ularly
and single propulsioin means Alternate propulsion s\%- tOi to the FIG. 1. thle amphibious %chicle oif this in'. ctton

tents include sehicics having cotisentitinal lanid dirises. is showkn toI idsanttage and gcncrillk identified hv the
and alternate cons cntto~na aquatic drises,. such as pro- numev~ral 10. The \chicle 10 comprises a chass.is-hod\
p. Hers andi the like. Single propulsion %%stems haxe I I. an engine 12. and( a drive assembl\ 13. The chassis-
beeni t> ptied b\ triack-.ntntcd chicks! %hvcrt tor- bod) I I incliide i suitable frame integr.ill> tied to a
thulence resulting from traseling of thle rCspetIse 15 body 14. [-he hod> 14 mas he a scnurectangular .olid

tracks is intended to propel the structure through the pros ised wkith a prow -hke nose portion 14' Within the
wAter This has generally been unsuccessful tit that on- body 14 is a passenger-cargo compartment 15 having

shrouded tracks tend toi result in static equilibrium seats 16 and the like, The engine 12 may he mounted
wherein force in the intended direction is ncutralired in the pro%% portion 14.
h\ fluid drawn in the opposite dircltion by trasel of 2 0 Referring to the FIGS 2, 3 and 4, the dris e train ais-

track Nesertheless. single propulsion \ehicles are sembly 13 is poiwered by the engine 12 and hsdraulic
thought toi he preferable to alternate propulsion am- pumirp 12' As shown more cleark in the FIG 5, the
phibianis tin that thes are: more simple and compact drive train 13 comprises a pair of rectilinearl> disposed
structIures roS s(of wheels 17 and a pair oif valve% ISH controlling

Ac ordingl%. it i% an object of the present ins ention 25 each (If the, respective rows of wkheels 17. Fach of the
to pro% ide .in iinpro's d .amphilmous \chicle oit the sin- wheels 17 ma\ he mevchanicall\ connected to other

gle unit piropulsion t~pe has tong a ducted propulsion wheels 17 in it% rcsllecise row and drisen by a single
sector %%teO herein backlash fluid draw ii in a dircc- hx~dratilic motor 19 and means %itch a% sprocket and
III)ti ,p . 'site to thle in tendd Iti drec tio oIf 0 r asl is c ha in (tiot N h 1w it. or h\ a itor 19 prtiv ided for each

.tr.iw% n throsugh I duict iio the direction of the intendled % ssheel 17 and cotnncted lis a vak s: Is of each row It
ira' ci is to bie undsersto od thlat both row\s of \% heels 17 ma> be

F is a ftirthur object of this ins ention that the aforc- controilled front a sitigle h'.draulic motor and that othecr
siipt iihitous %chicle has~ e a simiple steering s> stem steerable wkheels nm he pros ided for control It isito e

itircgraills rlatctl ito tilte llrolliiiitl siert miidestooid that a sitiable mechanical ,\stcmn ma>o op.
I hcse and other ,'biect% shall becomei apparenit fromi 'e rate in plaice oif lit: h".draulic: .s t(m described herein.

the le s.r iption following, it beitg understood that ssith a rranisnislm jtn anLear bo.\ in place of the sal'.es
mioditic:attons ntas he made ss ithout affcting the muid h' driulic motors.
tcachings tit the imn'.ctton here set ouit. Refe~rring igmin it) the FIGS. 2. 3 and 4, the rows of

\%.heels 17 are motetd in ducts 20 at each rectilinear
St'MMARY OF [ME- INVENTION %( ide (if the hod>. 14. Fach of the ducts 20 are config-

I be amnphibious %scile. comprises a hod> -frame. sired as ins erted U -shaped enclosures k hieh issue
Ilb i.%it an iv rted V -shaped duct at each rectilinear down-nwardl>, Irom the body 14 distally above the
,tie 4 thle bod\ trams:t extending to distally .tbose the uround line. -1hit is. e ach duet 20 is formed b\ wAalls of
tjround lilte. an egnmotdin the hodv-frumc; and 4 the passenger-cargo comtpartment I5, a top will 20' is-
a dris e traiin .sebyincluding a row of \%heels in each sing outs'ardly andi horizontally from the upper por-
ot the% duicts. means for mechtanically connecting the tion of the boidy 14. and an outside, guard wall 20'' is-
vs heels. tcans fo'r transrtitting aind nmechanically con- suing do nw irdfly Iroin the wall 20' has ng its lower-
ficv hg the ss heels; to the enigine, and deflectors most edge distally .11)05 the ground line, and parallel
iin,,unted forw .rtll and above each of thle \%sheels for 5it)l the wall of co~mpartment 15. The prow polrtion 14'
reelsitng fluid drawwn ups%. ardlyl h% rotatioin of the enclosecs the firwardmost terminal ends oif the ducts
\%. heels. and conmiis di-pi'sed eetilmicatrls tin the inte- 20). and a baffle plate 21, issuing from the rearward-
riilr top \hall oif each o.f the duets communicating fluid most terminal end of the body 14, encloses the rear-
from, resllcLtise: e(llcctiir- rears'.ard> from the ducts. wardmost terminal ends of the ducts 20. It maN be seen

A more thorough and coniprehentsise undzrstanding that the baffle plate 21 also prosides a rnudflap which
mi>, be hid from the det-ailed description of the pre- -may restrict material ordinarily thrown by rot1ation of
t',rred enitodirin Ahen read in connectioni ssith the the wheels 17.
draw~jigs for ming a par of this specific ition. 'The prow like portion 14' is pros idcd with apertures

BRI I F-SRIP10%OF HF RAVs-;S 22 si hich c'omunicate s'.ith each of the duet% 20. As

IIRII ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q I'W(I INO H R''' NS ,~ hill becomc -ippirent. the ipetturcs 22 nia be subs-

IG I% ia. left fronit perspectise stew ,Iolih present stantiall\ hori'uiital i not ' hown or inclined down-
iiii1pliihi'ti 'us s le taldls .I,,h '' ini the F- ItG 3. Tht: reirw aorl end of the

1-16 2 is a top pl-in ' icw of the appljaritis 41the H(I; ducts 20) sisthirge through the batfltc plate 21I through

I show4i s. th o'i. tit the top dtict %%,Iil brokenl aski% orifilcs 23. 23' int 23'' lc forss~rir o-st \kheel 17 is

aind c,:tor arrows for illotr11ItN puiroses 65 lrosiuled with a deflector 214 vthich is operatle to, col-

t- It 3 is .i left side Cle% .itn'nal i% w 'AIf the implithi- Ict fluid drawn uipwardl> b\ forw witd rotation of the
,us chi5 Ic with the duet %, ills broken ask.as and cto r kheel 17. and vs ith .i conduit 25 %khich conimunic ites

afr'.'.% fuid otiu b\ tile 'Ic lvctr 24 to the tmriicc 23. 1 he
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Arn amph ibiou% %chicle is adapted to be pri ilied in
1521I U.S. Cl..-... ..... .... ... I IS/ I R; 11 4/67 R. water with a mninimium oif wet hutll drag 1[he %chicle

Ii IS/M 9 305/35 EB includes i SCUrni1C0les ,l' -111 ad .i1 CnITPIC lhkCu 14,
I51 Inht. C13 ........... ...... .......... B60F 3,00 the franme. Parallel 'ct% of tandem riiller% ire mir nieu
151 Field of Search .................. 1140. R. 67 R. oin the opptosite sides of the NO% 'in %'hich pjiirs of

115/1 R. 19; 416/4. 5. 7. 95. 86; 305/35 EB. pontoon assemhlies are mounied Eauch potoon a.1"
35 R senihl% includes a pluraliti of circuit'frentill uper.

imposed endleN% la ers or plies of htuo~ .nt niaturufil So1
1561 References Cited that the po~nttoons support the I-Kd% oIn bith land ind

urE STTSPATENTS water A propulsion dlesice is pros ided foir propelling
UN~rEDSTATESthe load-carrying body in wmetr. the preferred propel.1.749.276 3119301 Edmtonds. ........ IIS1 ling means hceing a finined belt itrien by the engine.

1.911.54f, 5/1I33 Mcrrter 305/35 " E An engine is also provided for drs lag the ntrioin
2,Y41.494 hl I YW Metlridc I 15/1 1
3.10M.364 10/1963 Prsw 115 1 rollers so that the lImear seltoit% of the endless lascrs
3,376.941 4/1969 Wilson 4 1 k17 is apprxirnately eqUual to thie %clocit% oit the bod*t%

when it passes over wImcr to niinuiine the occurreniceFOREIGN PATENTS OR APPLICATIONS of \oet hull drag.
25tw.796 X/ 1926 Uni.wd kingdom .......... 35 EH
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3,976.025 l'to othprst n ninrepfras

1 2

VNlVIl II 101S VEICLE compilrisedl of' ses cral plies of lwotSatit material I hi.
%idth (if the plies decreases prou~eeding i'ut~ardl\

BA(*K(;,ROLND o01 THE IN\ ENlIO1N along the pontoon. and each pl\ ec ept the outermos .t
The pvcet ins ilition relates to amphibious vehicles. has a ridge oin cach side to confine the nex*t outermoist

an in particular to a t~pc of amphibious vehicle cm- pl% in position. Fhe plies are not fixed or glued to each
ploy mg parallel endless pontoon assemnblies which sup- tither so that thev can slide relative to line another is
port the sehicle oser hoth land and 'i ailL' thev are %Iretchc'd anid compressed over the rollers at

The primarN problem with amnphibious %chicle% the 'ends of the pontoons The pontoon assemblies of

Wknown in the art is that they are usually an unvasy 1 the present inscntion must be relatively thick to pro-
compromise between land operation and usaler i)ri'a. %side the req~uisite buos ancy. Utiliiation of a plurality of
lion. F-or es~imple. some aimphibious v.ehicles utilie pletocrfiithpnonslow-heuefth
large buoyant tire% which have a plurality of small fin rplis th oniket pont o ons thout amgeto te on-th
oin their surface. and the tires are used'to propel the rff~l,(ikpnon Atotdmg otepn

body over both lind and water. However, the finned 15 tootis as the% are stretched over the rollers.
.surface of the tires interferes with operation of the The preferred embodliment of the present insention
%chicle oser hard or pased surfaces, and providles only emiploys o)pen or closed cell ii hbctr pontoons having a
minimal propulsion oser water, resulting in a %ehicle \a;riable density. If desired. the outermost pl) can he
which is inefficient oser both land and water. Another hard ruhbber ort other rugged material to maximize Acear
type of \chicle is somewhat similar ito the standard ZO of the pontoon assembly oser lind. It \Aould he in
automobile but the loiter portion of the body is sealed ohs ious cspetlient to provide interchangeable outer
to provide a buoyant hull The 'chidle has standard layers ha' ing a diff~erent configurations in order to
tires for land propulsion and is pro\ ided \A6ith a propel- operate efficientls oser different types of terrain-
ler for w&ater propulsion. The vehicle operates much The innermost ply of the pontoon assembl) prefer-
like a standard aotomobile over land. hut in ss ater the 25 ably coinpiis a trianigular belt which fits into a corre-
citposed tires cause excessive drag and the \chicle is sponding groose in the rollers. This triangular shape
thus inefficient in water. No amphibious %ehicle has yet wkill cause water to run off of the interior of the belt
been deseloped which is efficient over both land and Furthermore, the Aater will be forced off the belt by
%4ater As a result, available amphibious vehicles bave the triangular configuration when the belt encounters
little practice uitility, and are used primarily as recrc- !0t one of the rollers. The triangular belt can be con-
ational vehicles for their nos clty value. Such vehicles structed of rubber impregnated fabric to provide struc-
Or parts thereof are found in U.S. Pat. Nos- 8.0M0 tural support to the pontoons.
1 14.832. 328.559. 883.019: 917,351. 953.165; The novel features Awhich are believed to be charac-
I .749.27ht. I.913.61)5.and I1,929.511. teristic of the invention. both as to organiLation and

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 35 method of operation, together with further objects and
advantages thereof will be better understood from the

The amiphibious %chicle of the present invention following description considered in connection with
includes a load-carrying body' co~ntaining a power the accompaning drawings in which a preferred em-
source. A pair of parallel sets of tandem rollers are hodiment of the insention is illustrated by way of exam-
mounted on opposite sides of the body. At least two 40 pc ti ob srsl nesod oee.ta h
suibstantt.rlls parallel endless pontoons are mounted on drawings are for the purpose of illustration and descrip-
each set of Tandem rollers respectively Each pontoon tion onlv and are not intended as a definition of the

is constructed of buoyant material so that the pontoon limits of the imns ttion.
oser larnd. Means separate fron~t the pontoon means are 45 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
pros ided for propelling the load-carrying body over FG.Iiapesctevewoanmhiou hil
Aater The pontoons are driven by the power source to FIm.oIyis esetv iwo napiiu eil

niose the vchicle over land Furthermore, the pontoons FI ngsa lnwo the apparatus of the present ivnin
are driven %%hen the vschicle rides over water so that the F~nI n ki h a tlahew fchice appratuofvhepesn
linecar %doetry1 oif the ponto ons is appros im.itey equal 50tIG 3eto ith hec 'ochi l bod removae ln ie
to the selocits of the body to inininiile -and preclude FI.3iarercosetonliwtan oglns3 -3 of FIG. 2;
the generation of wet hull drag.

The prtimary, object of the present ins ention is to FIG. 4 is a rear crowssectional view taken along lines
pros ide an amnphibious schicle which operates effi- 4 fFI.;
t icntls over tih Land ind witer. 'The present nention 55 FIG. 5 is a plan view of one of the pontoons, of the
'rtsides a trick vehicle which operaites similar it) present in' ention including a whase cutter.
known trvick sehicles oser land. When the 'chicle is F:IG 6 is a side ecation view of the pontoon asscm-
operated in water, the pontooins are used to minimi/e bly of FIG. 5:
wet hujll drag so that the %chicle operates highly effi. FIC. 7 is a front dlesation viess of the pontoon .em-
cientlh in water Also The only impediment to move- nNyswnnlIS ad6
miil o'f the hodl ini 'ster is the inertial iliag doec to 1'16 X is al f 1 igInIt-Otir Lri,'s-secttonal elesition % ic%
dt'[4l1,Cnivilt of thc umitr itid the wind resistance tof oif a preferred embod)(imentl of the ponitoonn assembly oif
thc N, . the present iwnsention

In the ltresent intenition. otne of the preferred em- 1:1 G. 9 isN a b1low .%up s teA taken at lines 9. -9 of I IG
K-iients titilf/cs ain e~ndless finned belt Ahich ikt% to 11 M: and
prottps the 'chicle in w4.itcr. but oither propelling means l:IG, 10 is a fragmentary, es.ition stew (if the pon-
st h us pit -Alr.w.iter jets indl the like cmtihld he used toon asse nih of the present ins entii'n is it tras er es

is 1 elne (it the iollcrs
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3,699,461
1 2

EI.AS1I1C CONOII)11 Sit A PEI WI IEEL It is another * hjcct of the presernt .t: nto p,
side a wheel ptiualssuitable f orerat *i on 1 hc
lunar suirfaicc.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION It is set another object of the r.crit In entiin i
1. Field of the Invention 5provide a locomoitioin dcsicc -ihich dues not istceimeit
This invention relates generally to %%heels for sehi- jammed with liisi soil. -- gctiiii or del-,i

decs. The wheel of this invention is especially suitable operation.
for use on vehicles operating on weak soil and/or in The wheel of the present insention is provided %hith a
rough terrain and, in particular, for vehicles operating hub attachcd to a flexible conoidally shaped section
on the lunar surface. The %heel has application in any 10 hasinga flexible cylindrically shaped rim attached at its

environment %hercin unusual surface conditions base. The specific shape of the conoidal section.
require a large ground contact area due to weak soil w~hether ellipsoidal, hemispherical, conical or other-
and attenuated dynamics due to the combination of wige, depends on the spring rate and deformation
surface roughness and vehicle spced. 15characteristics desired. The wheel is bscl designed

2 Description of the Prior Art with an axemount at the hub and a conoida Ily shaped
Presently. wheels and tracks are the conventional section extending from the hub to the rim ses.tion The

devices used to provide vechicles %4ith means for rim section at the base of the conoidal section provides
locomotion over ground surfaces, both a rolling surface for the wheel and mean-; to stabil-

The conventional ss heel with simple design exhibits ize the conoidal section at the point of contact with the
poor performance when required to operate on weak ground. In addition, a %Nearing surface is prosided on
soil and/or in rough terrain. The conventional wheel in- the surface of the rim section to afford durability and
hecrently affords a limited contact area on any surface increased traction at the %kheel rolling surface
over which it travel%, the contaict area being dependent Means are pros iied such that when the wheel ist
oin wheel siae. As a result, the size of a conventional 25 mounted and deflected due to the boid imp 'ecd oin it
wheel necessary for operation oin weak soil must be the ground contact is, adigned with the direction of
large and, therefore, heavy. The resulting weight and rttosement of the A he el. therchbs eliminating the ineffi-
size of the conventional w heel designed to operate on ciencs of lateral 'cuffing components. One method for
weak soil is a decidedis limiting factor on the speed. achiesing this Ii to Lawt the Ahecl ,isle do~ ni ird.
stability and control of the %chicle in rough terrain I0 tossard the hoii7iinlal surTface the peCLIse an'_tie depen-

One soluition of the problem of locomotion on weajk (tent oin %s hccl veiimcitt operaii loaids md tiicturai
soil and/or in rough terrain has been to provide vehicles properties of the ci nst1ruct Ar, nimieril \not her
wNith large track, rather than wNheels iF picall, such method (or .i iei rthi rcsilt is ti proi.W i~e7 il II
tracks are comprised of a continuous loop of artiu- materil bet .s ceo the inside sirfAL C ofit ne nim ~
lated sections arranged on a pluralits of .%heels ito pro- 1 s h.v opedo scIoI1n mdtn ht 1. IICL 1 n idrtII il mi s ( in -

\id 13 cointinuoiius rilling surtace: I is designt nccsar- Ascrx sniaill of thu , ii hi At~ slie

I% sacNjrifices the %inmplicit\ of the %kheel sinice it requires Inmg ito the prc'eiit ins cltin1. I, 'iu n A i ti ! ,-h thc

the use of a heavy structure and tcomtple\ mechanical remainder of the %ho.c; anfd the mnass i ar
linokages which are %iulnerable ito jimming as. the result 4) sprung I'li p.ortion .ti the s %-I w 'hi. h 11 'J vsprungs

of in acurntuiation ot sil anid iither debris. Further- that portion in, the ofiit i riimrd t] [bhus. thc
moire. loicomoitio~n energy mtm.ittd are higher and sprung ii i mrtiitg s shivIcL %ctLcht -Aiom i' m 1ee.c %h h
speedsa.ic se' erels touted a, .a result itf the energs dis- us. a1 dCSIr.ible (.lt.1iCrms 11t'ri It ttuLes iupet.itun.: I

sipated in the numerous journal bearings and the cen- ioigh terrain at high speeds
tritugal or dsnamic forces whi~h increase with speed. ~ lE(IIINO I )A IG

A major problem % heilier %&heels; or tracks are used
is the sprung ito unsprunig wAeight ratio if the vehicle. In [he present unventio \&ill he described andi un-
gencral. an increase in this ratio enhances the stability derstiiod more readils .% hcn cinsiiered with the at
and control oif the % chicle in rough terraiin thereby al- tached drdw~ tng in \hhich-
lowing higher operating speeds. With presently known so FIG. I is a1 frotnt vdes iiinal siew if the Xheel of the
Iiieonotiont des ices, vehicles must he provided %kith present insentiiin. inelimiing the milinting memns
Nomplics suspension designs in order ito attain suitable thereforf,
performance under these conditions. FIG 2 is a side eles~mtional ;.iew of the w4hcel of the

There is, therefore, a need in the art for a wheel present In\ ention in the unlnoi2cd state.
wxhich will pros ide: a greater ground cotntact area than a 55 FIG 3 is a side cdes mitonal s mew if the %kheel itf the
consenitional sheel aind also provide acc~eptable present invention in the loaded state.
d~ namic bechas ior .,t niinimal energy espcnditurte. FIG 3U Is .1 pirtitI sCtion omf the Alheel it FIG .1

taken along line 3ma - .,a. and
SIJ\IMARY OF THE INVENTION FIG 4 is a froini les.imil s less of itio'thcien~mm

It :s an object of the present ins.,ntion ito pros ide a 60 ment of the \&heel if the prciesen oettion

\%hi. l ha-. ing alirge ground cOtiat aireai ;Intl crihimed 1-t I t) F11.PtII tR
ride dsnamies it high speed oin rough terrain. I[( I- V)N (I f)1 Pd i I RRI.

it . another oibject Of the present ins ention to pro- IM DMN

side a %%heel %hich is simple in construction, ecooimi- 5 The whheel of thc pieser inse-imn is a.,n ec rt: I
L to% fa hricate and iocrate. .mnd capaible of -Ait hstand - secen in FlG 1, in

m
: lI r'.s'. u .

inF *idinqu.mte f.ttguec and impaiit orr.Isin,.itible vith noit~all\ shipet! -li! ium ; 4 ai.In .i ui tr 6 T 1,

I( oroid \chi, 1,c opertitioi hutl 2 is 41,31C i t et 4 i c re - i/u! - .' 4
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1751 lnvviitors. Mickhael f'rcd4rick Eclvirds; N. ~ I W 41 ige1o.4 IV
Ed-Aard %%illihms. both of
\Vois crhmnpton. Enuland I'imarx Eiantiicr-MN Henson V, ood. Jr.
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221 Filed Dec. 6. 1973

121 11 AppI No 422,598 .571 ABtSTRACT

A '. heel comprising a1 rim. ai %cparazte di-sc. ai number
1 301 Forvign Application I'riorit% Data of rails arranged helicall\ on the inner surface Of the

Dec 7, 1472 1 mited Kitte:dom ,0;A rmi tn.uides on the disc s hich engage the rails uhcreh%
as [CIlitist' rotation 1:LkeS plaIcC betwecen the rim and

1521 U.S. CL. 30 1/9 TV; 301I/3ht R disc their rclatis positions change in stire~tions paral-
1511 Int. CIl. . 1160h 27,'00 let to the rotar% axsis Of the wheelotking means on
1591 Field of Search ....... 3o(1 /9 Uv. 9 DN. 3 6 R the guides operable frictionally to engvage the rails to

lock the disc and rim in a desired relati~ e position. a

I 561 References Cited [cast one ofC the guides carr ,ing a set pin airranged to
I~n D S A [ PA NISengage the rail engaiged b\ the locking means to sup-
I, *,[' ED I I IS P I LNTSplenient, the locking effect of the latter

2.1W.392 Il iN4 (,rosch 111it IX
2.)%5.312 91t9S9 tIemnple 3 )(1 iY 'IV I Claims, 3 LDra~sing Figures
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